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Abstract

Abstract
Condition based monitoring is widely used for the determination of the health of machines. 
The Nottingham Trent University Computing Department has developed a new system, the 
Incremental Motion Encoder (IME), which is based on the time interpolation of the digital 
signals produced by an optical encoder. Experiments have shown that the IME can be used 
as a condition based maintenance sensor as it is possible to detect rolling element defects, 
an unbalanced shaft and oil contamination of a bearing. The system uses a geometrically 
configured optical device to scan a precision encoder disc and Digital Signal Processing 
technology is used to interpret the signals. Previous work has demonstrated the qualitative 
usefulness of the IME. However, further work was needed to assess the accuracy of the 
measurements, to analyse the principles of the IME, to validate the performance of the 
existing device and to develop methods for error definition and error compensation.

Testing and experimentation on the existing experimental system have been carried out by 
the Candidate and an understanding gained of the device. The sources of error of the IME 
have been identified, which had not been quantified previously. Measuring and 
compensating for the three main sources of error, read head position, eccentricity of the 
encoder disc and encoder abnormalities are the three major tasks of the project. 
Modifications to the experimental rig have been developed in order to allow these tasks to 
be addressed.

The Candidate has developed three different types of techniques to measure the position 
error of the read heads. A pattern recognition method was developed and is successful for 
IME systems that use an encoder disc with significant grating line errors. A second 
method using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) has been developed to exploit the fact that the 
difference in the phase angles, obtained using a FFT, gives the angle between the read head 
positions. The new experimental system is now able to obtain the angular position of the 
read heads by using the index grating line. The third method relies on the presence of the 
index grating line on the encoder disc which may not be present in all systems.

Eccentricity of disc centre relative to the centre of rotation affects the correct calculation of 
the angular position of the encoder disc. Algorithms have been developed by the 
Candidate in order to compensate for this type of error. Experimental results have shown 
that angular position error can be corrected successfully.

The Candidate has developed methods for detection of small abnormalities of the encoder 
disc by using a multiple averaging technique. Computational algorithms have been 
developed to correct the encoder disc abnormalities by using individual information from 
each read head, promising results have been obtained from the experimental IME.

An IME device can be tailored to fulfil the desired requirements of resolution, bandwidth 
and accuracy. A self calibration instrument can be developed by using the previously 
mentioned techniques in order to self calibrate and increase the accuracy and reliability of 
an IME’s results.
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Symbols Notation
A0: Error in angular position due to eccentricity

0: Angular difference between reading points on the encoder disc

g o : Angular velocity of the encoder disc (rad/sec)

d: Shaft displacement

c: Clock pulse per grating line

e: Eccentricity of the encoder disc to the centre of motion

Fniax Maximum allowed input frequency of a signal

Fscan Sampling frequency of the DSP

FTb Frequency of the time base

G Physical resolution of the encoder disc

L: Distance between the opposite read heads (=2R)

Qe: Quantization error of angular position

Qv: Quantization error of angular velocity

R: Encoder disc reading radius

Tr Transverse resolution

v: Angular velocity in revolutions per minute (rpm)

Abbreviations
DSP Digital Signal Processor

DDAB Digital Data Acquisition Board

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

HP Hewlett Packard

IME Incremental Motion Encoder

TTL Transistor -  Transistor Logic
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Terminology
Acceleration: A vector quantity that specifies the time derivative of velocity.

Accelerometer: A pickup that converts an input acceleration to an output (usually 

electrical) that is proportional to the acceleration.

Amplitude: The maximum value of a sinusoidal quantity.

Aliasing: An often detrimental phenomenon associated with the sampling of continuous-time 

wave-forms at a rate below the Nyquist rate (the half of the sampling frequency).

Axial movement of the shaft: movement parallel to the axis of rotation.

Cycle: The complete range of states or values through which a periodic phenomenon or 

function passes before repeating itself identically.

Crest factor: Of an oscillating quantity. The ratio of the peak value to the r.m.s. value.

Complex Wave: The resultant form of a number of sinusoidal waves that are summed 

together forming a periodic wave. Such waves may be analyzed in the frequency domain to 

readily determine their component parts.

Concentric: Having a common centre, not eccentric.

Delay: The interval between one event to another.

Displacement: A vector quantity that specifies the change of position of a body or particle 

with respect to a reference frame.

Dominant frequency: A frequency at which maximum value occurs in a spectral density 

curve.

Displacement pickup: A pickup that converts its input displacement to an output (usually 

electrical) that is proportional to the input displacement.

Eccentricity of the disc: The distance between the centre of the disc and the centre of 

rotation.
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Eccentricity of the shaft: The degree of displacement of the geometric centre of a shaft from 

the true centre of rotation.

Eccentricity of the disc and the shaft: The distance between the centre of the shaft and the 

centre of the disc.

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI): When electrical disturbance from a natural 

phenomenon or an electrical or electronic device of system causes an unintended effect on 

another part of the system.

Fast Fourier transform (FFT): A computationally efficient mathematical technique which 

converts digital information from the time domain to the frequency domain for rapid 

spectral analysis.

Frequency: A measure of the number of cycles repeated. It is usually expressed as a number 

per unit of time but in this document it can also be a number per unit of (angular) distance, eg. 

per revolution.

Frequency distortion: O f a transducer. Distortion that occurs within a given frequency 

range when the amplitude sensitivity of the transducer for a given amplitude of excitation 

is not constant over the range.

Frequency response: O f a transducer. The output signal of the transducer expressed as a 

function of the frequency of its input signal.

Fourier waveform analysis: The concept of decomposing waveforms into the sum of simple 

trigonometric sinusoidal functions.

Hertz (Hz): Units in which frequency is expressed. Synonymous with cycles per second.

Interpolation: Process of finding a curve, which passes through a given sequence of data 

points and/or satisfies some other imposed conditions.

Lag: A time delay between the output of a signal and the response of the instrument to 

which the signal is sent.

Noise: Any signal that occurs in an electronic circuit in addition to the signal that the circuit is 

designed to process.
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Output Noise: The RMS, peak-to-peak (as specified) AC component of a transducer’s DC 

output in the absence of a measured variation.

Orbit Plot: A display of the locus of a point on a rotating shaft in a plane perpendicular to 

the shaft axis of rotation.

Phase angle: O f a periodic quantity. The fractional part of a period through which the 

quantity has advanced, as a measure from a value of the independent variable as a 

reference.

Phase difference: Between two periodic quantities with the same frequency, the difference 

between their respective phases.

Peak-to-peak value: O f an oscillating quantity. The algebraic difference between the 

extreme values of the quantity.

Piezoelecric: A material effect whereby an applied electric field produces a mechanical 

strain, and an applied mechanical strain produces an electric field.

Radial vibrations: movement perpendicular to the axis of rotation.

Random vibration: A vibration whose magnitude cannot be precisely predicted for any 

given instant of time.

Resonance: O f a system in forced oscillation. The condition of the system when any 

change in the frequency of excitation, however small the change , causes a degrease in a 

response of the system.

Resonance frequency: A frequency at which resonance occurs.

Response: Of a system. A quantitative expression of the output of a system.

Repeatability: The ability of a transducer to reproduce output readings when the same 

measurand value is applied to it consecutively, under the same conditions, and in the same 

direction. Repeatability is expressed as the maximum difference between output readings 

as a percent of full scale.
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Quantization: The process of digital representation whereby samples of a continuum of 

values are approximated by finite-precision values.

Quantization error: The error due to loss of precision during quantization of a signal.

Simple harmonic motion: A motion that is a sinusoidal function of time.

Sensitivity: Of a transducer, fo r  a stated value o f the input quantity. The relationship of a 

change in the input quantity to the corresponding change in the input quantity.

Spectrum: A description of a quantity as a function of frequency or wavelength.

Transducer: A device that receives energy from one system and supplies energy, of either 

the same or a different kind, to another system in such a manor that the desired 

characteristics of the input energy appear at the output.

Transducer phase shift: The phase angle between the transducer output and the input for 

sinusoidal excitation.

Transducer distortion: Distortion that occurs when the output of a transducer is not 

proportional to its input.

Transverse movement of the shaft: movement perpendicular to the axis of rotation.

Velocity: A vector quantity that specifies the time derivative of displacement.

Vibration: The variation with time of the magnitude of a quantity that is descriptive of the 

motion or position of a mechanical system, when the magnitude is alternatively greater 

than and smaller than some average value or reference.

Velocity pickup: A pickup that converts an input velocity to an output (usually electrical) 

that is proportional to the input velocity.

Wavelength: O f a periodic wave. The distance, measured perpendicular to the wave front 

in the direction of propagation, between two successive points on the wave that are 

separated by one period.
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Axial
Movements

Transverse
Movements

Axis of 
Rotation

Axial movement : movement parallel to the axis of rotation

Encoder
disc

eccentricity between the shaft 
centre and disc centre

Encoder disc 
centre

Shaft
centre

Shaft
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Chapter 1
1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the concept of the sensor, the incremental motion encoder (IME), 

and its position relating to other condition monitoring sensors. The fundamentals of these 

sensors will be analysed and a brief comparison will be made. The theory of the IME will 

be explained briefly and finally, the objectives of this project will be presented.

1.1 Condition Monitoring

Nowadays, the pressure of reducing manufacturing costs of a component requires careful 

planing at the production stage. This means that the machinery which is involved in 

production has to be maintained in such a manner that the effect of the maintenance, in 

terms of delays in production and cost, will be kept to a minimum. Moreover, competitive 

markets rely on manufacturers to deliver good quality products on time. Also in most of 

the cases the machine condition affects the production quality and therefore machine 

conditions have to be monitored as well. Many different types of condition monitoring 

have been used within industry in order to achieve the best performances from machinery. 

The following paragraphs summarise the three strategies that used by manufactures.

1.1.1 Breakdown maintenance.
One of the oldest maintenance strategies that has been used most of the time on ‘simple to 

fix’ machines. Maintenance takes place after failure of a machine or a component. This 

type of maintenance strategy can only be used on machines that are relatively cheap and 

quick to repair, safety is not jeopardised and will not affect the production line [Paz-94] 

[Martin-94].

1.1.2 Preventative maintenance.
Maintenance takes place on a scheduled basis and this is derived from the machines 

running time and previous statistical failure data. Therefore, machines have to be shut 

down and inspected at specific intervals in order to repair or change the damaged or
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specific components. As a result, in many cases unnecessary repairs have to be carried out. 

This not only increases the cost of the product but also the risk of premature failure due to 

human error and the run-in period of the new components [El-Shafei-93]. Nevertheless, 

where the safety factor is critical, preventative maintenance may be the best strategy to 

prevent unexpected failure and the cost of injuries or even losing lives. [Scheithe-92] 

[Martin-94]

1.1.3 Condition based maintenance.
By observing the condition of each component with an appropriate tool it is possible to 

estimate its remaining life expectancy. Therefore a schedule can be appointed to replace 

the specific part with the minimal disruption and cost. The condition monitoring of a 

component can be undertaken using different types of sensors or methods. This can be 

achieved mainly for bearings, with visual inspection, wear debris analysis, performance 

assessment, vibration analysis etc. [Nickerson-95] The amount of solid contaminant 

particles inside in the lubricant indicates the condition as well as the remaining life of the 

bearings and other components [Day-94]. Usually oil analysis is carried out off-line, as oil 

samples have to be obtained and analysed by special instruments [Muir-95]. Although 

there are instruments using optical technology allowing the on line particle measurement, 

they can not identify all types of particles which is an important factor in oil analysis 

[Zhong-95]. Vibration analysis of a component can be directly related to its condition. 

There are many statistical tools that allow us to observe and determine the condition of a 

component. Usually, a combination of different types of transducer can give a better 

picture of a component’s condition [Serridge-91]. A combination of oil analysis and 

vibration analysis in most situations can be the ideal condition monitoring tool. [Berry- 

91 ] [Jackson-8 8] [Smith-83] [McFadden-84] [Scheithe-92]

Due to various operating factors, such as lubricant contamination, shaft misalignment or 

improper loading, bearing service life may vary considerably from manufacturers 

estimates [Mathew-84]. It has been estimated that only 10 to 20% of bearings reach their 

design life [Berry-91]. The monitoring of bearing condition is therefore an extremely 

important process [Day-94] [Allocca-84]. The following Table 1- 1 summarises the 

advantages and disadvantages of the different maintenance strategies.
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T y p e Breakdown Preventative Condition based

OX)
Low cost policy Management control Minimises downtime, spares

a
a Requires minimal management Reduces down time Logistic planning is possible
c3
► Useful on non integrated plant Logistic planning is possible Reduces life cycle cost

<5 Extends system life

C/3
<X>
&JQ
03
C!rt

No pre-planning time Dose not eliminate random 
breakdown

Capital investment for sensors

Large spares inventory Over maintenance Depends on instrumentation 
reliability

T3
03
C/3 • *-<

Q

Personnel stand by Increase the running cost of the 
system

Specification of monitoring 
system

Possible equipment damage Management effort

Table 1-1: Summary of the different maintenance strategies.

1.2 Sensors for condition monitoring of bearings

As mentioned earlier, the condition based maintenance can effectively reduce the cost of 

production. There are many different types of technique that measure, or evaluate the 

condition of the machine, one of them being vibration analysis. It is generally understood 

that the vibration signal of a beating indicates its condition. Therefore by inspecting these 

vibrations we can asses the condition and predict the remaining life of such 

components.[Berry-9l][Alloca-84][Scheithe-92] Nowadays, various types of sensors are 

used successfully for such purposes. The most common sensors are the displacement 

transducer, velocity transducer, and accelerometer. Each individual sensor is used to 

monitor different frequency ranges. [Davies-94] The displacement transducer, measuring 

direct displacement of a component, is mainly used for low frequency vibrations up to 

100Hz. [Serridge-91]. The velocity transducer is mainly used for frequencies up to 

1000Hz, and the accelerometer is used for the remaining frequency range (up to lOOKHz). 

The capabilities and limitations of each type of transducer can vary from sensor to sensor 

and from manufacturer to manufacturer. There are many handheld probes that can provide 

accurate enough information about the signals that the inspecting machine generates. This 

type of tool can be convenient and easy to use but where accuracy and consistency are 

required the probes have to be integrated into, or around, the inspected component. 

[Harker-84] The following sections explain briefly the main characteristics of these 

transducers.
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1.2.1 Displacement transducer.
The displacement transducer is used to observe the relative distance between the object and 

the sensor. There are many different sensors that are based on capacitance, magnetic 

density, eddy current, optic-lasers, ultrasound etc. Such sensors have many advantages as 

well as limitations. The main advantage is that a measurement can be achieved without 

physical contact. The measurement is the relative distance between the inspecting object 

and the ‘stationary’ sensor. The disadvantage is that the dynamic range is small, and 

therefore small high frequency changes of the displacement will not give the 

‘representative’ change that an accelerometer transducer may give. However it is proven 

that eddy current proximity probes can accurately measure displacements with speeds up to 

500m/sec and accuracy of several microns. [Skvortsov-90]

1.2.2 Velocity transducer.
The velocity sensor is usually constructed from moving mechanical parts and measures 

relative movements of the mounting point. This type of transducer measures the absolute 

velocity of the surface that it is attached to. The mounting position and environmental 

variations, such as temperature, can alter the output. Measurements may be inaccurate 

when obtained at long intervals without calibration of the sensor, due to environmental 

alterations and probably to physical wear of the sensor. Nevertheless, some of the bearing 

manufacturers use velocity transducers for the quality control of their bearings as they give 

a good dynamic range, 50 to 2000 Hz [NSK-R].

1.2.3 Acceleration transducer.
The acceleration sensor utilises piezoelectric crystal, piezoresistive, or variable 

capacitance. All of them use the same principle detecting the movements of a mass 

attached on the piezo-sensitive crystal. The signal output is proportional to the 

acceleration of the sensor. The dynamic range of this type of transducer is high as it can 

detect vibrations with a frequency range from lKHz to lOOKHz. This sensor also 

measures the absolute acceleration of the surface that the sensor is attached into. By doing 

so, for example the accelerometer is attached into the bearing cage, the vibrations that exist 

within a shaft may not always be passed to the bearing support. Moreover, the signal 

strength decreases with the transmission distance, and frequency disturbances are apparent 

when different materials, like sealing gasket, reside between the source and the
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accelerometer [Application-92]. There are many types of accelerometers with different 

ranges and sensitivities. Integration of three axes to one can give a versatile sensor. 

Nevertheless, external electromagnetic interference, sound, temperature, poor mounting, 

and other environmental factors can distort the sensor output.

Despite the highlighted ‘problems’, accelerometers are considered, by some experts, as the 

best transducers for evaluating bearing problems, for analysing the vibration signals 

[Serridge-91] [Berry-91].

1.2.4 Choice of a suitable sensor.
Every machine has its own characteristics and it has been found that machines of the same 

type can have different vibration signal signatures, as the fundamental components, such as 

bearings, have small individual random abnormalities. Also, fluid bearings do not transmit 

vibrations to the bearing support except when they are operating in boundary stage 

lubrication or have oil whirl instability. [Harris-91] Therefore an accelerometer will be 

unsuitable for condition monitoring of this type of bearing. A displacement transducer will 

give the exact position of the perimeter of the inspecting shaft, using two sensors spaced 

90° apart, but abnormalities on the shaft surface may alter the result. Also, a displacement 

transducer with a heavy loaded shaft may not ‘read’ vibrations related to roller bearing 

abnormalities, where an accelerometer positioned on the bearing cage may give a better 

signal. Therefore, when choosing a suitable transducer, the type and operating conditions 

of the inspecting component have to be known, in order to achieve the optimum condition 

monitoring.

1.2.5 IME the combined sensor.
The Incremental Motion Encoder, IME, has been developed within the Department of 

Computing and forms the subject of this thesis. The IME can detect angular and radial 

vibrations of a rotating shaft and will be described in details in section 1.3. It measures 

shaft movements relative to the sensors (read heads). Therefore it can be considered 

similar to the displacement transducer, but at the same time the signal can be processed to 

give velocity or acceleration. As the IME measures shaft angular displacement, any 

bearing defect that has been detected by the signal can be accurately positioned.
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[Ayandokum-95]. The bearing frequencies increase relative to the shaft speed and the IME 

sampling frequency depends on the shaft’s speed, as described in section 3.7. This has the 

advantage of collecting data that is free of Aliasing at variable shaft speeds. Therefore the 

IME concept can be the ideal sensor for condition monitoring. However, at the same time 

incorrect design and implementation of the IME can give misleading results as described in 

section 1.4.

1.3 The Incremental Motion Encoder (IME).

The incremental shaft encoder modules (read head) and code wheel (encoder disc) are used 

together to detect the angular position. These modules are often used for printers, plotters, 

tape drivers, and factory automated equipment. The module translates the rotary motion of 

a shaft into a digital output and typically uses one read head to obtain angular position.

A new system has been developed from the incremental shaft encoder within the 

Nottingham Trent University and is known as an Incremental Motion Encoder (IME). 

[Orton-92] [Orton-94] [Ayandokum-94] [Ayandokum-95] [Ayandokum-97] [Hatiris-99a,b]. 

The new system is based on time interpolation and analysis of the digital signals produced 

by an optical encoder using additional read heads. The device has high resolution and 

bandwidth. Experiments have shown that it is possible to detect, at very early stages, 

bearing inaccuracies caused by misalignment, rolling element defects, unbalanced shafts 

and oil contamination. [Orton-94] [Ayandokum-94] [Ayandokum-95] [Ayandokum-96] 

[Ayandokum-97]

The pulses from an incremental encoder indicate changes in the angular position, and 

therefore velocity, and acceleration can also be obtained and monitored by timing the pulses. 

The IME uses multiple read heads to resolve both angular and small transverse movements 

of the shaft [Ayandokum-96] [Ayandokum-97].

Using only one read head, Figure 1- l-(a), the incremental shaft encoder is able to determine 

the angular position, velocity and acceleration of the shaft, with a second read head, ideally 

diametrically opposite to the first one, Figure 1- l-(b), it is possible to calculate small 

displacements of the centre in one direction (perpendicular to the line joining the read heads). 

Therefore, by using three or more read heads the incremental Motion Encoder is able to 

measure effectively three degrees of freedom, as shown in Figure 1- 1 -(c):
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Figure 1-1,  (a) One read head: angular position, (b) Two read heads: angular position and measurement o f  
small horizontal displacement o f the shaft, centre, (c) Three or more read heads: measurement o f  the 
two dimensional displacement o f the shaft centre as well as the angular position.

This idea of calculating the position of the encoder disc centre from three or more points 

has been developed by Orton working within precision grinding machines.[Orton-90] The 

detailed algorithms for calculations of the encoder disc centre using three read heads and a 

DSP circuit was designed for data collection. Further on, Ayandokun, a previous 

researcher, developed a fully working experimental IME using four read heads and five 

MC68000 for the data capture system. [Ayandokun-97b] Ayandokun used one micro 

computer board for each channel and one to synchronise and to act as the bus controller 

between the four boards and the host PC. This concept allowed collecting data at shaft 

speeds up to 8000 rpm, or data at a rate of 4xl36.5KHz. [Ayandokun-97b]

In a further development, the same test rig was connected to a DSP C50x using only three 

read heads for demonstration purposes, such as at University open days. Now a Digital 

Data Acquisition Board (DDAB) is being used, having been developed within the 

Computing Department, and is able to collect data from all four channels including 

information from the ‘once per revolution’ marker as this technique has been developed by 

the Author. [MacManus-95]

The IME concept is explained in detail in Chapter 2 along with alternative designs, each one, 

using the IME principle, but constructed in a different way to suit the desired operating 

conditions.

1.4 Potential problems o f the IME
Encoder disc abnormalities. As the calculation of the shaft centre is obtained by the 

angular position of the encoder disc recorded by three or more read heads, any abnormality
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within the encoder disc will result into incorrect calculation of the shaft’s movement. 

More details are given in section 3.1

Read head position. The IME sensor uses trigonometric equations in order to define the 

encoder disc centre. Therefore any misaligned read head will result in inaccurate results 

from calculations which assume that the read heads are at specific distance apart. More 

details are given in section 3.2

Eccentricity of the encoder disc. Inaccuracies in manufacture or assembly can lead to 

encoder disc eccentricity and as a result, angular position errors will result. These 

inaccuracies are shown at a frequency of once per revolution, producing patterns similar to 

an unbalanced shaft or misaligned bearing. Further details can be found on the section 3.3

Hardware performance. The encoder disc signal has to be captured by a Digital Signal 

Processor, DSP, and processed by computational algorithms. Signal delay, external noise, 

and hardware incompatibility can introduce errors within the IME result. More details can 

be found in sections 3.4, 3,5 3.6, 3.8.

Sampling frequency. The IME sampling frequency depends on both the shaft angular 

velocity and the encoder disc resolution. Inappropriate disc resolution with combined 

angular operational speed can introduce aliasing errors due to under-sampling, as described 

in section 3.7.

Handling the data. Collected data can be processed in various ways, depending on the 

IME read head configuration and linearity of the data. Every method has its 

simplifications and its assumptions. Therefore, errors can be added due to incorrect 

process of the data as more details are given in section 3.9.
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1.5 Aims and Objectives.

The principle and the fundamentals of the IME have been described. Previous research has 

proved that this type of sensor can be used for the condition monitoring of rotating 

machinery. The main aim of this project is to define the accuracy of such a sensor and 

develop techniques in order to compensate, where possible, for errors.

More precisely the aims of the research are as follows:

■ To develop an understanding of the behaviour and error mechanisms of the IME.

■ To investigate sources of errors, whether they are due to limitations of the existing 

device, inherent in the method, or due to the method processing the data.

■ To establish methods to improve processing of the data and compensate, where 

possible, for errors in the data.

In order to achieve the aim of the research the following objectives need to be achieved:

■ To investigate methods for measuring imperfections in the encoder disc and develop 

algorithms for compensation for resulting errors in the data.

■ To develop algorithms to compensate for errors due to eccentricity of the encoder disc 

relative to the centre of rotation.

■ To investigate read head position errors and develop algorithms to compensate for 

these errors.

■ To develop an improved experimental system in order to support the above three 

objectives.

The thesis outline is based on the objectives of the research. Chapter 1 introduces the IME 

and its position among other known sensors that have been used successfully for condition 

monitoring. Chapter 2 analyses the IME theory in detail and describes previous 

achievements by other researchers either on IME or working with the same principle.
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Chapter 3 outlines the possible sources of errors and explains the understanding gained of 

them. It has been found that the main errors are due to encoder disc abnormalities, 

eccentricity of the encoder disc and read head misalignment. Chapter 4 solves the errors 

due to misaligned read heads and demonstrates four different methods for defining the read 

heads position. Experimental results confirm the accuracy of each technique. Chapter 5 

illustrates and tests various techniques for compensating the angular errors due to encoder 

disc eccentricity. Chapter 6 explains how it is possible to compensate for disc errors and 

illustrates different methods and experimental results. Finally, chapter 7 and chapter 8, 

summarising the finding of the research and elaborating ideas for the future.
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Chapter 2

2 IME principle
This chapter explains in detail the architecture and the theory of the IME, how the 

instrument with three or four read heads can be used to calculate the position of the centre 

of the disc. Alternative concepts of the IME will be illustrated and previous research 

findings summarised. Finally, the need for error identification and error compensation 

within the IME system will be discussed. Figure 2- 1 illustrates the experimental IME.

Figure 2- 1 The experimental IME. Featuring an incremental motion encoder and four optoelectrical read 
heads.

2.1 IME concept and theory.

Chapter 1 explained briefly how it is possible to calculate the centre of the encoder disc 

using three or more read heads. It also illustrated the idea for the calculation of the centre 

of the disc using two diametrically opposite read heads. This section will explain the
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fundamentals of the IME and explain the sequence of collecting, storing and analysing the 

data. The sequence incorporates:

■ Angular displacement of the encoder disc forces the read heads to produce digital or 

analogue signals that correspond to the encoder grating lines passing the read heads.

■ The signal is transmitted from the read heads to the Digital Signal Processor, DSP, for

capturing the changes at Transistor -  Transistor Logic, TTL, or other voltage levels.

■ The DSP measures the time lapsed between pulses for each read head. These elapsed 

times correspond to the time between one slot passing the read head and the next slot 

passing.

■ Further on, the host PC stores these timing values measured as absolute or relative 

timings between pulses for further manipulation. The collected data is in a form of 

time over equal angular displacement of the shaft.

■ Transformation and synchronisation into angular displacement over equal timings has

to be performed in order to calculate the centre of the disc using the stored data.

■ The angular velocity can be obtained from the angular displacement values. Once the

transverse displacement is calculated relative to the horizontal and vertical axis, 

(perpendicular to the axis of rotation), the velocity and acceleration can be obtained for 

further statistical analysis.

* The transverse displacement of the shaft in X and Y axis can be plotted in order to 

construct an orbit plot.

The above sequence illustrates, in brief, how the IME concept works. The fundamental 

order of the above steps remains the same for most of the IME concepts. The following 

sections will analyse every individual step in detail. Alternative IME concepts will also be 

illustrated in the section 2.6.

2.1.1 Angular encoder module.

The encoder module that is selected to implement any IME is the prime source of 

information. Even if the module is using optoelectronic, magnetic, contact, inductive, or 

capacitance technology, the output signal will always ‘correspond’ to the angular 

displacement of the encoder disc. The correct combination of encoder module and the
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signal processing may ensure improved encoding and therefore better results. The encoder 

module of the experimental IME uses optoelectronic technology. The graduated encoder 

disc rotates between the emitter and detector. A beam of light is interrupted by the 

graduation of the encoder disc. The optical receiver, inside the read head, will close the 

circuit at a specific density of light and the integrated circuit will transmit a digital signal. 

Most of the high precision optical encoder modules use the Moire fringe method in order 

to increase the accuracy of the encoding position. This is based on scanning and averaging 

multiple grating lines of the encoder disc at the same time. Encoder modules that use 

electromagnetic read heads and a toothed wheel will produce an analogue signal as well. 

For an analogue signal an integrated circuit to the read head is needed to transform the 

signal into digital, therefore avoiding transmission noises. Otherwise, an Analogue to 

Digital, A/D, circuit has to be introduced in order to digitise the signal at user level(s) near 

to the DSP. Having an analogue signal, it is able to digitise it at different voltage levels, 

i.e. using an 8 bit encoder. This will result in increasing the resolution of the encoder disc. 

Further details on the experimental encoder module can be found in section 3.1.

2.1.2 Data transmission

It is well known that the transmission of high frequency signal is more likely to be affected 

by external noise. Also, as the transmission line increases in length the propagation delay 

increases as well. Therefore, when using the IME in an industrial environment where the 

electromagnetic noise is high, consideration has to be taken for the correct transmission of 

the data. The initial IME was using a short flat ribbon in order to transmit the data from 

the read heads to the DSP, and it was subject to external noises, i.e. power supply, mains 

lead, local networks cable, monitors and other electronic instruments. The new 

experimental test rig uses a balanced line configuration, RS482, as it was deemed suitable. 

More details about the experimental IME data transmission can be found in section 3.4 and 

Appendix A illustrates the transmission diagram.

2.1.3 Signal capturing board

Any type of DSP is suitable for the IME as long as it can timestamp the elapsed time 

between the pulses with significant accuracy. Previous researchers experienced problems
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with correctly capturing of the encoder signal. Firstly, the most important problem was 

that sometimes pulses were not recorded, probably due to bad transmission and incorrect 

grounding of the lines. Secondly, timing delays were encountered using a single DSP 

when two signals arrived together. [Hoffmann-97] [Hatiris-99a] This was mainly due to 

DSP limitations and bad software optimisation. To overcome the above problems, 

multiple DSPs can be used together, one for each channel. This has been achieved by 

Ayandokun [Ayandokun-97b], a previous researcher, using five parallel MC68000 

microprocessor units. Four units capturing the data from four channels, and one unit to 

synchronise them. Now, the experimental IME uses a Digital Data Acquisition Board, 

DDAB, that was designed and built in the Computing Department for capturing up to eight 

channels. [MacManus-95]

2.1.4 Collected data

The DSP will capture the signals and records the timings to the host PC for storage. The 

raw data will be the timing of each grating line when passing the read head. This timing 

has to also be accompanied from the channel identification number if the data is stored into 

the same file or memory block. The timing of each slot can also be stored as absolute 

elapsed time from the start of the data collection, or relative time from the previous 

reading. The second method will require less storage space, as the numbers for each 

reading will be smaller than those of the other method. Nevertheless, the amount of 

continuous data that can be collected by a DSP will be limited by the available manageable 

resources, i.e. extended memory of the host PC. The experimental EME collects the data 

and saves them in a single file. The file has two columns, one is the incremental value of 

the timings and the second column corresponds to the channel that incurred a change. A 

simple algorithm extracts the data into individual files corresponding to the individual 

channels for further manipulation.

2.1.5 Data Synchronisation

As mentioned above, the raw data is stored as absolute time over incremental angular 

position by equal spacing. This data has to be translated into angular distance over equal 

intervals of time in order to be used for the disc’s centre calculation. Synchronisation in 

timing also has to be applied to different channels in order to calculate the angular
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difference between the two read heads at the same time of the event. This synchronisation 

method uses a linear interpolation method as the data is assumed to be very close to linear. 

Linear interpolation is discussed further in 3.7 section.

2.1.6 Angular velocity

Once the data has been transformed into relative angular displacement over equal intervals 

of time, the angular velocity can be calculated as a first derivative to the angular 

displacement. This can be used to observe the angular vibrations that the encoder disc may 

have. If transverse velocity of the shaft is required, then a calculation of the transverse 

displacement has to be estimated first using equation 2.11 from section 2.3. The IME has 

the advantage of measuring transverse vibration as well as angular vibration that 

conventional condition monitoring instruments may not obtain. Also from the velocity, 

either transverse or angular, the acceleration can be obtained as the first derivative of the 

velocity.

2.1.7 Orbit plot

The angles between read heads are used to calculate the horizontal and vertical 

displacement of the disc centre. The orbit plot is obtained by plotting the position of the 

disc centre over time and approximately circular path is obtained, Figure 2- 2. If 

transverse vibrations and eccentricity are not present then the orbit plot will be a spot 

representing the centre of rotation relative to the centre of the read heads. If only 

eccentricity exists within the system, then a perfect circle will be obtained. This will have 

a radius equal to the eccentricity, and a centre at the centre of rotation relative to the centre 

of the read heads. With transverse vibration present and eccentricity, irregularities at the 

perimeter of the circle will appear equal to the transverse vibration that occurs within the 

system. An oval orbit plot can appear when an unbalanced shaft, worn bearing, loose 

bearing, misaligned bearing are present. It has to be mentioned that when observing the 

shape, size and repeatability of the orbit plot we can observe the eccentricity magnitude of 

the encoder disc, an unbalanced shaft, any main defects within the bearing race and loose 

bearings. By comparing with previous orbit plots we can also come to an immediate 

conclusion about the deterioration of the bearing race if this exists, the change of
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transverse load and the change into eccentricity magnitude, if it exists. It also has to be 

mentioned that the orbit plot is not a statistical tool but a brief illustration of the relative 

condition of the inspected bearing / shaft.
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Figure 2- 2 A typical Orbit plot of a bearing produced by the IME data using a new healthy encoder disc. 
The discrepancies along the perimeter of the circle are due to transverse vibrations that exist within 
the system. Note that the eccentricity of the encoder disc relative to the centre of rotation is about 
20 microns.
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2.2 Using three read heads
The initial idea by Orton was to use three read heads in order to calculate the encoder disc 

centre.[Orton-92] Using three equally spaced read heads, 120° degrees apart, a equilateral 

triangle is formed. Orton expressed the centre of the disc using the relative angular 

displacement between the read heads with the following assumptions and equations. 

[Orton-92]

A A A

a -  A - B Equation 2- 1

A  A  A

b = 27T + C - A Equation 2- 2

Using the sine formula for the triangles shown in Figure 2- 3 it can be shown that *cp’ can 

be calculated as, (provided that (p is a small angle):

<P =

5 ■ K 5 ' Ksin(a) • sin(-—  — b) — sin(Z?) • sin(-------- a)
 6 6_____ Equation 2- 3

6 6

also using the sine formula ‘m’ becomes:

6m —
sin(fl)

Equation 2- 4

Therefore for small angles the distance in the X direction can be estimated as:

clx ~m-(p Equation 2- 5
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B

Figure 2- 3: Calculation o f the disc centre using three read heads.[Orton-92]

Also, calculating for ‘k \  ‘n \  using sine the rule we have (Note that the following equations 

are not mentioned by Orton-92):

/ • sin(— + (p)
k  = -------- -------- Equation 2- 6

sm(b)

n —
I • s in (^  -  (p) 

sin(a)
Equation 2- 7

For better accuracy, the horizontal displacement of the shaft from the centre of the 

measuring heads is:

clx = k ■ cos(b +
2 2

Equation 2- 8

and the vertical displacement can be obtained by:

7T I 71dy = k • sin(£ + (p )  tan —
2 2 6

Equation 2- 9
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2.3 Using four read heads
The use of four read heads enables us to use simpler equations in order to estimate the 

centre of the disc. Although the fourth read head can be made redundant, as shown in the 

previous section, it can be proved that four read heads can be more flexible than three. 

Nevertheless, this section is demonstrates how it is possible to calculate the centre of the 

disc using four read heads spaced at 90° apart.

When the centre of the disc coincides with the line joining the read heads A andB , 

distance L  (mm) apart, the horizontal displacement, d (mm), is zero and the difference 

between the angular position measured at A compared with that at B is equal to %. When 

the horizontal displacement increases towards C, the value of the angular difference 0 

between A and B will increase. The relationship between 0 and the horizontal 

displacement towards the read head is given by using equation 2-11

6  = 6  a — 6 n Equation 2- 10

, (Q — n ) Ldx —-----------  Equation 2-11

where

0a: angular displacement measured by the A read head

0b: angular displacement measured by the B read head

dx: horizontal displacement towards read head C

L: distance between the two opposite read heads

This is an approximation which can be used provided that the disc centre displacement is 

of the order 10 ' 4 of the disc diameter. For more details see Appendix B.
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Figure 2- 4. Shaft cerUre position calculation. (Adapted from Ayandokun et al).

In the same way we can estimate the movements in the vertical direction, using the relative 

angle between the read heads D and C. Therefore:

A A A

CO =  Qc ~  0 D Equation 2- 12

Centre 
of disc

( C O -n ) L
d y  = ----------------  Equation 2 -1 3
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2.4 Timing and interpolation method
Incremental encoders produce a “digital” signal that corresponds to encoder disc angular 

displacement. Commonly, this signal is used to resolve angular velocity by counting 

electrical pulses/degrees at fixed time intervals. The IME sensor uses the incremental encoder 

in a different way, it records the time elapsed for each electrical pulse. The complete cycle of 

each pulse is assumed to correspond to the individual encoder disc “slot-window” pair 

(errors due to encoder disc graduations are explained in more detail in Chapter 3). The 

DSP times the pulse cycle with an oscillating clock and stores the “time-count” value. 

Since the oscillating clock is assumed to produce pulses at constant time intervals, the 

“time-count” of each slot-window pair can be therefore translated to absolute or relative 

time (more detail about oscillating clock at section 3.8). With this approach the angular 

position of the encoder disc can be estimated with higher accuracy, either using the real 

timings of the corresponding angular displacements (real data), or by interpolating the real 

data using linar interpolation techniques. Note that by increasing the frequency of the 

oscillating clock more subdivisions per grating line take in place; as a result the smaller the 

estimating angular position error is, due to smaller quatisation of the time. More detail 

about quatisation of the data-time refer to section 3.5. Figure 2- 5 illustrates the principle of 

the encoder signal timing by an oscillator clock.

a.
Encoder
output ____ ___  ____

b.
Clock
oscillator

Figure 2- 5. Timing of the encoder signal using high frequency oscillator clock. Note that the oscillating 
clock has fixed time intervals where the encoders output signal varies according to the angular 
velocity of the encoder disc. [Adapted from Ayandokum]

With the above method the angular displacement of the encoder disc is measured with 

accuracy relative to time elapsed. Therefore, in order to synchronise the data in form of
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angular position over equal intervals of time, interpolation can be applied to the data. This 

‘translation’ can be achieved using linear interpolation.

The original data is stored by the DSP as absolute timings of equal angular displacements. 

Interpolation takes place in order to estimate the new angular displacements at the 

specified absolute timings, either fixed time intervals or variable. Each channel of angular 

displacement is estimated at the same elapsed time in order to be synchronised together. 

This will enable the correct estimation of the transverse displacement of the encoder disc 

centre using either three of four read heads.

A  Time

-M-----H~ interpolated

-©----- ©— data

xi —

Distance

Figure 2- 6: Interpolating the data. X- axis is angular distance, Y-axis absolute time of the slots. Different 
intervals of angular displacement is illustrated with : V ,  V .- - - .  and corresponding times V > ‘t2\ . . .  
Interpolated data illustrated with ‘c f ,  ‘c2’ etc, corresponding to equal spaced times ‘x f ,  ‘x2’,...

The above figure 2-4 illustrates the linear interpolation of the data. The raw data is in the

form of equal angular distance, (ii, i2,  ) at uneven measured times (ti, t2, ...). The

interpolation of the angular displacement (cj, c2, ...) at equal (or different) intervals of time 

(xi, x2, ...) is performed with the following method.

If Xj < t] then
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alternatively if tj < Xj < t2

c =c  +h—h.(x t )
t —t l2 1

alternatively if t2 < Xj < t3 then

ci = c2 + t — 7 - 0 ,- - f2)
3 —  2

and so on for the rest of the interpolated data. This method can also be used for different 

increments of time for each channel, the time of one channel can be used as the base time 

for the interpolation of the rest of the channels. With this method the quantity of data 

remains the same. However if interpolating at constant intervals of time, smaller than the 

average time between the slots, it is expected to increase the amount of data. At the same 

time, if interpolate at longer intervals of time compared to the average time between the 

slots, it is anticipated a decrease in the amount of data.
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2.5 Design consideration for an IME

This section illustrates the method for calculating the different components of an IME 

sensor. Every IME sensor can be optimised for best performance at minimum cost 

knowing the operational conditions and the desire accuracy. For example, if the IME has 

to be used to resolve transverse movements with resolution greater than lOjum, with

sampling frequency of 50KHz, and with the shaft rotating at 2000 rpm, then the IME

should have:

a) 1500 grating lines on the encoder disc

b) At least 10MHz clock if the quantisation error in angular position has to be less than 

0.5%. (see section 2.4 and 3.5)

c) An encoder disc of reading radius no larger than 477 mm when a 10MHz clock is used. 

The above estimations are found using the formulas below:

a) Sampling frequency of the IME is given by the equation :

G -v
r  xam = --------  Equation 2- 14 (see section 3.6)

60

Where: Fsam : Sampling frequency

v : angular velocity in revolutions per minute (rpm)

G : Physical resolution of the encoder disc ( number of grating lines)

Therefore, solving for 50KHz sampling frequency at 2000 rpm shaft speed, the 

encoder resolution is 1500. An encoder disc that has physical resolution greater 

than 1500 will give higher sampling frequency at the same angular velocity.

b) To calculate the suitable clock with angular position error less than 0.5% due to 

quantisation error, at least 200 clock pulses per grating line has to be accomplished, 

since 1% error is almost equivalent to (100 ± 1) oscillating clocks per grating line, 

see section 3.5. Therefore the frequency of the clock can be obtained using the 

following equation:
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G • V • Cr
FtB = -----60 Equation 2- 15

Where:

F Tb :frequency of the time base (Hz) (clock frequency)

CHne :clock pulse per grating line

Therefore, for obtaining accuracy better than 0.5% at the above proposed operatioal 

conditions and with 1500 disc resolution, the DSP clock must have scanning 

frequency at least lOMhz. Any higher frequency clock will give improved accuracy 

since the grating line will be divided into increasingly more sub-divisions.

c) The IME is able to detect transverse movements of the shaft that have a range of 

frequency and magnitude. In order the IME to detect these movements without any 

Aliasing errors, the frequency of the movements must be at least lower than the half

of the sampling frequency of the IME. More details about aliasing of the data is in

section 3.6.

Therefore, by combining the equations 2-11, and 2-15 the transverse movement of 

the shaft can be calculated as:

_  7U- V- R
In = ------------  Equation 2- 16

30 ■ Ftb

Where:

R : encoder disc reading radius

T r : Transverse resolution.

Using the above equation, the resultant reading radius becomes equal to 477.46 mm. 

Any encoder module that has a smaller reading radius will give better transverse 

resolution. For example an encoder disc with 100 mm reading radius, having the 

same angular velocity, encoder disc resolution and frequency clock, will give 2.09 

microns transverse resolution.
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2.6 Alternative types of IME
Different types of encoders allow us to use different configurations of read heads in order 

to calculate the position of the encoder disc centre. An encoder disc that gives a uniform 

mark to space ratio signal across variable reading radius requires extra read heads in order 

to have substantial information to calculate the encoder disc centre. By using the non- 

uniform encoder disc, we may be able to use the ratio of the bar and window to obtain the 

reading radius of the read head.

Uniform Encoder Non Uniform Encoder

Figure 2- 7: Different types o f encoder discs. Uniform mark to space ratio across different reading radius. 
Non-uniform mark to space ratio across different reading radius can be used in order to obtain the 
reading radius o f the encoder disc.

Using any type of incremental encoder disc, the centre of the disc can be obtained using 

three or four read heads. Although the fourth read head can be dismissed, it is good 

practice to use it as can act as an error corrector. It is known that two diametrically 

opposite read heads can be used to subtract the angular position error due to eccentricity of 

the encoder disc [Ayandokun-97b], and therefore the fourth read head can be used for such 

a reason. Chapter 5 covers in more detail compensation for the eccentricity using two 

diametrically opposite read heads.

Figure 2- 8 illustrates a non-uniform encoder disc and defines the reference point for the 

different read head configurations. For example, for one read head can define the 

reference point to be the centre of the disc, Figure 2- 8(a). For two read heads spaced at 

90°, Figure 2- 8(b), we can define the reference point to be either the (unique) point such 

that the angles are 90°. Using a high-resolution encoder, where the mark to space ratio
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does not change or can not be detected with accuracy, it may be difficult to make 

redundant the third or fourth read head in order to calculate the encoder disc centre 

position.

Nevertheless, every IME concept can be designed in order to achieve the desired 

performance. This section illustrates alternative solutions for the encoder disc centre 

estimation using non-uniform encoder disc and two read heads 90° degree apart.

, j i----------------------------]

/v

L---
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Figure 2- 8: Definition o f a reference point for read heads, (a), One read head can define the centre o f the 
encoder disc (on the same axis Y), (b) two read heads spaced at 90 or 180 degrees apart define the 
centre of the encoder disc (on the X,Y axis).

The experimental IME has been developed in order to monitor motion in a plane 

perpendicular to the axis of a rotating shaft, known as transverse movements. The 

theoretical accuracy that an IME can deliver depends on the specification of the 

components, i.e. the encoder disc resolution, reading diameter and the number of clock 

pulses per grating line. For example using the equations from Section 2.5, an IME that 

features 1024 grating encoder disc with a 23mm reading radius and a 20MHz scanning 

clock, it can deliver a theoretical resolution of 0.12pm of shaft movements perpendicular 

to the axis at 1000 rpm. If the encoder disc had 256 grating lines with the same reading 

radius it will have the same theoretical resolution using interpolation but the sampling rate 

will be four times slower than the IME with 1024 resolution encoder. Section 3.6 covers 

information on the sampling rate and sampling bandwidth in more detail. At the same time 

if the encoder disc has an average error of 1pm, then the practical accuracy of the IME is 

limited to this value. The theoretical IME requires an encoder disc and three equally
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spaced read-heads in order to calculate both angular and transverse movements 

(movements perpendicular to the axis of the shaft). The encoder can be an incremental 

encoder disc, absolute encoder disc, gear teeth, etc.

The experimental IME using incremental encoder disc cannot detect any axial movements 

of the shaft. A different encoder is illustrated by the Author, such as the triangle encoder 

strip in Figure 2- 10, more detail of this method, including experimental results is given in 

Appendix C.

1 1 1
*  ► < -

Equal space

—►

d triangles

n -i —  '—

Triangle encoder strip

Reading path

Digitised signal

Figure 2- 9: Triangle encoder strip for detection of axial and transverse movement using the IME theory.

Axial Axial
movementOrbit

Transverse

Figure 2- 10: Triangle encoder strip attached to the perimeter of the rotating shaft using three or more fibre 
optic sensors to obtain the angular shaft position according to IME theory.

The mark space ratio of the digitised signal will vary with the read shaft’s position on the Z 

axis, Figure 2- 9, as one edge corresponds to the lines parallel to Z axis and the second 

edge correspond to the hypotenuse of the triangle. The edge that corresponds to the lines 

parallel to Z axis can be used as a reference line in order to calculate the angular position 

of the shaft, as the distance between those lines is independent of the shaft’s movements on
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the Z axis. Therefore three or more read heads can calculate displacements of the shaft in 

three directions, transverse (X,Y) and axial (Z) movements, according to the EME theory. 

The accuracy of the results would depend on the sensitivity of the read-head and the 

uniformity of the encoder strip. The encoder strip can be designed either for 

electromagnetic sensor, otpoelectronic read head, capacitor sensor or even a contact sensor.

Figure 2 -11: Example of a toothed wheel used as an encoder.

Toothed wheels and electromagnetic sensors are currently used in many industrial and 

commercial machines to obtain angular velocity of the gear or shaft. This type of sensor 

can be found inside turbine engines, internal combustion engines (flywheel), Anti Block 

Systems, (ABS), for example. The same principle can be used for this type of encoder, 

three equally spaced read heads in order to obtain small transverse movements, and an 

Analogue to Digital, (AD), converter in order to digitise the signal. Also another approach 

would be to time the signal at multiple voltage levels in order to increase the sampling 

frequency and probably the accuracy of the signal. Figure 2- 12 illustrates how an 

analogue signal can be digitised at multiple levels, a method ideal for low resolution 

encoder discs. Also, alternative read heads can be used with the toothed wheel in order to 

suit the requirements of the specific IME. For example, a proximity probe is be ideal for 

oily and dusty environments, where an optoelectrical sensor can be used as well within a 

clean environment.
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Analogue
signal

Tnger o i
n u l t ' .p le
l e v e l

Contained
XDR

Figure 2- 12: Example of a multiple trigger level in order to increase the resolution of the signal converting 
AD. The analogue signal could have any shape, i.e. sine-wave, square, saw tooth, etc, and the 
multiple triger level will be relative to the shape of analogue signal.

The above method of multiple trigger levels can be successful and be adapted by various 

applications if the analogue signal maintains its characteristics at variable speeds and 

environmental conditions. Also, by controlling the trigger levels either from hardware or 

software, variable resolutions on can be achieved the encoder disc in order to obtain the 

desired sampling frequency and accuracy.

i

Figure 2-13:  Using Fibre optics and an incremental encoder.
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Another example from previous research has shown that it is possible to use fibre optics 

and incremental encoder directly to obtain angular displacement of the shaft, as shown in 

Figure 2- 13 [Ayandokun-97b]. The incremental encoder’s window enables the light to 

pass and to be transmitted to the fibre optic receiver. An analogue to digital circuit 

translates the signal and the DSP records the event. The accuracy will depend on the 

correct implementation of the system.

Lenaghan used two incremental angular encoders for performance testing of an engine, by 

comparing the relative angles between the two encoder-discs. The twisting angle is 

proportion to the shaft torque input. This type of sensor used only one read head per 

encoder disc, as Lenaghan wanted to observe the angular displacement of the encoder disc. 

[Lenaghan-90] Nevertheless, the idea of torque assessment using an incremental encoder 

increases the capabilities of an IME sensor.

General Motors Delco Chassis division started using integrated angular encoder modules 

inside the bearings in 1988 [Automotive-92]. This integrated sensor is used for encoding 

the angular velocity of the car wheels in order to adjust the braking force through an 

Antilock Braking System. The angular encoder module is positioned on the seal of the 

bearing, and an electromagnetic sensor translates the angular position into pulses. This 

integrated sensor was observed by Ayandokum and he proposed an IME sensor using the 

same ‘smart bearings’. In order to achieve an IME sensor using this type of bearing, the 

bearings should have three or four read heads, and the encoder disc has to be attached to 

the rotating part of the bearing [Ayandokum-97b]. This type of integrated IME was only 

proposed by Ayandokum. Nevertheless, this type of IME is expected to be very practical 

especially in a machines where an encoder module can not be attached due to space 

restriction or operating conditions.
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Figure 2- 14: Integrated angular encoder module into bearing using two diametrically opposite read heads. 
This ‘smart bearing’ can only sense transverse movements only in one direction. A third read heads 
has to introduce in order to perform as an IME sensor [Ayandokum-97b].

Alson used two fibre-optic sensors and a low-resolution incremental strip in order to 

estimate the shaft transverse vibrations in two axes. [Rouston-92] The fibre optic sensor 

acted as a proximity probe, because intensity of the received light depended on the distance 

from the reflective surface, that was also used to measure the angular position of the shaft. 

The encoder strip had a colour variation and therefore the intensity of the light was 

altering. With this method he could use these regular variations to time the angular 

position of the shaft. The similarities of the IME and this type of the sensor, are that both 

estimate the angular position of the shaft or disc by measuring the elapsing time of the 

grating lines [Wang-92]. The difference is that the IME uses the angular displacement 

from multiple read heads in order to estimate the transverse vibrations, where the sensor 

uses the fibre optics to measure the distance directly.
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2.7 Previous research achievements
Previous work within the same research group, conducted by Ayandokum, has shown that 

the IME has the ability to detect bearing misalignment, lubricant contamination, race 

corrosion, shaft loading, using either a statistical tools directly on the IME output, or by 

observing the IME orbit plot [Ayandokum-94] [Ayandokum-95] [Ayandokum-96] 

[Ayandokum-97a]. These findings are described in the following sections.

2.7.1 Orbit plot.
Figure 2-15  shows an example of displacement measured by the IME from a roller bearing. 

The plot, known as an Orbit Plot, shows the locus of a point on the shaft in a plane 

perpendicular to the shaft axis [Jordan-93]. This point is displaced relative to the nominal 

axis of the shaft. Therefore, when the shaft rotates a generally circular motion is described, 

depending on the irregularities.
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Figure 2- 15: Orbit plot o f a roller needle bearing at low speed and low transverse load.

The irregular outline of the trace is due to the combined effect of irregularities on the bearing 

element surfaces and the variation in distribution of the elements in the load zone of the 

bearing [Meyer-80] [Scheithe-92]. The radius of the orbit plot corresponds to the eccentricity 

distance of the encoder disc from the centre of rotation. If there are no transverse vibrations
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within the system, then the orbit plot of eccentric encoder disc will be a perfect circle. 

Moreover, if the absolute centre distance of the encoder disc relative to the centre of the shaft 

is not known, then the orbit plot can not be adjusted to correspond to the shaft actual 

eccentricity. Also if the centre of the encoder disc and the centre of rotation are perfectly 

aligned, then the orbit plot would be a single point.

2.7.2 Loosened bearing
Experiments with a loosened thrust bearing to simulate a badly adjusted bearing show that 

the orbit plot repeats itself every seven revolutions, indicating the periodic consistency of 

the geometric imperfections of the bearing. Figure 2- 16 illustrates such a case 

[Ayandokum-94].
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Figure 2 - 16 .  A loosened thrust ball bearing repeats its path every 7 revolutions at low speed and with no 
transverse load.

This type of experiment shows that a loosened bearing will produce vibrations that would 

be difficult to detect with conventional method, i.e. using transducers. Also, it can be seen 

that an orbit plot produced by the IME can show this type of bearing defect.
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2.7.3 Lubricant contamination

Tests were conducted on a roller bearing with a contaminated lubricant consist of particles 

with a diameter of up to 5 microns. Figure 2- 17 shows that the normally rather smooth 

orbit plot becomes very rough as the rollers bounce on the particles. Note that this 

experiment has conducted with a low transverse load. This kind of situation is an extreme 

example, as the contaminants were 1/4 of the volume of the grease that was injected. 

Nevertheless, the experiment by Ayandokun proved that the IME can detect such extreme 

conditions [Ayandokun-96].
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Figure 2- 17,  Contaminated roller bearing, (a) Orbit plot, (b) polar plot of the shaft centre [Ayandokun-96].

In reality, when the shaft is under working load and when a particle passes through the 

roller and the bearings race, it is more likely that the particle will be squashed and may not 

be detected by any type of transducer or IME. The vibration of the shock pulse will be 

depend on the particle size, hardness, bearing size and transverse load. Therefore, under 

normal conditions, high transverse loads, the shaft may not change the transverse position 

in order the EME to detect the particle, but an acoustic emission device may pick up the 

vibration shock. Nevertheless, the particle may damage the bearing surface and could 

cause the start of a defect. Test to prove the above never been accomplished and is a 

speculation. It has to be mentioned that the above experiment was intended to check if the 

IME was able to detect high frequency transverse vibrations and not to count the amount of 

lubricant contaminants. Exploring further the above results, it maybe possible to build an 

autonomous device that can analyse the oil quality, oil viscosity and particle counting
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(estimating from statistical data) based on IME principle using a combined plain and a 

roller bearing. Plain bearing can be used in order to estimate the viscosity of the lubricant 

and the roller bearing to estimate the particle size and shape. More details about this oil 

analysis instrument that uses the principle of the IME can be found in appendix-D.

2.7.4 Race corrosion
Experiments with corroded inner or outer race took place in order to validate the 

capabilities of the IME sensor, knowing that the transverse displacement of a corroded 

bearing will be increased compared to a healthy one. The following Figure 2- 18 illustrate 

such situation, an orbit plot of a bearing with corroded outer race.
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Figure 2-18:  Orbit plot from roller bearing with corroded outer race. Four revolutions

Ayandokun mentioned that the kurtosis of the distribution of vibration amplitude of the 

corroded bearing remain unchanged as the vibration signal had random distribution. 

Nevertheless, the variation of the angular displacement shown differences in magnitude. 

Also experiments with damaged bearing, a default on outer race by machining a groove 0.2 

mm wide by 0.2mm deep, shown an increase of the Kurtosis value from 3.53 for normal 

bearing to 10.15. [Ayandokum-97a]
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Experiments conducted by introducing a transverse load to the IME bearing, shown that 

the centre of the shaft moved a distance proportional to the applied transverse load. This 

leads to the conclusion that it is possible to detect the transverse load of a bearing by 

knowing the bearing’s characteristics and the amount of deformation from the unloaded 

position. [Ayandokum-95]
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2.8 The need of error definition

The IME as a combined sensor, obtaining angular and transverse movements of the 

rotating shaft, is subject to a variety of sources of error, as it uses many mechanical and 

electrical components. Also, variations or different manufacturing tolerances of the 

components, may result in the designed sensor not be able to deliver the expected 

accuracy. Therefore a good practise will be to test and evaluate the accuracy of the sensor 

in order either to correct the imperfection, or to assess the performance of it. The 

following sections illustrate the source of errors that will be examined on detail on the 

following chapter.

2.8.1 Encoder disc abnormalities.
As the calculation of the shaft centre is obtained by the angular position of the encoder disc 

recorded by three or more read heads, any abnormality within the encoder disc will result 

in incorrect calculation of the shaft’s movement. Therefore, the relative accuracy of the 

IME will be limited in the first instance to the encoder disc accuracy. Moreover, either 

more accurate encoder module is installed into the IME concept, or a compensation of the 

data using various statistical methods can be applied. More details about encoder disc 

abnormalities can be found in section 3.1, and methods for compensation of the encoder 

disc abnormalities can be found in chapter 6.

2.8.2 Read head position.
The IME concept uses trigonometric equations in order to define the encoder disc centre. 

Therefore any mis-positioned read head will result in inaccuracy, as the equations assume 

that the read heads are at specific distance apart. Moreover, the detection of the read head 

position using either precision tools or analysing the real data can aid towards the 

identification of the error, and possible correction of it. More details for errors due to mis- 

positioned read head can be found in section 3.3, and method towards the correction of this 

error can be found on the chapter 4.
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2.8.3 Eccentricity of the encoder disc.
Manufacturing or assembly inaccuracies can lead to encoder disc eccentricity and as a 

result angular position error will be found. The eccentricity error will show as once per 

revolution frequency in the angular or transverse displacement of the shaft. A signal that 

an unbalanced shaft or misalign bearing will also introduce. Nevertheless, by knowing the 

amount of the eccentricity a correction can be achieved by either readjusting the encoder 

disc, or compensating with various methods. More details for the eccentricity errors can be 

found in the section 3.2, and methods towards the compensation of such error are 

illustrated in chapter 5.

2.8.4 Hardware performance.
The encoder disc signal has to be captured by a DSP and analysed and interpreted by the 

computational algorithms. Signal delay, external noise, hardware incompatibility can 

introduce errors within the IME data. Therefore, by knowing the nature and the relative 

performance of the hardware is possible to evaluate the relative accuracy of the IME. 

More details about hardware performance, computational inaccuracies can be found in 

sections 3.4, 3.5, 3.7 and 3.8.

2.8.5 Sampling frequency.
When the IME is used as a condition monitoring sensor, the vibration signal of the 

inspected bearing has to be decoded correctly for further statistical manipulations. Also 

the IME sampling frequency depends on to the shaft angular velocity and encoder disc 

resolution. Therefore incorrect disc resolution with combined angular operational speed

can introduce aliasing errors due to under-sampling frequency of the existing vibrations.

Moreover, the encoder disc has to be selected for each M E  in order to suit the 

requirements, taking into account the desired sampling frequency and the operational 

angular velocity. More details about sampling frequency can be found in the section 3.6.
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2.9 Summary
This chapter explained in detail the IME concept as theory and as working sensor. Also 

the fundamentals of estimating the centre of the encoder disc either using three or four read 

heads was illustrated. Alternative types of IME using different types of sensor were 

described, and a brief comparison made with other sensors or methods that been used to 

solve various problems. Also experiments from previous research that conducted within 

the department of computing were briefly described.

The IME as a sensor consists of an angular encoder module with three or four read heads 

in order to decode the angular position of the shaft, a DSP and a host PC to capture and 

analyse the data. The correct selection of the encoder module, transmission data line, DSP, 

and computational algorithms are needed to secure the correct capturing and analysing of 

the events. The correct position of the read heads can aid the correct estimation of the disc 

centre either using three or four read heads. The IME is based on accurate measuring of 

the angular position of the encoder disc at specific intervals. An interpolation of the 

angular distance recorded by the read heads is achieved by measuring the absolute time of 

each grating line passing. With this method, the angular resolution is increased.

Alternative sensors can be constructed using various types of angular encoders. Each 

encoder can be used to suit different operational conditions, as well as environmental ones. 

A non-uniform encoder (section 2.6) may require only two 90° degrees apart read heads in 

order to obtain enough information about the disc centre. Also a triangular encoder strip 

can be used for estimating axial movements of the shaft as well. Integrating a encoder disc 

and three or four read heads into a bearing can give flexibility to direct condition 

monitoring of the bearing.

Previous research shown that the IME sensor is able to detect bearing defects and 

misalignment, transverse load and lubricant contamination. The last section highlighted 

the main errors that can derive from the encoder disc, read head position, eccentricity of 

the encoder disc and hardware performance. It also explained that sampling frequency 

must be large enough to prevent aliasing. Further on, a need of error definition had been 

shown, as it is important to know the capabilities and errors that an IME may have. By 

examining the sensor a calibration can be achieved, either correcting the mechanical and 

electrical parts, or by using computational algorithms to compensate. The following 

chapter explains in detail all the possible errors that an IME may have.
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Chapter 3
3 Sources of error

The sources of error occur from imperfections or misalignments in the mechanical 

components. The electrical nature of the system and the method of processing data can cause 

further errors as well.

This chapter analyses the source of each error that an IME can have: encoder disc 

imperfections, eccentricity of the encoder disc, read head position, signal latency, quantization 

of the data, sampling frequency and bandwidth, linear interpolation of the data and error due 

to clock signals. Each type of error will be analysed and explained in depth and possible 

solutions are mentioned. Compensation for the three most serious of these errors is in the 

following chapters.

3.1 Encoder Discs

The IME theory can use any type of encoder that is able to translate the motion of the shaft 

into relative angular displacement. This encoder module can be a glass encoder disc with 

optoelectronic read heads, a linear' encoder on a drum with optoelectronic read heads, a 

toothed wheel with electromagnetic read head, and so on. In practice, the hardware 

capabilities, operational conditions and the required accuracy can restrict the choice of 

different type of encoders. For example, in a dusty environment an unprotected optical 

module would be unsuitable, where probably an electromagnetic module would be the 

most appropriate solution.

Although a simple incremental encoder can deliver the desired accuracy, an absolute 

encoder, for example, can provide more information about the movement of the shaft at 

any instance of time, either when the shaft is rotating or stationary. This is one of the 

advantages of the absolute encoder, the knowledge of the angular position of the encoder 

disc with the first reading. Nevertheless, this additional feature requires complicated 

hardware in order to process the extra information. For example, an absolute encoder with 

a resolution of 1024 will require ten channels in order to decode the absolute angular
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position. This extra hardware can be characterised as a disadvantage, where at the same 

time an absolute encoder can be used as an incremental encoder by choosing only one 

channel.

Figure 3- 1: Types of encoders, from left, absolute, linear and one incremental motion encoder.

3.1.1 Defects in the Encoder Disc
The encoder disc is the prime source of the IME information. The physical condition of it 

will determine the accuracy of the IME output. Careful consideration has to be applied 

when selecting a suitable encoder disc in order to achieve the desired accuracy of the EME. 

Dust and other foreign objects can affect and distort the quality of data when for example, 

an optical encoder has been used. Investigations, with an electron microscope, showed 

imperfections with the grating lines on the experimental IME encoder and at the same time 

showed foreign objects between the grating lines. The effect of these abnormalities 

however, can also alter the result depending on various constraints. Therefore, part of the 

criteria for selecting an encoder disc would be the consideration of environmental 

conditions.

By studying the nature of the experimental encoder disc, HEDS-6140, it has been found 

that the opened ‘window’ is larger than the metal bar. This characteristic will show the 

pulse width variations if the read head is tuned in a manner of detecting these differences.
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Figure 3- 2: HP6140 Encoder disc radius 23mm under electron microscope showing a part of the perimeter of 

metallic encoder disc. On the left side, the high-density fringes are been used from the read heads to 

decode the angular position of the disc.

Figure 3- 3: Detail from figure 3-2 at higher magnification showing part of two of the slots of the HP6140 

encoder disc.

The pulse width will also depend on the read-head’s electric characteristics and alignment 

position. More details for read head characteristics and alignment can be found in section 

3.3. Figure 3- 2, and Figure 3- 3 show part of the encoder disc image produced by the 

electron microscope [Hatiris-99a]. The electron microscope has shown imperfections of 

up to 15 (im across the bar’s width. These imperfections are larger compared with the 

manufactures claimed accuracy, but the read head technology compensates for these errors. 

Read head technology reduces the angular position error due to imperfections of the encoder 

disc by scanning and averaging multiple grating lines of the encoder disc at the same time
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[C ie lo -88 ]. This m ethod is w ell established and used for high precision encoder m odules, as 

illustrated in Figure 3- 4 .

T he graduated disc rotates betw een  the em itter (light source) and detector (photovoltaic cells), 

cau sin g  the light beam  to be interrupted by the pattern o f  spaces and bars on the graduated 

disc. T he photodiodes, w hich detect these interruptions, are arranged in a pattern that 

corresponds to the radius and design o f the graduated disc. A ppendix B has details o f  the HP  

docum entation for the encoder disc that the experim ental IM E uses.[H ew lett Packard]

Figure 3- 4: Architecture example of a high precision read head. [Ayandokum-97b]

T herefore, w hen the read head uses a m ethod o f  averaging over several grating lines it w ill 

m in im ise  the effect o f  the grating line errors by distributing the effects. H ow ever, on ly  errors 

from  m ultiple dam aged grating lines are likely to appear as a strong pattern through the 

analysed EME data. A lthough this m ethod g ives sm ooth data it can also, at the sam e tim e, 

distort the data by m ix in g  the error into other ‘perfect’ grating lines. For exam p le, if  the 

grating lines are perfect except one, then, by average this defect w ill spread into other grating 

lin es and the output w ill be distorted for a longer period o f  tim e. This w ill depend on the 

num ber o f  m ultiple average lines that the read head uses, and m ore im portantly, this error 

m ay not be traceable as it can be easily  confused  with the real data.

Light source Condenser lens

Scanning reticle

Graduated disc photovoltaic cells
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N ev er th e le ss , as m o st en cod er d iscs have random  error distribution  and b y  u sin g  the above  

m eth o d  o f  m ultip le  averaging  technique it is p o ssib le  to  com p en sate, w ith  lo w  cost, the  

errors that arise from  the en cod er disc.

M oreover , an average o f  m ultip le  revolutions is lik e ly  to sh ow  d isc  abnorm alities as the 

irregular sign a ls w ill tend to can cel out. A t the sam e tim e, regular sign als such  as en cod er  

d isc  errors w ill tend to  rem ain w ithin  the data. T his m ethod  is  exp la in ed  in the Chapter 6 

m o re analytically . T h is m eth od  is based  on the princip le  o f  reading the en cod er  d isc  

grating lin es w ithout transverse and torsional vibrations, requirem ents that is d ifficu lt to  

a ch iev e . F igure 3- 5 sh o w s the v e lo c ity  p ro file  for a dam aged d isc  that g a v e  a n o ticeab le  

pattern through the d ifferent IM E  read heads. In fact that the sp ec ific  pattern appeared at 

lo w  shaft sp eed  (less  than 110 rpm ), and u sin g  a p lain  bearing to m in im ise  the transverse  

vib ration s.
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Figure 3- 5, Abnormalities on the encoder disc traced by the IME data, at approximately 90° apart for the 3 

read heads. Data collected at 93 rpm with plain bearing. The same effect is repeated every 1024 

lines for each read head. X axis number of slots, Y axis time elapsed in nsec between the slots. 

Note that encoder disc resolution is 1024 grating lines per revolution.

T h e  n ew  experim enta l d ev ice  is  running sm ooth ly  en ou gh  so  that it can be u se d  to detect 

d efec ts  in an undam aged  en cod er disc u sin g  p lain bearing and v isco u s  clutch . B y  u sin g  

fo u r  read heads it is  p o ss ib le  to detect the data from  the en cod er d isc  errors by cross- 

referen cin g  the data. For exam p le , F igure 3 - 5  illustrates that on e read h ead  detects a
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sudden  angular ch an ge o f  the encoder d isc, w h ile  at the sam e instant the other read heads  

h a v e  n ot recorded any substantial change o f  angular v e lo c ity . For th is particular  

exp erim en ta l IM E  that used  four equally  spaced  read heads, on ly  the d iam etrica lly  

o p p o site  read heads can be ch eck  for valid ity  as it is  ex p ected  to record the sa m e sign a l 

w ith  th e  sam e am plitude but w ith  180 degrees phase d ifferen ce . T his m eth od  did  not 

d e v e lo p  further as the author concentrated  on another techn ique, m apping the en cod er  d isc  

errors u s in g  m u ltip le  average technique and correcting the real data. T his m eth o d  is  

e x p la in ed  in  detail in the Chapter 6.

M oreover, as it m entioned  on this section, the IM E accuracy can depend m o stly  on the 

se lec ted  encoder disc. If accuracy is the m ost significant factor than the relative co st o f  the 

IM E, then it w ou ld  be worth investing a high quality encoder d isc  and read heads.
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3.2 Eccentricity o f the disc.

H igh  precision  angular encoders are particularly susceptible to eccentricity as a source o f  

error. G eneral it is not p ossib le  to ach ieve perfect centring o f  the encoder d isc  to the shaft 

centre o f  rotation and in usually , the centre o f  rotation w ill vary over the tim e. A  typical 

m inim um  value for this eccentricity is g iven  by H eidenhain, a m anufacturer o f  h igh  precision  

encoders, as lp m  w hen a high precision-m ounting device is used. T he recorded eccentricity  

b y  the IM E  is the eccentricity b etw een  the centre o f  rotation and the centre o f  the encoder d isc  

grating lines. W ithout the k n ow led ge o f  the assem bly position  o f  the encoder d isc  to the 

shaft, it is  not p ossib le  to calculate the real eccentricity o f  the shaft’s m otion , as the centre o f  

the rotation can be different to the geom etric centre o f  the shaft.

F igure 3- 6 sh ow s h o w  this eccentricity o f  the encoder grating lines to the centre o f  rotation 

produces an error in the angular m easurem ent m ade by the encoder. If w e  assum e that the 

centre o f  rotation, D , stays fixed , the angle m easured by the encoder, 0', differs from  the 

actual angle that the shaft has rotated through, 0 , by an angular error, A0. T his angular error 

is approxim ately proportional to the eccentricity, e, using the S in e  rule.

A #  =  s i n  ( —  • s i n #  )  Equation 3- 1

T he va lu e  has a lso  been  show n to be

A O  -  tan-1 (------  -  -—) [31] Equation 3 -2
R - e c o s O

A nd for sm all e relative to R both o f  th ese  b ecom e  

£
A 0  ~ ----- s in (F ’) (rad) Equation 3 -3
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Figure 3- 6. Eccentricity error. A = read head, M = grating line centre, D = axis of rotation of the 
shaft(assumed fixed), e = eccentricity, 0 = actual angle, 0 ’ = measured angle, A0 = measurement 
error (angular position measured in radians).

Figure 3- 7 illustrates how the theoretical angular position error, calculated using equation 

3 over one revolution, when the centre of rotation is a fixed point 100pm from the disc 

centre with reading radius R set as 23.36mm. Figure 3- 8 shows the outputs from four read 

heads. In fact it is this error, when combined with that for the opposite read head, that 

allows us to obtain an orbit plot for the displacement of the disc centre in a direction 

perpendicular to the line joining the read heads. Furthermore for angular position, angular 

velocity and acceleration a correction is required when information is obtained by a single 

read head.

Theoretical Angular Position Error caused by 
eccentricity

0 .3

0.2

toa)

- 0.2

-0 .3
120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 36060 900 30

Angle of Revolution

Figure 3- 7, Position error due to 100pm displacement of code-wheel centre from centre of rotation.
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microns

down

G rating  L ines of th e  e n co d e r disc
■ ■' " :' .;L ' i i p l f L : :

Figure 3- 8. Typical plots over 3 revolutions of angular position for 4 read heads showing the eccentricity of 
the IME data at speed less than 500 rpm. It can be seen that the sine-wave phase and amplitude 
difference between the read heads as the centre of rotation is eccentric to read head centre. The 
graphs have been obtained by subtracting the average angular displacement of all channels from 
each channel.

Eccentricity of the encoder disc of 10 pm can cause an angular position error of ±10pm or 

0.025° degrees and error in angular velocity ±0.043%. This error would not have any 

effect on the calculation of the orbit plot of the rotating shaft as the orbit plot display the 

eccentricity of the encoder disc. The larger the eccentricity, the larger radius the orbit plot 

has. Chapter 5 explains and illustrates with experimental results how it is possible to 

compensate for errors due to eccentricity.
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3.3 Read head position

As well as eccentricity of the centre of the disc relative to the centre of motion there will be 

inaccuracy in the position and alignment of the read heads. In order to calculate with 

accuracy, we have to define a reference point for the centre of the read heads. Thus small 

errors in the angular position of the read heads will be present. Alternatively we can 

consider the read heads to be correctly placed but the initial position of the disc centre is 

offset from the centre of the read heads.

Two opposite read heads can define a reference point, the midpoint of the line joining their 

reading centres, thus making the angle between them 180°, Figure 3- 9(b). Similarly, for 

three read heads at 120°, Figure 3- 9(c), we can define the point such that all angles are 

120° or again take the circumcentre of the triangle defined by the read heads. For four read 

heads (there is redundancy) can define a reference point, the point that the lines from the 

diametrically opposite read head are adjoin.

In practice there will be always be a small error in the position of the read heads due both 

to manufacturing tolerance of the read heads holder, and to improper installation of the 

read heads. Therefore, if there is difference between the reference point and the centre of 

rotation then a correction to the calculation of the orbit plot is needed.

W -

Figure 3- 9. Definition o f a reference point for read heads, (a), two read head at 180° degree apart assign the 
mid-point o f the centre line of the read heads, (b), three read heads assign a point such that all 
angles are exactly 90° or (c), three read heads assign a point when are spaced at 120°.
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3.3.1 Error due to mis-positioned read head
The read head position could affect the calculated absolute angular position with an error 

equal to the read head positional error (i.e. 10pm if one read head has a displacement of 

10pm from the expected position). Although for the absolute calculation of the shaft 

centre position the error would be less, e.g. the centre of the shaft would have only 5 pm 

error if  one read head varies for 10 pm of positional error, assuming that two diametrical 

opposite read heads been used. However, this would not affect the calculated angular 

velocity and would give only 0.012 degrees of angular position error using one read head 

for a 23.36mm reading radius read head.

As described in the previous chapter, we can estimate, with accuracy, the centre of the 
encoder disc with the following equation.

A

d .  -  — - - /7X 4

where

dx: horizontal displacement towards read head C 

L: distance between the two opposite read heads 

0: angular difference between A and B

The same applies for the vertical displacement

This will give an error due to approximation no 
more than 0.01 micron for every 100 microns of 
disc centre displacement up to 230 microns and 
is considered a good approximation as explained 
in Appendix A

Figure 3 - 10 .  Using four read heads for 
the calculation of the centre o f the disc

B

Calculating the encoder disc centre with three 
read heads as it shown in chapter 2, can give 
error up to 0.076 microns for disc displacement 
of 100 microns and 23mm reading radius. 
Nevertheless using three read heads, if one is 
mis-positioned by 100 microns at the same 
reading radius of 23 mm, the resultant error will 
be equal to 33.33 microns of centre 
displacement towards the opposite direction of 
the mis-positioned read head.

C

Figure 3-11.  Using three read heads for the 
calculation of the centre of the disc

®1 ©2
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Assuming that four read heads have been used, and the A read head is misplaced by 100 
microns across the X axis, Figure 3-10. This will give a calculated error of the encoder disc 
centre by 50 microns. Also it will give another 0.21 microns error if the encoder disc moved 
for 100 microns towards point A with a reading radius of 23 mm. These small inaccuracies 
can be corrected if greater accuracy is required by the knowledge of the initial position of the 
read heads.

Also, in order to calculate the absolute initial position of the encoder disc centre relative to 

the centre of the read head, the exact angle between the read heads has to be known, see the 

following section.

Errors such as the ones mentioned above can be avoided if the exact position of the read 

heads is known. Other errors can arise due to incorrect alignment of the read heads. Read 

head technology reduces the angular position error due to imperfections of the encoder disc 

by scanning and averaging multiple grating lines of the encoder disc at the same time 

[P.Cielo,88]. This method is well established and used for high precision encoder modules, 

as illustrated in Figure 3- 4. The graduated disc rotates between the emitter (light source) and 

detector (photovoltaic cells), causing the light beam to be interrupted by the pattern of spaces 

and bars on the graduated disc. The photodiodes, which detect these interruptions, are 

arranged in pattern that corresponds to the radius and design of the graduated disc. Incorrect 

alignment of the read head can produce an error towards the angular position of the encoder 

disc, or alter the mark to space ratio of the signal. For example, if the ‘scanning reticle’, 

Figure 3- 4, is not parallel to the encoder disc graduation, then the produced Moire fringes 

will not correspond to the graduation of the disc. As a result the light that passes through the 

graduations of the disc will be relative weaker density and the photocells circuit will ‘trigger’ 

at different position from the ideal one. Also, if the encoder disc is bent, then different read 

heads may produce different signals as will be illustrated at the chapter 6.
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3.3.2 Error due to mis-aligned read head
The Experimental IME uses HP read heads that have adapted the same philosophy of 

averaging multiple graduations. Experiments have shown that every read head has its own 

characteristics and the space to mark ratio is not identical for each individual one as the read 

heads have been aligned with the same aligning tool. The first set of experiments were 

conducted to see if the mark to space ratio changes with speed. The HP HEDS 9040 has 

been used, triggered at TTL level (2Y for rising and 0.8V for falling), using high precision 

oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 350. Samples were taken when the once per revolution mark 

passed the read head, this was to obtain readings from the same encoder disc grating lines for 

every reading, for every read head and an average over 100 readings was taking into account. 

Test speed varied from 30 to 9000 rpm and a viscous coupling was used in order to obtain 

smooth angular velocity. The following Figure 3-12 illustrates one of the read heads.

Read head Signal Analysis (up)
51.5

PJ 50.5

%-high
50

49.5

4000 70001000 2000 5000 6000 8000 100003000 9000

rpm

Figure 3- 12: Mark to space ratio variation with angular velocity for read head “up”.

It can been seen that by increasing the angular speed, the mark to space ratio changes. 

Speculating, the rising time is shorter than the falling time of the signal and therefore, at 

low speeds, the proportion of the signal latency (produced by the rising or falling edge) 

compared to the signals period is significant. Where as the encoder disc angular velocity 

increases the difference in signal latency has a larger effect on the mark to space ratio. It 

also has to be mentioned that the read head rise time for TTL level is lOOnsec for all the 

measured angular velocity range, 30-9000rpm. More details on signal latency are referred 

to in section 3.4. By observing different read heads, the slope of change remains the same
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across the variable angular velocity, but the mark to space ratio at the same angular speed 

is different.

Read head signal Analysis (right)
52.2

51.1

51.6

2 51.4

s. 51.2

%-high

E 50.8

504

50.4

50.2

1000 4000 6000 70002000 3000 5000 8000 9000
rpm

Figure 3- 13 : Mark to space ratio variation with angular velocity for read head “right”

This can be due to either different electrical characteristics of the encoder disc, assuming 

that the read heads have the same mechanical alignment, or that the read heads have the 

same electrical characteristics and different mechanical alignment, or even both.

The calculated slope for all read heads of the mark to space ratio is +0.000235 for the 

rising edge to falling edge (0.8V) period (positive width) respectively.

Read Head Analysis (Down)

51.5

-♦—%-highW 50.5

49.5

49
1000 2000 3000 4000

rpm
5000 6000 7000 8000

Figure 3- 14: Mark to space ratio variation with angular velocity for read head “down”
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Read Head Analysis (Left)
51.5

a  50-5

%-high

49.5

1000 2000 3000 4000
rpm

5000 6000 7000 8000

Figure 3- 15 : Mark to space ratio, read head “left”.

The alignment of the read heads have been positioned with a HP alignment tool, that align 

the read head at constant reading radius and angle relative to the centre of the encoder disc. 

Therefore, any manufacturing imperfection of the read head can affect the true alignment.

A read head aligned with the aligning tool and the mark to space ratio recorded at constant 

angular* velocity with variable reading radius. The specific HP read heads can obtain 

readings from the encoder disc for a range of 1100 microns. Following Figure 3 -1 6  

illustrates the mark to space ratio.

Read head a l i g n m e n t  ( lef t)
54

53

52

48

% -high  
SPEED47

46
s p e e d2 0 0 4 0 0 6 0 0

m i c r o n s  m o v e m  en t
1 0 0 08 0 0

Figure 3- 16: Mark to space ratio with variable reading radius. The speed kept constant between 900 and 950 
rpm
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Figure 3-16 shows that the mark to space ratio remains almost the same for a range of 350 

microns around the centre of the reading radius (at 600 microns). This measured to be the 

same range for all other read heads but with different mark to space ratio as the initial 

alignment was not the same. Knowing that the read head can deliver constant mark to 

space ratio for around 400 microns a new test was conducted to prove that the mark to 

space ratio depends on the read head alignment angle. The test used one read head sliding 

across on a micrometer slider in a line perpendicular to the reading radius. The read head 

was set to the middle of the reading radius in order to gain the advantage of the previous 

experiment. The constant mark to space ratio across a specific range of reading radius, as 

the reading radius would vary with the read head sliding in vertical line to the reading 

radius.

Reac t  h e a d  p o s i t i o n .
1 / \ i /

— 1
 £* Moving

line
r r

Figure 3-17:  Read head sliding in line peipendicular to reading radius.
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Read head alignment (up)
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Figure 3- 18:  Mark to space ratio with variable reading angle. Reading angle range o f 4.9° degrees. Every 
400 microns is about 1 degree of reading angle on the X axis. The speed kept constant between 800 
and 900 rpm.

It can been seen that the mark to space ratio is equal at the position of about 1700 micron 

(X axis) at speed around 880 rpm, Figure 3-18. This indicates that without the knowledge 

of the characteristic of the read heads it is not possible to determine the reason for the 

change of the mark to space ratio in different situations. Taking above into account this 

experiment proves that the read heads mark to space ratio output signal is mostly 

dependant on the read head alignment position, reading radius and angular speed of the 

encoder disc and on the electrical characteristics of the individual read head. It can be 

concluded that knowing such types of characteristics of the read heads, we can obtain on

line (collecting data with the DSP) the alignment of the read heads. This can either 

calibrate the data with software or inform the user to correct the read head position.
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0 Number of slots 63

Figure 3- 19: Read head alignment. DSP records the time between the signals rising edge and signals falling 
edge. The graphs Y axis correspond to the clock pulses between the read head signal edges, and the 
X axis correspond to the number o f edges recorded.

Figure 3- 19 illustrates the mark to space ratio of four read heads. It can been seen that 

every read head has different mark to space ratio, which indicates that each read head may 

has different alignment. Read head position error would be insignificant due to such 

alignment differences between the read head compared with the angular position of them. 

Good practice is to average both edge in order to obtain better readings without the 

influence of the speed, or the alignment knowing that both edges are equal reliable. With 

this method we avoid inaccuracies that can be inherited to the data due to the variance of 

the mark to space ratio that occur with variable speeds.
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3.4 Encoder-Signal Latency

There is a delay between a grating line passing and the recording of the time by the DSP. 

Therefore, if the IME was used to give feedback information to a shaft controller, e.g. 

electromagnetic bearings, then the system may malfunction if the signal delay is too high. 

Since the IME is only concerned with changes in time over very short periods, only the 

variation in delay between the different read heads will affect the results. The IME records 

the time difference between the slots passing one read head compared to the next, so 

therefore, if the delay is the same at all read heads, there will not be an effect on the results. 

Angular position error can result from differences between read heads in the delay due to 

both read head latency and signal rising time. Figure 3-21 illustrates the rise time of the 

IME signal using a high precision oscilloscope.

On

Rising time of the signal (=500nsec)

Rotation<  !
j . .i

Figure 3- 20: Ideally a square wave produced by the read heads. Rising time of the read heads signal is 
measured and illustrated in Figure 3-21.  Illustrated completed cycle time ~7000nsec.

Detail of rising read head signal
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Figure 3- 21: Detail of the read head signal “rise time” from 0V to 4.8V captured by an oscilloscope.

Section 3.3.2 illustrated that the mark to space ratio changed proportionally to the angular 

velocity of the shaft. This could be due to a different signal latency between the rise and 

fall of it. At low speeds the proportion of the signal latency, produced by the rising or 

falling edge, compared to the signal period is insignificant. Where as the encoder disc
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angular velocity increases the difference in signal latency has a larger effect on the mark to 

space ratio.

An ideal digital signal will have a constant slope during the rise of the voltage. Readings 

were taken, triggered at TTL level 2V for rising and 0.8V for falling, of the differences in 

time from the read head and from the arrival to the DSP. The propagation delay of the 

signal has been found to be small, and has been measured to be of the order of 26 nsec. 

The rise time characteristics of the signal for all the read heads has been recorded to be 

almost identical (approximately 100 nsec), as was expected because all the channels have 

equal cable impedance, resistance and capacitance. For the transmission of the data, a 

RS482 balanced line configuration was deemed suitable, typical transmitters (26LS31) and 

receivers (26LS32) were used. Signal delays are small compared to one clock pulse of 

scanning frequency that is currently used (50 nsec for 20MHz). Transmission noise plus 

variation between read heads is expected to be between 0 and 4 nsec for the experimental 

IME using the RS482 balanced line configuration. This is expected to give an angular 

position error o f ±0.0002° (±0.05% error in angular velocity) at 6000 rpm and using a 

1024 encoder disc. Also if we assume that the rising time of the photovolvic cells are the 

same with high speed optocouple (30 nsec), then the total delay from the grating line 

passes the read head to the time that the signal triggered by the DSP would be about 156 

nsec. This would give an angular position error of 0.0056° at 6000 rpm and using 1024 

encoder disc. Assuming that all the read heads have about the same characteristics then the 

relative error would be an insignificant value.

Moreover these errors are of significant importance and value when they have been 

measured and assessed. In some cases different experimental IME concepts experience 

large signal errors due to external noise, or some times signals were delayed, or not 

recorded, due to the improper set up of the hardware or software. Some of these errors are 

difficult to spot through the data, but are easy to fix when they are discovered and assessed. 

Also, simple solutions like a RS482 balanced line configuration can solve the noise 

problems that the single line transmission has. Furthermore, the position of the DSP inside 

the host PC can introduce further signal noises. A simple solution like placing the DSP 

card away from the VGA and the network card can be sufficient improvement towards 

reducing the noise further.
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Concluding this, the supporting hardware has to be designed and implemented with 

consideration in order to achieve the desired performance and reliability of the IME. The 

working environment also has to be considered as well, in order to take into account all the 

external EMS interference that can affect the hardware performance of the IME.
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3.5 Quantization errors

An incremental encoder module is usually used to measure angular position by counting 

the number of grating lines that have passed the read head in a sampling period. Then the 

maximum quantization error is in angular position and would be equal to the angle 

between two grating lines. However, the IME uses the incremental encoder module to 

measure time elapsed between grating lines passing the read head, and therefore the 

quantization error is in time and the angular position error would be equal to the distance 

the encoder disc travelled for a clock pulse. At normal shaft speeds, the IME obtains 

hundreds of clock pulses per grating line and therefore, the quantization error is hundreds 

of times smaller than the angle between two grating lines. If the rate of passing of grating 

lines is higher than the clock frequency we have a quantization error larger than one 

grating line. This is in practice impossible for the experimental IME, as it would have to 

rotate faster than one million revolutions per minute to experience the above phenomenon 

(see equation 3).

Errors in the angular position can be due to quantization of the signal [Sydenham- 

82] [Bentley-95]. The resulting error is proportional to angular velocity of the encoder disc 

and inversely proportional to the clock frequency of the system. Equation 3-4 calculates 

this error in angular displacement for one read head.

^  180-<y
Qe =  — Qe = 6 ■ v

71 ' FTB
or F1 TB

Equation 3 -4

From equations 2-11 and 2.15 in sections 2.3 and 2.5 respectively.

7C ‘V ■ R 
30 • Ftb

(from Equation 2-16) Equation 3- 5

Where :

Qe : Quantization error as angular position in degrees

T r  : Transverse distance error due to quantization error

Ftb : Frequency of the time base in Hz (scanning frequency of the DSP clock)

co : Angular velocity of the disc in rad/sec
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v : angular velocity in revolutions per minute (rpm)

Using the above equation 3-4, for 6000 lpm, (628.31 radians/sec), the angular position error is 

0.002° with encoder disc reading radius of 23.36 mm and clock frequency 20MHz. At the 

same time the Transverse distance error, calculated using equation 3-5, using the same 

parameters will be 0.36 microns. Note that the equation 3-5 derives from the equation 2-11 

and equation 3-4 that estimates the transverse displacement of the disc and the quantisation of 

the data. The error will be at most 1 % of the angle (0.35) between 1 grating line and the next 

(i.e. 1.4pm or 0.0035°) provided that the speed is no more than 11,700 rpm.

o  G o j l\LV — Equation 3 -6
LKr

where :

Qv : Quantization error of angular velocity (rad/sec)

G : Resolution of the encoder disc.

Usually the angular velocity of the shaft is calculated as an average over several revolutions 

to give the average speed. The error is then reduced by a factor of G multiplied by the 

number of revolutions. Quantization error depends on the length of 1 clock pulse. The 

error in angular position is proportional to the speed of the encoder disc and inversely 

proportional to the clock frequency of the DSP. The error in angular velocity is in addition 

proportional to the resolution of the disc. Typical errors at 6000 rpm with a 1024 grating 

line encoder disc and 20MHz sampling frequency is ±0.5% of angular velocity (3.21 

rad/sec) or 0.002° degree in angular position.

Concluding that in order to avoid the errors due to a quantisation of the data, the operating 

range of the encoder disc has to be known in order to select the suitable oscillating 

scanning clock and hardware. In the case of exceeding the hardware limitations, i.e. 

interrupts per second, a different encoder disc with less resolution can be the solution, or 

the start of a new problem of under-sampling, a source of error that is explained in the 

following section.
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3.6 Sampling frequency and bandwidth

The bandwidth of the IME varies depending on the angular velocity of the encoder disc and 

the number of grating lines. The sampling frequency of the IME can be represented as 

follows:

Go) _ G • v
A,,,,, = ------- or r,„,„ = --------  Equation 3 -7,am l K  ,«m ^  1

Where:

Fsam : Sampling frequency

co : Angular velocity of the encoder disc (rad/sec)

v : angular velocity in revolutions per minute (rpm)

G : Physical resolution of the encoder disc ( number of grating lines)

Using equation (5), we can calculate the IME sampling frequency at different speeds with 

1024 grating lines and Figure 3-22 illustrates the relationship.

Sampling Bandwidth of the IME
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speed rpm

sampling freq u en cy  max signal frequency

Figure 3- 22: Bandwidth o f  the IME with 1024 physical resolution grating disc.
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A problem arises if there are high frequency vibrations, as these produce an aliasing effect 

[Sydenham-89]. Aliasing of the data will occur if there are vibrations of frequency above 

half the sampling frequency of the IME disc. [Bissell-92]

j - ,  _Gco „ _ G v
max ° r X ” T 2 0  Equation 3 -8

Where:

Fmax • Maximum allowed input frequency of a signal

co : angular velocity of the encoder disc (rad/sec)

v : angular velocity in revolutions per minute (rpm)

G : physical resolution of the encoder disc ( number of grating lines)

For example, the IME has effective sampling frequency of 102400 Hz at 6000 rpm 

(100Hz) with aliasing limit at 51200 Hz (with encoder disc resolution of 1024). The above 

bandwidth of the IME is sufficient to monitor a bearing on a single shaft when the 

vibrations are likely to have frequency in the order of 100Hz. Problems will arise when 

the gearbox has to be monitored by using one IME disc on the input or output shaft. If the 

IME disc is placed on the low speed shaft, then vibrations from the faster shaft bearings 

may be of frequencies above the limit and cause aliasing. Therefore in such situations, the 

problem can be overcome by either using an encoder disc with higher resolution or placing 

the IME on the high speed shaft.

Too low a resolution of the encoder disc can cause errors to the data, if there are vibrations 

above half the sampling frequency of the encoder. Sampling frequency is proportional to 

the disc speed and the disc resolution, so the resolution can be increased to avoid this 

problem without changing the speed. Also the fundamental frequencies of a roller bearing 

are small multiples of bearings rotational frequency, and therefore the IME can be used to 

monitor such vibrations with the correct disc resolution and independent of shaft speed. 

The designer has to know what type of frequencies he wants to monitor and the operational 

angular velocity and then he can choose the appropriate encoder resolution.
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3.7 Linear Interpolation errors

It is normally accepted that the resolution of the measurements cannot be greater than the 

physical resolution of the encoder disc. The data collected by the IME is in equal increments 

of angular distance assuming that all the grating lines have the same width. The IME data 

does not have a consistent pattern and data points from different read heads do not coincide 

in time. Therefore, in order to calculate the angular distance at chosen times, the current 

system uses a simple linear interpolation between the data points. This results in unknown 

errors that increase when the non-linearity of the data increases.

Interpolation
error

Real data

©---------- m IME data

o .............. o  Interpolated data at new times

Figure 3- 23. Linear Interpolation technique and the possible error. 5d =grating line spacing.

Error due to linear interpolation will be small if the quantity does vary almost linearly, i.e. 

where speed is very close to constant over a small number of grating lines. It is evident 

that by increasing sampling frequency, the resolution of the encoder disc, the errors that 

occur due to linear interpolation would reduce as the intervals of sampling would be more 

frequent and therefore the data would be more linear. For example, the perimeter of a 

circle can be constructed more accurately by connecting points that are closer together, a 

decagon is closer to a circle than a pentagon. In a situation where the data is not linear, 

then it can be said that the IME is under-sampling. Under sampling would introduce an 

aliasing effect as is explained in detail in the previous section.
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Also various other interpolation techniques exist like a cubic spline interpolation could be 

used, as it may give smaller errors on consistent IME data. Although it will be better to 

increase the sampling frequency of the encoder disc (choose higher resolution encoder disc) 

rather than try to ‘guess’ where the data may be.

Another method of interpolation, using approximate sinusoidal signals as input, is known 

in industry as “subdivision” of the analogue signal. This method uses the hardware to 

interpolate the signal whereas the IME uses software to estimate the interpolated points.

Errors caused using linear interpolation maybe larger than the quantization error but this 

depends on the linearity of the data. Most of the times, when aggressive vibrations are not 

present, the resultant error can be negligible, but in situations when there are sudden 

changes of the angular velocity, an error may occur.
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3.8 Errors in Clock Signals.

Time is the fundamental instrument of the IME as it was back in the 17th century where a 

need of accurate timing was needed in order to calculate precisely the position of the ship 

from the position of the stars when travelling though the Atlantic [Longitude-93].

The IME uses a crystal oscillator in order to time the input signal change. The typical error 

of an oscillating crystal due to temperature variations is 100 pulses per million oscillations 

for temperature variations of 0 C° to +70C° [Farnell-99] [Frerking-78]. The resulting error 

due to this variation for 20 MHz clock will be 2000 pulse fluctuations per second relative 

to a steady square signal. The estimated error is 0.01% difference in a measured time or 

the timing error would be 0.005 nsec per clock pulse for a clock of 20MHz. Therefore 

variations of clock pulse length over a number of revolutions will be much smaller than the 

quantization error of the signal.

In conclusion, the resulting error is insignificant compared with other more significant 

errors and could cause a maximum error of 0.01% of angular velocity. Angular position 

error is likely to be very small compared with the other standard error of the IME (since 

they depend only on the consistency of the clock pulses in the short term and not on the 

absolute value of the timing). Also, the exact frequency of the oscillating clock can vary 

from the manufacturing specification, as a result relative error of the angular velocity of 

the shaft.
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3.9 Summary.

Previous sections have mentioned various causes of errors to the IME results. It has to 

been understood that some errors mentioned are due to imprecise construction of the IME 

device and in some cases due to limitations in the implementation of the real data. Also 

the errors can vary from device to device. The following table gives an example of the size 

of error that can result from different conditions.

The sources of larger errors in angular position are mainly due to the mechanical parts of 

the experimental IME. Also the sampling frequency of the IME is important as it can 

result in aliasing effects. Inaccuracies of the encoder disc would also add to the overall 

resulting error.

Cause Error in 
transverse 

position
(Min)

Error in 
Angular 
position
(degree)

Error in 
Angular 
velocity

Conditions section
< - H ; 

* , •

Eccentricity 
of disc *

0 .0 ± 0 .025 ±0.043% Eccentricity o f  
10pm

3.2

Read head 
position **

0 .0 + 0 .012 N one 10pm  position  
error

3.3

Latency none *** + 0 .0056 none *** speed o f  6000  
rpm and 20M H z  

clock  
frequency, 1024  

lin es per 
revolution

3 .4- .. ;: :

signal noise ± 0 .0 4 ± 0 .0 0 0 2 ±0.05% 3 .4

Quantization
error

± 0 .3 7 ± 0 .0 0 2 ±0.5% 3.5
’ .

Clock error ± 3 .7 x l0 '5 ± 2 x 1 0'7 0.01%
.

3 .8

* relative to the centre o f  motion (axis o f rotation) f

** relative to the centre o f  the read heads

*** error does not include latency difference between read heads as it has been added to the signal noise

disc radius : 23.36 mm

Table 1: List of errors within the IME. Abbreviations: (Transverse position is calculated using two opposite

read heads. A transverse position error arises from the eccentricity if the read heads are misaligned. In the 

above case there is not any read head misalignment. Angular position is the calculated angular position of 

the shaft using information from one read head. Angular velocity is also calculated using one read head.)

The larger errors are therefore caused by eccentricity and read head positioning. The 

eccentricity and read head position errors are difficult to control because the adjustments 

needed are of the order of 0.01mm. Despite such mechanical imperfections, the above
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errors that occur are regular and almost predictable. Therefore, it should be possible to 

develop techniques can be developed in order to compensate for eccentricity and calibrate 

read head position. Also improving the components of the experimental IME can reduce 

some of the other irregular errors such as: quantizaton errors, latency or noise errors, and 

encoder disc errors.
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Chapter 4
4 Calibration of read head position
This chapter presents three different methods with experimental results for the calculation 

of the read head position. The first method uses a pattern recognition technique in order to 

find the read head position. The second method uses a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

method and the third uses the index marker that the encoder disc provides.

4.1 Pattern recognition method

The previous section 3.3 examined the possible errors that may occur due to mis- 

positioned read heads. Whether the centre of the disc is calculated by using three or four 

read heads, an error may occur if read heads are not in the correct place. Thus why it is 

important to define the real angular position between the read heads and take action 

according the size of error and the desired accuracy from the system.

The author examined the situation of finding the angular position of the read heads, at any 

angular position, by tracing the angular difference of the encoder disc abnormalities at 

different read heads using pattern recognition techniques [Gonzalez-78] [Tou-74]. 

However this method can not be used in situations where the encoder disc is in good 

condition and abnormalities are difficult to detect and process.

The pattern recognition technique was first developed to selected a ‘window’ of 10 data- 

values from the velocity profile of the IME readings. The idea of the algorithm is to search 

the data of another read head in order to match the same patterns and calculate the position 

of the read head. The pattern recognition algorithm did not give any solid results for the 

experimental IME, as the idea was to trace the physical grating line errors within the data 

of another read head. Looking closer to the theory of this approach, there is a possibility to 

achieve this if there are not any external vibrations, torsional or transverse, that would add 

noise and disturbances to the data. Another reason is that every read head is collecting 

data from different optical radius from the encoder disc due to assembly imperfections, 

resulting in different patterns of grating line error per read head.
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Figure 4 - 1: Encoder disc abnormality detected from all three read heads spacing approximately equal to the 
angular displacement o f the read heads. ■ Graph axes, X: angular displacement, Y: relative time 
between the equal angular displacement, which can be translated as inverse of angular velocity.

The attempt to detect the repetition of the pattern from the same read head was successful 

in most of the cases but less successful between different read heads. This method can be 

used successfully when for example a slot has been blocked which produces a strong 

pattern of error. The above Figure 4 - 1  shows an abnormality in the angular velocity from 

each read head spacing approximately equal to the angular displacement of the read heads. 

This will occur at every revolution at an angle between the different read head positions. 

The difference in the angles were found to be 90.35 and 89.64 corresponding to 257 grating 

line (i.e. one too many) and 255 grating line (i.e. one too few), respectively (since 256 

corresponds to 90° for disc with 1024 resolution). This data has been collected at low shaft 

speed and plain bearings were used to minimise vibrations. The above technique needed 

more stable data without torsional and transverse vibrations in order to give reliable results. 

Later on, better results were achieved using the encoder disc error pattern. This error 

pattern is obtained by the average technique that been developed by the author in order to 

characterise the encoder disc and correct the grating line errors. For more details see 

chapter 6. Since the encoder disc error pattern is produced with significantly reduced 

torsional or transverse vibrations, untraceable encoder disc errors at the velocity profile 

become strong repeatable patterns that can be traced within different read heads.
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microns

Figure 4 - 2 :  Strong error pattern produced by two different read heads using multiple average technique over 
8 revolutions.

The pattern recognition algorithm reads the data in order to search for the greatest error. 

After the search of the highest disturbances, more likely to be existing at different read 

head, the algorithm “memorises” the pattern and tries to trace it into different read heads. 

The accuracy depends on the threshold difference, set by the user, between the memorised 

pattern and the searched once. The accuracy will also depend on the encoder disc error 

pattern consistency and read head to read head accuracy.

Experimental results have shown that an incorrect set-up of the threshold can result in 

misleading calculations of the read head position. Moreover, because the approximate 

position of the read heads is known, results that are not realistic can be ignored. For 

example, it is known from the read head assembly that two opposite read heads can only be 

about 180° degrees apart with tolerance of ±5°. Therefore, any result that is out of the 

range (175° to 185° degrees) can be dismissed. Usually, read head position calculation 

error occurs due to transverse vibrations that exist within different error maps and are 

accounted for, as slot errors. It also has to be mentioned that the accuracy of these 

estimations is subject to encoder disc resolution if single number of data is been taken into 

account. The higher the disc resolution, the more accurate the estimation of the angular 

position of the read heads can be as changes in the angular velocity of the disc will have 

less effect into estimation of the slot width. For example, if each grating line of the 

encoder disc is apart by one degree then the estimation of the read heads will have a 

maximum accuracy of one degree less or one degree more.
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This method has been developed for systems that don’t include the index marker, and the 

encoder disc has some relatively high inaccuracies.
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4.2 Fast Fourier Transform method

Another method developed later was to use the phase of the eccentricity error instead of 

the pattern recognition. This technique requires less computing power, depending of the 

size of the processing data, than the previous mentioned method. An algorithm has been 

proposed by the author, which, by using the angular displacement of the grating lines from 

different read heads finds the phase difference. The eccentricity of the disc produces a one 

per revolution signal. This signal can be traced through the IME data. The signal is 

produced with the same frequency for all of the read heads. The phase angle differences of 

the individual signals should be the angle between the individual read heads exactly. 

Figure 4 - 3  shows the signal of the eccentricity from the IME data.

,_____:____
| §7 ±:
| microns

20/

left

down

= r-
1024

Slots

Figure 4 - 3 :  Eccentricity of the encoder disc. Data illustrating the signal produced by the individual read 
heads, for two complete revolutions. Y axis, mean angular disc displacement in microns, X axis, 
angular displacement, every 1024 slots is 360° degrees.

Also by applying FFT,[Oran-74], to the velocity profile also gives the eccentricity 

magnitude and phase angle for every read head. Applying a FFT to the data shown on 

Figure 4 - 3, over 24 revolutions (24576 elements per read head), it appears that the FFT is 

not accurate enough compared with the angular position obtained by using the onces per 

revolution mark. Following Table 4-1, this illustrates the comparison of the angular 

position of the read heads using three different techniques with the same data that was 

obtained by the experimental IME.
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Phase angle 
from Up read 
head to:

Using Pattern Using FFT Using Index pulse

Absolute Relative Absolute Relative Absolute Relative

Left 90.00 90.00 91.081 91.081 89.973 89.973

Down 180.35 90.35 176.211 85.13 180.145 90.172

Right 270.70 90.35 272.096 95.885 270.702 90.557

Up 360.00 89.30 359.996 87.9 360.000 89.298

Table 4-1: Comparison of the results for the angular position of the read heads using Pattern recognition 
(using the encoder disc error map), FFT (using the angular velocity) and index pulse (using angular 
position) on the same data.

The inaccuracies of the calculation of angular positions of the read heads using the FFT 

could be due to torsional vibrations that exist within the system. The steps of processing 

the data are described in the following paragraph. The method that calculates the angular 

position by using the index pulse is explained in the following section 4.3.

The time elapsed between the equal angular displacement, (raw data obtained by the IME), 

translated to angular distance over equal intervals of time. This may add small errors as 

linear interpolation takes place, for more detail on interpolation errors see section 3.9. 

Following that, the average angular velocity over all read heads is calculated and 

subtracted from the individual read heads. This average can introduce errors to the data as 

some read heads may contain transverse vibrations that other read heads do not and this 

will result as an average error to all of the data. It has to be noted that without removing 

the mean average angular velocity the torsional vibrations that have period close to the 

eccentricity will affect the final outcome. After the above subtraction, the result is the 

mean difference of angular velocity of an individual read head. Based on this data, an 

individual FFT applies over 24 revolutions (24576 elements per read head) and the phase 

and magnitude of the eccentricity can be found. It has to be mentioned that by using larger 

number of data the estimation of the eccentricity is not guaranteed to give better results as 

the fluctuations of the angular velocity can add more components to the data. This method 

is not reliable for the specific IME configuration as it can been seen from the above Table 

4-1. Using the above method of FFT, various tests have been conducted to check the 

consistency of the results. Experiments with various bearing configurations were 

conducted for statistical purposes, as some initial results were inaccurate. Data with
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smooth bearing motion gave better results than data using a damaged bearing, unbalanced 

shaft and damaged encoder disc. Nevertheless these statistical data proved that data with 

low angular or transverse vibrations were not accurate enough compared with the index 

pulse method. The following figures illustrate some of the experimental results.

Readhead position using FFT

Position 0-90 90-180 180-270 270-360

Figure 4 - 4: Read head position using FFT from a corroded bearing at four different angular velocities. Bars 
at the same position range are produced at different angular speeds. It is clear the inconsistency of 
the results from the same bearing, read heads and encoder disc assembly.

Read head position using FFT

Position 0-90 90-180 180-270 270-360

Figure 4 - 5 :  Read head position using FFT from a normal bearing at 9 different shaft speeds. It is clear that 
with a normal bearing, less transverse vibrations, this method give better results (on average), if  
compared with the figure 4.4.

Therefore, this method can give better results when there are no strong angular or 

transverse vibrations as the Figure 4 - 5  illustrates.
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4.3 Index marker

The Hewlett Packard read head that the experimental IME uses has the capability of 

delivering three channels. Two of them are decoding the motion of the encoder wheel to a 

digital signal (having 90° degrees phase difference i.e. lA slot width apart) where the third 

channel decodes the index mark that occurs once per revolution. The new experimental 

IME is based on the new capturing board DDAB that is capable to collect information 

from 8  different channel. Four channels used to decode the angular position of the encoder 

disc from 4 equal spaced positions (90 degree apart) and two channels used to combine the 

index marker. The index marker from the diametrically opposite read heads mixed 

together in such way that the position of the encoder disc can be encoded as the Figure 4 - 

7 shows: More details about the hardware implementation can be found in Appendix-A. 

The DDAB stores the values as an absolute time, and therefore interpolation method has to 

be used in order to find accurately the exact position of the read head. Figure 4 - 6  

illustrates how the angle between the read heads is represented by the IME data.

T si

Read head A

Index A

Index B

Index C

Figure 4 - 6 :  Schematic illustration of the signal timings in order to calculate the angle between the read 
heads. Read head A is the signal decoding the encoder disc angular position in to square signals. 
One period is equal to one bar-window and can be translated as angular position. The Index is the 
ones per revolution marker.

Figure 4 - 6  illustrates the absolute timings of the Index pulse ti, t2, t3 corresponding to 

read head ‘A ’, ‘B \  and ‘C* and the absolute timing of the grating lines passing the read 

head A. The angle between the timings of the slots Si, s2, S3,... marked as Tsi, Ts2, TS3,... 

is known as it can be calculated using the resolution of the encoder disc. The angle 

between the index pulses can be calculated accurately using the relative angle that is given
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by the corresponding read head. From the example Figure 4 - 6  the following timing 

conditions are valid:

T s i < t i < T s 2 and Ts4 < t 2 <Ts 5

Therefore

© ,=

© 2 =

t\ t 2 Ts a
SA ~S\ --------------+ '

A

Ts 2 - T s } Ts 5 — Ts a j

360

t2- T s A u —Tsn ^ 360
^7 *̂ 4 r r i_ .............+  —

\ Ts 5 -  Ts a Ts % —Ts7

Where

and TS7 < t3 < Tss

Equation 4 -1

Equation 4- 2

Si, s2, S3, The true number of grating lines, S i = l ,  s2=2, S3= 3 , sn=n, sn+i=n+l.

The angular displacement over one grating line 

360
G

Equation 4- 3

G : resolution of the encoder disc.

Angular position 0-90 90-180 180-270 270-360

C h -U p /  Down 1 1 0 0

Ch -  Left / Right 0 1 1 0

Figure 4 - 7 the mixed channels, encoding the position of the encoder disc. The once per revolution mark 
encoded at every quarter, as the values of the combined channels Up/Down and Left/Right indicate 
the position of it.
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synchronize 
first Index

1

Yes

If second 
Index time is 
between two 

readings

Get next 
readings and 
increment the 

angle„l

Get next 
reading and 

increment the 
angle_ 2

If third index 
is between 

two readings

Yes

1

Calculate the difference between the 

two angles

Display result

Figure 4 - 8 :  Flowchart of the method for the estimation o f the angular position between two read heads using 
the index pulse.
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The above method can be used to calculate with accuracy the angular position of the read 

heads when the following conditions exits:

• low encoder disc eccentricity

• uniform encoder disc resolution

• low amplitude transverse vibrations

The accuracy will also be subject to the quantization of the data, as section 3.5 explains.

It has to be mentioned that the above method is inaccurate when eccentricity of the encoder 

disc is at present. There are different methods that can be used to eliminate the eccentricity 

of the encoder disc as the following chapter 5 refers to. This section will concentrate only 

to the method that uses the diametrically opposite read head.

Using the diametrical opposite read head as additional information it is possible to 

compensate for the encoder disc eccentricity error. Using the previous method that the 

Figure 4 - 6  illustrated with the addition of a second angular position reference from a 

diametrically opposite read head. Then the calculation of the angular position of the read 

heads can be estimated as an average of the two values. Therefore, the Equation 4-1 and 

Equation 4-2 would become when the following timing conditions are valid:

Tsi < ti < Ts2 

Ts4 < t 2 < T s5 

TS7 < t3 < TS8

&

&

&

Tpi <ti <Tp2 

Tp4 <t2 <Tp5 

Tp7 <t3 <Tp8

■Ts,
• +  ■

Ts a

LV
Tv  —Tv Tv —TvJ. j  2 \  5 4

+ P a ~ P  i
t} -T p 1 + J 2-TP4

V
TP l -Tp, y-i

360
2G

Eq 4 -4

©o = s  r 2  ^ 4  ! *3 Tsn
Ts5~Ts4 Ts^~Ts1

+ Pi  ~ P a

v

2̂ Tp4  ̂ Tp1 
Tp5~Tp4 Tp8~Tp1

360
2G

Eq 4 -5
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Where:

si, S2.S3, The true number of grating lines, Si=l, S2=2 , S3=3 , sn=n, sn+i=n+l.

Pi. p2, p3, The true number of grating lines, pi=l,  p2=2 , p3=3 , pn=n, pn+i=n+l.

The angular displacement over one grating line 

n r  \ 360 a . 360
0 = z ( s n ~ s n-1) —  & =  Equation 4- 6

U  Cr

G : resolution of the encoder disc.

Tpi, Tp2, Tp3, Tp4, Tps, Tp6, Tp7, Tp8: timings of the diametrical opposite the read head 

relative to read head A.

Applying the first method, we can estimate the read head position accurately as the 

following statistical graphs have shown. The graphs have been produced using 85 

different files that have been collected from the same test rig set up. The values that shown 

are the absolute difference from the mean value that have been estimated combining all the 

data together. The angular position has been calculated using one revolution from each 

data file. This experiment is intended to show the maximum inaccuracies, for the specific 

test-rig, for calculating the angular position of the read heads with the first method.

UP- LEFT

error

Figure 4 - 9 :  Error calculating between the UP and LEFT read head (-9 0  degrees). The columns display the 
frequency of absolute error that appears. It can be seen that the most frequent error is in region of 
0.005° to 0.006° degrees.
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UP- DOWN

error

Figure 4 - 1 0 :  Angular position mean error, in degrees, between the two diametrical opposite read heads, Up 
and Down (-180  degrees). Most frequent error is between the region o f 0.001° to 0.002° degrees.

UP- RIGHT

error

Figure 4 - 1 1 :  Angular position mean error, in degrees, between the UP and RIGHT read head (-270  
degrees). Most frequent error is in the region of 0.003° to 0.004° degrees.
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Figure 4 - 12: Angular position mean error, in degrees, calculated for a full revolution (-360  degrees). This 
graph has expanded the region from 0 to 0.001 as all the data are there. The frequency of the error 
is between the region o f 0.00001° to 0.0001° (1*10'5 to 1*1 O'4) degrees. Note, maximum error 
recorded was 0.000313° of a degree equal to 0.127 of a micron in angular displacement.

It can be seen that calculating for angular position over 360 degrees, i.e. from upper read 

head to upper read head, the maximum error recorded was 0.000313° of a degree. This can 

be translated as 0.127 micron of read head positioning, where the maximum mean error 

was recorded to be in a class of 6.1 microns of read head position (Up to Left). Note that 

the reading radius of the read head is set up to be 23360 microns and one degree 

corresponding to 407.7 microns of read head displacement.

Also from the graphs it can been seen that the distribution of the mean error is different for 

the 180 degrees, 90 and 270 degrees read heads. The reason can be due to shaft vibrations 

that could be enhanced in a vertical direction due to gravitational forces and only the LEFT 

and RIGHT read heads are sensitive to them. The calculation of the full revolution it can 

be considered accurate as the average error was less than 0.0395 microns.

Concluding, the index marker can be useful to calculate the angular position of the read 

heads and can be used in order to calculate the relative encoder disc centre to the calculated 

centre of the read heads. To improve the accuracy, an average can be used as well.

The following experiment shows that it is possible to estimate with high accuracy the 

centre of the encoder disc. The experiment was conducted using four equally spaced read 

heads positioned on a sliding micrometer. Micrometer has a scale division of 10 micron,
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microns

Interpolated d a ta x 2 ,1000 points -  180 degrees

which is relatively low resolution compared to the experimental IME. The data is 

collected using the experimental IME with the new Digital Data Acquisition Board and 

with the additional feature of four index markers, one from each read head. The data has 

been processed in order to calculate the transverse position of the encoder disc centre 

relative to the centre of the read heads, and only the X axis is illustrated on the following 

graph, produced by the UP and DOWN read head. Note that the sliding micrometer alters 

the position of all read heads which are in a line perpendicular to the axis of encoder disc 

rotation and perpendicular to the line that crosses the UP and DOWN read head.

Figure 4 - 1 3 :  Illustration of a “waterfall” effect produced by moving the read heads in a line perpendicular to 
UP and DOWN read heads with equal displacement intervals of 50 microns. The illustrated data are 
obtained from 12 different real data captured by the experimental IME over an overall o f 600 
microns linear displacement. Note that the data been aligned to the same starting point. On Y axes 
is the sliding position of the micrometer in microns with minor division of 25microns. On the X  
axis is the angular position of the disc.

Observing the Figure 4 - 13, it can been seen that the sine waves, indicating eccentricity of 

the encoder disc, are almost 50 microns apart from each other. Although the division scale 

of the micrometer is limited to 10 microns, therefore the 50 microns displacement is 

lacking in accuracy, the total displacement of 600 microns has been captured and 

calculated correctly using the index markers. Once the estimation of the angular position 

between the read head has been obtained using Equation 4-6 and Equation 4-7, the centre 

of encoder disc can then be estimated using Equation 2-11 from section 2.3. Knowing the
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position of the encoder disc centre, then allows to correct the orbit plot by adding the Dx 

and Dy values to the Orbit Plot. The following graphs illustrate the same data with and 

without the correction of the disc centre position. The centre point of the orbit plot can 

then be assumed to be the centre of rotation.

m icrons

da ta6

300
m icrons X axis

■ ■

Figure 4 - 1 4 :  Illustration of Orbit Plot as “waterfall”, same data as before (waterfall).

Without the information of the read head position relative to the disc centre, it is not 

possible to obtain movements of the encoder disc from separate data. Figure 4 - 1 4  

illustrates the movement of the shaft, in the particular experiment the movement of the 

read heads, across the X axis for about 50 microns of displacement each time. The above 

method of calculating the position of the encoder disc and therefore the position of the 

centre of the shaft, knowing the position of the two centres, can be used by various 

applications that require this information. For example, controlling shafts electromagnetic
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bearings, feedback information for milling machine, load measuring on bearings, etc. Note 

that with out the above information, centre of read head position relative to encoder disc 

centre, only the relative movements of the shaft centre can be calculated.

The following Figure 4 - 1 5  illustrates the Y position of the above experiment, moving the 

read heads perpendicular to the axis of rotation and parallel to the horizontal axis. The 

data has small fluctuations as expected, looking at statistical data, that may exist due to 

inaccuracies of the micrometers rail.

| m icrons

d a ta  5

4 0 0 0
500 /

— — JIn te rp o la ted  da ta  >:2, 1 00 0  points ~  180  d e g re e s

Figure 4 - 15: Y values of the “waterfall”. It can be seen that the calculation of the Y position across the data 
is falling within the accuracy of 6 microns as was predicted by the previous statistical data. Also it 
has to be mentioned that this “inaccuracies” can be also due to vibrations and due to imperfections 
of the micrometer rails. Note that the scale has been change in order to see the difference in the 
data.
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4.4 Summary

This chapter presented the different methods of calculating the encoder disc centre. Error 

in the calculation of the disc centre can exist due to the read head mis-position. If the 

angular position between the read heads is unknown then errors in the disc centre position 

will depend on the amount of the mis-positioned read heads. Also, mis-positioned read 

heads can alter the magnitude and phase angle of signals from the encoder disc. Correction 

of such errors can be achieved if the initial angular position between the read heads is 

known.

Read head angular position can be calculated using various techniques. The author 

developed three different techniques using pattern recognition, FFT, and the index marker. 

The pattern recognition method is based on detecting abnormalities of the encoder disc and 

relates the angular position relative to these recognisable patterns. Although the technique 

can be accurate, can only be used with imperfect encoder disc. The FFT can be quick, but 

also unreliable as it is based on finding the read head angular position from the angular 

eccentricity phase signal where it can be distorted due to encoder disc errors or transverse 

and torsional vibrations. The method that used the index marker can only be used where 

the read head and encoder module providing the index marker. The immediate accuracy 

depend on the amount of the transverse vibration that exists and to the quantization of the 

data. Also an average of angular timing from diametrical read heads could compensate for 

the error that the eccentricity of the encoder disc produces.

More important, knowing the angular position between the read heads, the absolute 

position of the encoder disc centre relative to the centre of the read heads can be calculated 

with accuracy. This enables us to examine situations of bearing or shaft transverse load, 

absolute position of the shaft knowing the relative position of the encoder disc and shaft, 

where it is impossible to do this without this information.
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Chapter 5

5. Eccentricity error

This chapter explains how it is possible to compensate for the eccentricity of the encoder 

disc relative to the centre of the motion by using mathematical approximations. Angular 

position errors due to eccentricity, can be corrected using various methods. Using only one 

read head and a mathematical approximation in order to correct the angular position error, 

or two read heads diametrically opposite each other. Three or more read heads (equally 

spaced) can be used to calculate the correct angular position of the encoder disc as well.

5.1 Compensation methods for eccentricity errors
Eccentricity of the encoder disc relative to the centre of rotation is responsible for angular 

position error obtained by one read head [Heidenhain-J]. The angular position error is 

proportional to the eccentricity value and varies with the angular position of the encoder 

disc. Previously in chapter 3, section 2, a mathematical approximation of the angular 

position error due to eccentricity was expressed.

A 0  = — sin(<9 + cp) (rad)
R

where :

A0: measurement error in rad

e: eccentricity value

R: reading radius

0 : measured angle

(p: phase angle of the eccentricity

In order to use the above equation, two variables have to be found from the data. Firstly 

the eccentricity of the shaft relative to the centre of the rotation. Secondly, the phase angle 

of the eccentricity. The amount of eccentricity can be calculated by analysing the angular
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position of the encoder disc. FFT can be used as well in order to obtain the eccentricity 

magnitude and the phase angle. Once the eccentricity amplitude and the phase angle are 

estimated, a correction can be applied to the real data. The above equation would estimate 

the relative angular position error of the encoder disc relative the absolute position of the 

disc. By knowing the phase angle of eccentricity a calculation can be performed for each 

individual increment of an angle, data corresponding to the angular position measured by 

the grating lines, and the eccentricity can be removed. Although the above methods use 

complicated procedures in order to correct the angular position error measured by one read 

head, a simpler method can be applied. This method combines two read heads 

diametrically opposite each other. The average of the angular displacement of two 

diametrically opposite read heads will be, at any angle, a more accurate estimation of the 

shaft’s angular displacement. This method is more accurate than the previous one, as it is 

not affected by the angular velocity variations of the encoder disc.

Using two diametrically opposite read heads is not always possible. The above methods 

can be used not only to correct eccentricity error of the IME, which usually has three or 

four read heads, but to correct errors from other devices that use an incremental encoder in 

order to measure the angular position of the shaft. Note that three read heads can be used 

directly, only if they are equally spaced, i.e. by 1 2 0  degrees apart.

Although, by removing the estimated eccentricity it is not known, in the first instance, if 

other components such as an unbalanced shaft effect, will be removed as well. 

Experimental results have shown that an unbalanced shaft distorts the magnitude and the 

phase angle of the eccentricity measured from different positions around the disc (section 

5.4). Therefore, eccentricity components should not be removed if the real magnitude and 

phase angle is known and the data is to be used for estimating the centre of the disc. The 

methods that have been developed in order to estimate the eccentricity magnitude and 

phase angle are calculating the resultant one, a combination of eccentricity and an 

unbalance shaft, and not the absolute value that can be measured using micrometer or other 

metrology instrumentation.

Experimental results show that the use of two diametrically opposite read heads is more 

accurate that any other method that the author mentioned in this chapter, providing that the 

read heads are exactly 180 degrees apart and are not mis-aligned from the centre of the 

disc. The first method, using only one read head, can be accurate if angular and transverse 

vibrations are minimal. The FFT is probably the most versatile tool in order to find the
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eccentricity magnitude and phase angle as many statistical packages are providing easy 

access and easy set up of this tool.

5.2 Estimating the eccentricity and phase angle.
As mentioned before, the magnitude of the eccentricity can be estimated with various 

methods. The author compared four different methods for the estimation of the 

eccentricity. Analytical they are:

A) Using angular velocity. Calculating the angular velocity from the individual read 

head and subtracting the mean angular velocity (over one revolution). The result will 

be the angular velocity variation that occurs due to eccentricity. By knowing the mean 

angular velocity of the encoder disc, the eccentricity can be calculated as a variation of 

the reading radius, assuming that the angular velocity remains constant for a long 

period of time. Because of this assumption the estimation of the eccentricity can be 

inaccurate when fluctuations of the angular velocity exist. Nevertheless, this error can 

be treated calculating the eccentricity magnitude from several continuous estimations. 

The phase angle can be estimated from the angular velocity variation data by observing 

the angular position of the mean value. This point will be approximated by either 0° or 

180° on the sine wave produced by the eccentricity. By detecting the slope of the 

angular velocity variation the exact angular phase angle can be estimated. This method 

will also suffer from inaccuracies due to angular velocity fluctuations. An average 

from several estimations can increase the accuracy of the phase angle calculation.

B) Using angular velocity and FFT. This method uses the angular velocity as well, but 

an FFT estimates the eccentricity magnitude and phase angle. The problem that 

appears from this method is that when few revolutions are observed by the FFT, the 

result is inaccurate. By increasing the observed revolutions this method becomes 

increasingly more accurate but at the same time it requires more computing resources 

and power. It has to be mentioned that using the FFT over large amount of data it may 

not increase the accuracy as other low frequency components will be have greater 

influence towards the calculation of the eccentricity phase angle.

C) Using two diametrically opposite read heads. This method relies on the fact that the 

eccentricity of two diametrically opposite read heads will have a phase angle of 180 

degrees. By subtracting one from the other the same components such as angular
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velocity, will cancel out and only the differences like eccentricity will remain. The 

eccentricity can then be measured using method (A) or using the FFT.

D) Using FFT as a high pass filter. This method uses the FFT to implement a high pass 

filter in order to mask out all the frequencies that are related to the eccentricity.

E) Multiple average technique. This method uses an “error-map” in order to extract the 

eccentricity from the data. This error-map is produced by averaging multiple 

revolutions of the encoder disc angular position, as the regular signals are more likely 

to be enhanced whereas irregular signals tend to cancel out. Once the error-map has 

been constructed, knowledge of each slot deviation from the normal, a correction to the 

data can be achieved. This method is also used to remove encoder disc errors as the 

following Chapter 6  explains. This method will not be analysed in this chapter.

It has to be noted that the above methods, A and B will calculate the resultant component

that the eccentricity and any traverse vibration with one per revolution frequency, such as

the unbalanced shaft, will produce. Averaging the two opposite read heads subtracts the

angular displacement error, as the following example shows.

A 6 = — sin(0) + —sin(6 + k ) =>
R R

A6 -  — (sin(0) + sin(# + n)  ->
R

A<9 = — [sin(<9) -  sin(<9)] = 0 
R

Where :

A0: angular difference due to eccentricity 

e : eccentricity 

R : radius

0  : any angular position of the encoder disc.
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5.3 Compensating for eccentricity error
The IME raw data is stored as absolute timing over increments of angular displacement, 

which are assumed to be equal. The eccentricity error therefore is included at every 

measured angular displacement as it has a one period per revolution and the timing of the 

data needs correcting. Data can be used for compensation without further process, i.e. 

transformation to relative angular displacement over equal timings. A method that uses 

extrapolation is suitable in order to correct the data from the eccentricity. It also has to be 

mentioned that interpolation of the compensated data has to be applied after the correction 

if data is needed to be translated as absolute angular position over equal timings. The steps 

of the extrapolation method are as follows:

a) Separation of the data, producing relative timings between each slot and assign each 

timing to an angular position.

b) Calculation of the eccentricity error for each angular displacement as percentage, using 

the equation 5.1.

c) Correction of the relative times between each slot using the percentage error.

d) Reconstruction of the data as absolute timings of equal increment of angular 

displacement. More analytically, the *c* and *d* procedure:

100 100 100
na, = r,----------  , na , = r«------v na, , ..., na, = r,------------H na, , ,  ...

1 100+ e, 2 100 + e2 1 ' ' 100+e,

Where:

naj : absolute reconstructed timing for each slot

i'i: relative timing between each slot

e j : calculated percentage error due to eccentricity

This method will not give very accurate results if strong angular or transverse vibrations 

are present. The accuracy of this method can increase if the average of multiple slot 

timings is taken into account. By doing that, small variations within the data are not taken 

into account during the compensation.
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5.4 Experimental results
Experiments took place in order to confirm the algorithms validation and relative accuracy 

of each method. Methods that required only one read head have been evaluated from two 

different read heads. One using a read head that is allocated on the horizontal axis, left 

read head, and the second using a read head allocated on the vertical axis, up read head. 

This experiment show that the estimation of the eccentricity magnitude and phase angle 

varies from read head to read head. This can be due to read head misalignment and due to 

an unbalanced shaft.

5.4.1 Method A:

Using the mean angular velocity of the shaft the results Figure 5- 1, were obtained for the 

up read head using one only measurement, i.e. one revolution

degrees
50m/

original

compensated

3072
500/angular position, (e=31.465 microns, phase=112.85 degrees)Auto Scale

Figure 5- 1: Angular position error for read head up. Compensation using estimation eccentricity and phase 
angle from one read head. Y-axis angular error. X-axis angular position of the encoder disc, 1024 
points is 360 degrees. Note that the slope at begin of the compensated data can be due to angular 
velocity variation (inaccurate subtraction of the mean angular velocity from the above data) and not 
due to miscalculated eccentricity phase angle.

Analytically the estimation becomes: 

e = 31.465 microns

cp = 112.85 degrees (phase angle of the eccentricity, 0 is when data passes the X axis 

with positive ramp)

The compensated angular position using the estimated eccentricity and phase angle can be 

seen in Figure 5- 1 above. The angular velocity variation can be clearly seen after the
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removal of the eccentricity. Using the same method for a 90° apart read head (data 

collected at the same time) different values of eccentricity are obtained. Figure 5- 2 

illustrates the result in detail.

degrees

original

compensated

.

■ -  - —

angular position, (e=39.537 microns, phase=21.532 degrees)

Figure 5- 2: Angular position error for read head left. Compensation using estimation eccentricity and phase 
angle from one read head. Y-axis angular error. X-axis angular position of the encoder disc, 1024 
points is 360 degrees. Note that the slope at begin of the compensated data can be due to angular 
velocity variation and not due to miscalculated eccentricity phase angle

The estimation becomes: 

e = 39.537 microns 

cp = 21.532 degrees

It is expected that estimating the eccentricity magnitude and phase angle from 90° apart 

read heads, the difference of the phase angle will be about 90° as well. The eccentricity is 

anticipated to have small variations. The above experimental results show that the 

difference in angle between the two read heads is 91.318°. Also, the eccentricity 

magnitude from read head to read head have a difference of about 8 microns. The reason 

for these types of results could be due to the unbalanced shaft that introduces an 

asymmetrical once per revolution frequency sine wave. The combination of eccentricity of 

the disc and this regular traverse vibration distorts the fundamental characteristics 

(amplitude and phase angle) of the encoders disc eccentricity. Even more revolutions have 

been taken into account, in order to calculate the phase angle and eccentricity, the observed 

eccentricity would not have change characteristics.
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5.4.2 Method B:

When FFT is used with the velocity profile of the encoder disc is obtained using the same 

data, left read head, the results are slightly different compared with the previous results. 

Note that the FFT applied over 3 revolutions and the third component of the FFT result is 

considered as the once per revolution frequency.

In detail the FFT gave for the left read head:

e = 42.65 microns

(p = 19.7 degrees

degrees
50m/

original

compensated

3072
500/angular position, (e=42.65 microns, p h a se -19.7 degrees using FFT)

Figure 5- 3: Angular position error for the left read head. Compensation using one read head and estimated 
eccentricity and phase angle using FFT over three revolutions. Y-axis angular error. X-axis angular 
position of the encoder disc, 1024 points is 360 degrees.

Figure 5- 3 illustrates the results after the correction of the angular position error using the 

estimation of the eccentricity magnitude and phase angle from the FFT results. Comparing 

the results between method A and B the differences are small as it has been illustrated 

before in section 4.2.

5.4.3 Method C:

Using two diametrically opposite read heads the result is more accurate as angular and 

transverse vibrations do not influence the correction of the data. This method requires two 

diametrically opposite read heads that are 180 degrees apart, and have the same reading
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radius. Figure 5- 4 illustrates this type of compensation. It can been seen that the 

compensated angular position has some inaccuracies probably due to read head 

misalignment, not being 180 degrees apart. At the same time this can be due to angular 

velocity variations but it is conflicting with the Figure 5- 1 and Figure 5- 2.

*58 $ "V ' .  & m

degrees

original

compensated

angular position

Figure 5- 4: Angular position error of up read head. Compensation using two diametrically opposite read 
heads. Y-axis angular error. X-axis angular position of the encoder disc, 1024 points is 360 
degrees.

5.4.4 Method D:

Further experiments using FFT and one read head can give better results if the FFT is used 

as a filter. For example, by applying FFT to the above data and by subtracting the first 

four components, FFT applied for 3 consistent revolutions, the components with one and a 

third frequency per revolution and lower will be masked out. The remaining data can be 

reconstructed with reverse FFT as Figure 5- 5 shows. Note that for the duration of 3 

revolutions the first component will have frequency one third (1/3) of a revolution. The 

second component will have frequency four sixth (2/3) of a revolution. The third 

component will have frequency one (1/1) of a revolution, hence eccentricity. The fourth 

component will have frequency four thirds (4/3) of a revolution.
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angular position
3072

| original

      ,
) compensated

Figure 5- 5: Angular position error of up read head. Compensation using the FFT as a high pass filter. 
Frequencies with period of 1/3, 2/3, 1/1 and 4/3 of a revolution have been filtered. Y-axis angular 
error. X-axis angular position of the encoder disc, 1024 points is 360 degrees.

Observing the results from filtering the data using FFT, it concludes that masking only the 

frequencies lower than four thirds (4/3) per revolution is not enough. The same 

experiment has been conducted masking all frequencies lower than five thirds (5/3) and 

achieved better results, the same as Figure 5-5 but with the compensated angular velocity 

on the X axis. Nevertheless, this method will remove and compensate for the eccentricity, 

but at the same time it will subtract other information as well.

Note that the angular position error due to eccentricity is not a perfect sine wave, and 

therefore using a mathematical approximation or an FFT for reconstructing and 

compensating for it, a small error will always exist.
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5 .5  Summary
Angular position error can occur due to encoder disc eccentricity and traverse vibrations. 

Compensating for this type of error it is not always possible to achieve accurate results due 

to other combined frequencies that exist within the system.

The author presented four different methods that can be used to compensate the angular 

position error due to eccentricity. One method uses the angular velocity profile of the 

encoder disc in order to obtain the eccentricity magnitude and phase angle. This method 

calculates the observed once per revolution frequencies that during this experiment was a 

combination of the encoder disc eccentricity and the unbalanced shaft. Nevertheless, 

eccentricity of the encoder disc introduce an angular position error, and using the above 

method compensation can be achieved.

A second method uses again the angular velocity profile but using FFT in order to find the 

eccentricity magnitude and phase angle. This method proved that it is less accurate for few 

revolutions and is expected to increase in accuracy with the increase of revolutions.

Moreover, using two diametrically opposite read heads compensation can be achieved as 

well without complicated procedures. Although transverse vibrations can affect the result, 

it is shown that for the specific experiments this method gave reasonably good accuracy.

A method that uses FFT as a high pass filter used with moderate success in order to 

compensate for the angular position error due to eccentricity. Using the FFT as a high pass 

filter may screen out other important information. Nevertheless, this method may give 

better results if it is used correctly.

The fifth method that compensates the eccentricity using an error map (constructed by 

multiple average technique, see chapter 6 ) will also compensate for encoder disc errors. 

The compensation of the encoder disc errors can be done when high accuracy is required, 

whereas the compensation of the eccentricity can only be done when accurate angular 

position of the shaft is required. Nevertheless, if compensation of the encoder disc error 

can be achieved at the same time, the compensated angular velocity will be more accurate.
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Chapter 6
6 Encoder disc error compensation

This Chapter explores different methods for compensation of the encoder disc error. The 

author has developed a method that constructs and uses an error map of the encoder disc 

for the error compensation. This method uses a multiple average technique in order to 

construct the error map. Experimental results are validating the accuracy of different 

techniques using the same data.

6.1 Multiple Average Technique

This technique is based on the principle that averaging multiple revolutions of the encoder 

disc angular position can enhance regular signals, whereas irregular signals tend to cancel 

out. This method can deliver accurate measurement of the encoder disc errors the if there 

are enough revolutions and at the same time there are not strong regular signals within the 

system. Various methods can be used in order to reduce the angular and transverse 

vibrations of a rotating shaft. The author used a viscous coupling and a flywheel in order to 

minimise the angular vibrations. An indirect transmission with a flexible drive belt in order 

to isolate the angular and transverse vibrations of the DC motor was also used. Some other 

researchers used tight air bearings with minimal clearance of 1 or 2  microns for the 

supporting bearing, a method that it was not possible to apply to the existing test rig. In a 

situation where there are some transverse and angular vibrations within the system, the 

encoder disc has to be repositioned around the shaft in order to collect data from different 

angles. This will reduce the effect of adding regular signals that generated at specific shaft 

position. The multiple average method can be applied to raw data as well as angular 

position and angular velocity of the encoder disc in order to build an “error map”. If the 

read heads were able to sense the same encoder disc abnormalities, then a combination of 

their data would probably eliminate or reduce the regular vibrations that occur from the 

bearing. Nevertheless, it is more likely that every encoder module has its own 

characteristics and the relative accuracy of the readings would depend on the accuracy of
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each individual read head. For example, if the encoder disc has abnormalities across 

several slots, some read heads may be able to ‘see’ the errors while some others can not 

detect them with the same amplitude. This will depend on the read head alignment, 

reading radius, reading path, condition and probably environmental position of the read 

head, for example near strong EMI. Also this method can be used in order to observe the 

regular signals which are either encoder disc errors or signals from the shaft. For example, 

by building a ‘regular’ signal map from multiple revolutions, it can then be used as a base 

reference for check bearing condition. This base reference advance the method of 

monitoring normal data that might not show the long term changes of the observed 

component.

6.2 Multiple average principle.

The IME records the relative time between individual slots, passing the read heads. If the 

angular velocity remains constant over several slots, then, the time recorded by the IME 

between equal width slots should be approximately the same. However, if slots have 

different widths, the approximated time that corresponds to individual slot will be 

proportional to the width of the slot. Hence, by knowing the resolution of the encoder disc, 

the raw data can be separated to individual revolutions in order to add up the same slots 

from different revolutions. By doing that, small inaccuracies of the relative slot width 

would cancel out assuming that these are due to quantization of the data or due to small 

random transverse and angular vibrations of the shaft. The accuracy of this technique 

would depend on the quality of the data and therefore, we can assume that appropriate data 

has been collected under the following conditions.

■ Small amplitude low frequency angular and transverse vibrations.

■ Small amplitude high frequency transverse and angular vibrations.

■ Low angular velocity, for small quantization of the data 

* Small eccentricity of the encoder disc

Note that “small”, would be considered a value such that the calculated resultant error 

would be smaller than the desired accuracy after the process of multiple averaging
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techniques. For example, for a series of a 100 random numbers with range of -2 to +2, in 

order the series to give an average of 0 .2 , at least ten negative numbers (-2 ) have to 

reassigned as positive numbers (+2) if the original average was zero. Therefore, if the 

actual vibrations are random, then by collecting large amounts of data it is more likely to 

increase the accuracy of this method as the data will become more even. High frequency 

vibrations, angular or transverse can create errors in the result if fluctuation of the angular 

velocity exists within the data. Eccentricity of the encoder disc would add a small amount 

of error into the estimated slot width, and the averaged error would be equal with the total 

amplitude of the eccentricity. Nevertheless the average error during one revolution would 

be zero. For example, if a 1024 resolution encoder disc has 50 microns eccentricity from 

the centre of rotation, then the maximum distributed error into the slots would be 0.3068 

microns.

Once the relative width of each slot has been determined, an error map can be formed for 

the encoder disc.

6.3 Methods by other researchers

Many methods for the calibration of angular encoders have been developed over the years. 

Usually the calibration is performed manually by comparison with a mechanical reference 

standard. Other methods combine the above method with multiple read heads positioned at 

specific positions and uses FFT in order to estimate the angular error as Masuda proposed 

[Masuda-89], This method relies on the FFT components obtained by multiple read heads, 

spaced at specific positions. A method that averaging the whole circumference were 

proposed by Huang [Huang-85], where the implementation of the system was complicated 

as the method required a vast number of fibre optics in order to “scan” the grating lines 

simultaneously. This method is not possible to be compared with the current one as the 

systems have different types of encoder and hardware. Also introducing such a method, the 

encoder disc can be used only as a master disc for calibrating different encoders. Graham 

[Graham-72] developed a method by using the Moire fringes and a ring prism in order to 

collect the grating lines from the whole circumference, this is a method that can be very 

accurate if there are no errors within the motion of the spindle system and defects within 

the prism. With the same philosophy as the previous one, but this time Graham uses a 

prism instead of multiple fibre optics in order to collect the angular position of the encoder 

disc. Zhang [Zhang-94] use a different technique, a multiple average estimation of the
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angular position using four unequally spaced read heads. This method relies on examining 

the sine waves (produced probably from the eccentricity of the disc) and using FFT in 

order to find the potential angular errors of each read head. Also, Zhang claims that he has 

achieved accurate results when there is minimal eccentricity and error in the spindle 

motion.

6.4 Methods o f multiple averaging

Various methods have been investigated in order to increase the accuracy of multiple 

average technique. Each method use the same principle, of multiple average, but delivers 

different accuracy.

6.4.1 Combining data from only one read head.

This method will combine data from one read head at a time in order to build an “error 

map” of the encoder disc at special situations such as, inspection mode. Inspection mode 

data can also be known as the multiple average method where the collected data are 

represent the encoder disc abnormalities. In other words, the encoder disc errors are far 

greater than the transverse and angular vibrations of the inspected system. Therefore, there 

will not be any need to compensate for any of the ‘unwanted’ vibrations. Also this method 

can also be used in order to keep records of the regular signals that the encoder disc 

produces. Either these regular signals are the encoder discs errors, or regular vibrations 

that occur in the inspected system.

6.4.2 Combining data from more that one read head.

This method aims to combine data from several read heads in order to build a more 

accurate picture of the encoders disc errors. By combining data from two opposite read 

heads, regular angular vibrations that have a frequency of an odd numbers of cycles per 

disc revolution will be diminished but at the same time regular angular vibrations that have 

frequency of even number will be enhanced. At the same time, for four 90 degree spaced 

read heads, frequencies that have multiple of 4 cycles per revolution will enhance, where 

other frequencies will tend to reduce. Therefore the relative accuracy is expected to 

increase compared to two diametrically opposite read heads. At the same time, a regular 

transverse vibration that has been recorded by all read heads would affect the accuracy of 

the calculated disc error at four different places, 90 degrees apart. This method may be able
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to be used when the read heads are not able to deliver the expected accuracy and 

compensation is required using different read heads.

6.4.3 Using two or more read heads with a repositioned encoder disc.

Regular vibrations, angular or transverse, can diminish by changing the relative angular 

position of the encoder disc at regular intervals relative to the shaft and obtaining new 

readings until a full cycle is completed. This method is based on the principle that if the 

encoder revolved at 180 degrees, then the signal that recorded at one read head would 

cancel out the signals from the diametrically opposite read head before the encoder disc 

was moved by 180 degrees. More analytical for ‘n’ equal spaced read heads, frequencies 

that have multiple of ‘n’ will enhance, but by making the cn’ very large (repositioning the 

encoder disc) more of the regular frequencies will attenuated. This method requires a 

minimum of two diametrical opposite read heads, and an accurate reposition of the encoder 

disc at equal intervals. The accuracy of the result is expected to increase as the intervals of 

the angular reposition increasing. An accurate reposition of the encoder disc at one 

interval of 180 degrees also can give good results.

6.4.4 One read head with two sensors less than an % of a slot width apart.

This method uses two sensors from the same read head in order to compensate for angular 

and transverse vibrations that exist within the system. The main disadvantage of this 

method is that the read heads have to provide this extra feature, a second channel with a 

phase difference less than an lA of slot width apart. The idea relies on the assumption that 

the delay in time of the second channel, measured by the DSP, will always be proportional 

to the angular velocity of the shaft and that the velocity will remain constant for this 

period. Therefore, this delay can be used to calculate the individual slot angular velocity 

and remove it from the data. Once the slot error is calculated then it can be used with the 

same method.

It has to be mentioned that for the first three methods the error map will always include the 

eccentricity of the encoder disc. If a compensation of this error required, then a 

mathematical calculation and estimation could be used in order to subtract it. Alternatively, 

using high pass filters after the multiple averaging method, the eccentricity can then be 

screened out, for example using an FFT as a high pass filter. For more details refer to 

chapter 5.
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6.5 Calculation of the error map.

As explained before, the IME records the time between each grating line and the next 

passing the individual read head. The experimental IME also stores the data as absolute 

timings for each individual slot. Knowing the resolution of the encoder disc, the data can 

then be separated into individual revolutions. Using different methods of collected data, 

either data from different read heads, data with the encoder disc shifted around, etc, data 

can then be combined together. The data is then translated into relative times between 

each slot width and the timings from the corresponding slots from different revolutions are 

added together and stored into an array. Each element from the resultant array corresponds 

to one individual slot. An average can be calculated using all the elements of the array and 

been set to be the 100% of the slot width. Then, from the individual slots can be estimated 

the percentage of error from the “ideal” slot width. The error can be illustrated in different 

ways, such as, percentage difference from the ideal slot width, angular position error, or 

slot width error.

6.6 Compensation using the error map.

The main idea of building the error map, of the encoder disc is to compensate for the errors 

of the data in order to increase the accuracy of the results. Using the error map that 

contains the percentage of errors, a correction of the real data can be compiled. In order to 

match the error map and the slots from real data, the read head position relative to the 

encoder disc has to be known. There are two methods that can be considered suitable for 

the correction of the slot width. Method one corrects the time relative to equal angular 

intervals and the second method corrects the relative angular position of the recorded 

timings of the data. The second method is giving better results when the data is not exactly 

linear. This is because the first method, correcting the time, is not talcing into consideration 

the changes of the angular velocity, where the second method does.

6.6.1 Correction of time, method A

This method is ‘adjusting’ the elapsed timings of the slots and assumes that the encoder 

disc slots have the equal width. This method can be accurate only if the data are close to 

linear, in other words, data do not contain strong angular or transverse vibrations. 

Therefore the timings of the data can be adjusted as follows:
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The corrected time ctt for each elapsed time, tu using the error map, wil be: 

100+ 6 ,
Cfj = t]

100
100 + f?2 100 + £„ct2 = (t2 ... ctn =(tn - t ^ y

100 100

When the new timings of each slot have been calculated, an interpolation of the data can be 

done in order to translate the data into equal timings over angular displacement.

In order to translate the data into absolute angular displacement over equal intervals of 

time interpolation of the data have to be applied. Figure 6- 1 illustrates the interpolation 

method for the method A, the correction of time.

A Tim e

- ■  flj- corrected time

\ uncorrected data

Distance

Figure 6- 1: Interpolating the data based on compensated time. X- axis is angular distance, Y-axis absolute 
time of the slots. ‘Assumed data’ before correction of time, and corrected data illustrated with 
‘correct data’. Where: ‘i ’ :assumed equal increment of displacement, ‘ct’: corrected time, ‘t’: time 
recorded by the IME.

The X-axis corresponds to the angular displacement of the encoder disc. Normal data will 

be interpolated assuming that for every recorded timing, the angular displacement increase 

by equal intervals.

Calculating for the initial absolute distance, adi, for the first interval of time, it, will have:

ad, = —  • i t , 
ct ,
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Calculating for the second absolute distance, ad2, for the second interval of time, 2* it, will 

have:

if (2*it <= ti) then ad5 = —  • 2 • it + ad,
ct]

else a d2 = — ——  -2-it + ad}
C?2 Ct]

Calculating for the third absolute distance, ad3, for the third interval of time, 3*it, will 

have:

if (3 *it <= t2) then ad3 = ——— • 3 • it + ad2
C2 C]

else ad2 = ——— -3 -it + ad2
3̂ ~^2

The error will be relative to the linearity of the data. This error is not great if it is stands 

alone, but accumulative error can be larger.

6.6.2 Correction of angular displacement, method B

This method is ‘adjusting5 angular displacement of the encoder disc. Note that 

interpolation of the data has to be applied after the extrapolation of the angular 

displacement if changes from absolute timing over intervals of angular displacement to 

absolute angular displacement over equal intervals of time is needed. The difference is that 

the intervals of angular displacement are not considered equal, but are corrected by the 

error map. Therefore, by knowing the exact angular displacement of the encoder disc at the 

measured time, a correct calculation can be achieved for the estimation of the angular 

position relative to equal intervals of time. Therefore the above method can be analysed as 

follows.

a) Correction of the angular displacement, cu using the error map, e,-.:

100 +  e, 100 +  e 2 1 0 0 +  e,
C,  = --------------L , C2 -  -  + C], ... , C ; = ---------------- +  C. , , ...
1 100 100 1 100 ' 1

b) the timings of the IME data will correspond into the above increment of angular 

position.
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The second method can be considered more appropriate as it corrects the angular 

displacement elapsed at the time measured by the IME, whereas the first method ‘adjusts’ 

the elapsed time at equal intervals of angular displacement.

In order to translate the data into absolute angular displacement over equal intervals of 

time interpolation of the data have to be applied. Figure 6- 2 illustrates the interpolation 

method for correcting the angular displacement, method B.

A Time

corrected data-m
uncorrected data

Distance

Figure 6- 2: Interpolating the data based on compensated angular distance. X- axis is angular distance, Y-axis 
absolute time of the slots. Equal intervals of angular displacement is illustrated with ‘assumed data’, 
and real data illustrated with ‘corrected data’. Where: ‘i ’ :uncorected equal increment of 
displacement, ‘c ’: corrected increment of displacement, ‘t’: time recorded by the IME.

The X-axis corresponds to the angular displacement of the encoder disc.

Interpolating the corrected data, either for the method A or method B, the initial absolute

distance, ad], for the first constant interval of time, it, will be:

r  C \ •ad, = —L-i t ,
b

Interpolating for the second absolute distance, ad2, for the second interval of time, 2*it,

will be:

Q
if (2*it<= ti) then ad0 = - ‘2-it + ad]

h
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else ad, — ——— -2-it + ad,
t —t 2 L\

Interpolating for the third absolute distance, ad3, for the third interval of time, 3*it, will be:

if (3 *it <= t2) then a = ——— • 3 ■ it + ad2
t2 — t]

else ad, = ——— • 3 • it + ad9

The above interpolation method can be used either by the method A or method B and as it 

mentioned before the method B is expected to give better results especially when the data 

is not linear. Nevertheless, both methods can correct the encoder disc angular position 

errors due to abnormalities of the encoder disc. Each method can be adapted and used 

according to the desired accuracy and complexity of the algorithms. Further experimental 

results will compare both of the methods for accuracy.
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6.7 Examples using the error map

Testing the above methods can be carried out by constructing hypothetical IME data and 

test each individual method. The data can be constructed by setting the ideal slot width to 

a specific value, creating an array of random slot errors, and calculating the time between 

each slot by a hypothetical variable angular velocity. Then, the real error is known, and as 

well as the real width of the slot. By applying the two different methods into the 

constructed data the results can be compared.

The experiment is set up with the following parameters:

1. Total 100 slots.

2. Slot width =100 distance units,

3. Slot width error = -10% to +10 %

4. Angular velocity = 10 to 20 distance units per unit of time

The hypothetical data constructed using the following steps and functions:

1. Slot width equal to:

s = 90 + Random-Number (from 0 to 20)

2. Slot error calculated as: 

e = 100 -  s (slot width)

3. Angular velocity:

v =14 + 3sin(n/2) +2cos(n/7) +sin(l+n/15) (n: slot number, 0 to 100)

4. Relative time:

tn = slot width / velocity

5. Absolute time : an = tn +tn-j + tn_2 + . . .+ 10
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Figure 6- 3: Constructed slot width. The ideal slot width is 100 units. The slots are generated using random 
numbers, average 100.000.

Slot error

f ^ - COO^ L O- r - KCOCn i n - r - r ^ COCDl Ot - t ^
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slot

Figure 6- 4: Calculated slot error with a base slot width o f a 100 units distance. This is also the error map. 
Standard deviation of 5.628, mean value: 0.000, max: 9.716 and min: -9 .494

25
Angular velocity

20

>.
O . ro 15

Figure 6- 5: Angular velocity constructed from three sine functions with different phases, periods and 
magnitudes. The angular velocity, combined with the slot width, it will give the absolute and 
relative timings of each individuals slots.
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CD
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Figure 6- 6: Calculated angular velocity as the IME would have read with the damaged disc. The doted line is 
the real velocity o f the encoder disc.

Random numbers used in order to construct the slot width, also a correction made in order

for the average of the slot width to become equal to an ideal slot width of 100 units. This

would give an average error of zero, as an encoder disc is expected to give during a full 

revolution. The calculated percentage of errors for the encoder disc errors gave:

Standard deviation of: 5.628

Average value of: 0.000 %

Maximum value of: 9.716 %

Minimum value of: -9.494 %

Once the slot width is constructed, the relative time between each slot is calculated using 

variable angular velocity that has been constructed using a combination of sine functions. 

The calculated timings are simulating a simpler version of real IME data. The error map is 

known as it corresponds to the error that the individual slots have derived from. This error 

map can then be used in order to reconstruct the data using different methods and evaluate 

the accuracy of the results. Also by knowing the ideal slot width and the angular velocity, 

the ideal timings between the individual slots can then be calculated. Because this example 

is made up by using the error map and correcting the ‘slots’, the angular velocity will be 

perfectly reconstructed, and be identical to Figure 6- 5 as the Figure 6- 7illustrates.
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25 i
Corrected angular velocity

o 15

Figure 6- 7 Corrected angular velocity using the method B, correction of the distance.

Applying the first method to the same data will not give the same result as the method B. 

The difference between them will be that the angular velocity will not be adjusted to the 

real angular position (method B), but to the ideal angular position (method A). Figure 6- 8 

illustrates the result using both of the methods, A and B. The methods that correct the time 

is illustrated with a continuous line. The difference between the two different results is a 

‘shift’ of the angular distance.

Compensated Velocity
■ correcting time 

" correcting distance

m 13

2500

angular distance
35001500 2000 3000 40001000

Figure 6- 8: Compensated angular velocity, using the error map. X-axis is the angular displacement, Y-axis 
angular velocity compensated using the two mentioned methods, correcting the time and correcting 
the distance. Note that because interpolation of the angular displacement had to take place 
(synchronisation o f the data) for both methods, the Y axis is in angular distance (100 units per slot) 
and not in slots. A part of the data has been shown in order to emphasise the difference.
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It has to be mentioned that by correcting the time, no further manipulation of the data has 

to be applied, where by correcting the displacement, interpolation of the data has to be 

completed in order to ‘synchronise’ the time -  displacement values. This gives to the first 

method an advantage as it is simpler to perform but consequently the result contains errors.

Nevertheless, this exercise proved that it is possible to compensate for the encoder disc 

errors and increase the accuracy of the IME using an error map of the encoder disc. In 

reality the resultant accuracy can vary as the error map may be inaccurate and the IME data 

could be more complex.
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6.8 Experimental Results

This section illustrates experimental results using the experimental IME. Also how 

different error maps have been constructed, implemented and used in order to compensate 

for the encoder disc errors. Each method will perform in a different way, in different 

situations. A good practice is to construct the error map by knowing where it will be used 

and what accuracy is anticipated from the system after the implementation of the 

correction. The overall accuracy can be estimated comparing compensated data from a 

damaged disc with data from a healthy disc assuming that the healthy disc is accurate and 

falls within the manufacturing tolerance. The healthy encoder disc should have errors 

significantly smaller compared with the transverse vibrations of the bearing.

The experimental IME uses one incremental encoder disc with a reading radius of 23360 

microns and with an ideal slot width of 143.335 microns. The disc resolution is 1024 

pulses per revolution and features four read heads spaced about 90 degree apart. The read 

heads also obtain the information of the once per revolution index mark, that is helpful for 

synchronising the data and calculating the exact position of the encoder disc and the read 

heads.

The experimental data has been collected using the DDAB which the Computing 

department has developed. This capturing board features 8 synchronous channels, and 

16Mhz scanning oscillating clock. The test bed has two roller bearings that support an 

8mm-diameter shaft driven by a DC motor. Also the test bed features a viscous coupling 

and a balanced flywheel in order to reduce the torsional vibrations that the DC motor 

produces.

6.8.1 Healthy Encoder disc

In order to confirm the experimental result with something more substantial, a new encoder 

disc was placed into the experimental IME and ‘healthy’ data captured. It is clear that 

constructing the orbit plot the difference can be seen between the damaged, compensated 

and new encoder disc, Figure 6- 9 and Figure 6- 39. During the installation of the new 

encoder disc a single error map constructed in order to see the quality of the new encoder 

disc and to examine if the read heads and the disc was correctly aligned. Previous 

experiments showed that incorrect alignment of the read heads produce a specific pattern 

of ‘scattered’ data like this time the left read heads produced, Figure 6- 10.
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Figure 6- 9: Orbit plot from a new encoder disc.
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Figure 6- 10: Single error map of the new encoder disc produced by the incorrectly aligned left read head.
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Figure 6-11:  Single error map from read heads Left after alignment.
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Figure 6- 12: Single error map from read head right.
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Figure 6- 13: Single error map from read head up.
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Figure 6- 14: Single error map from read head down.

After the alignment of the left read head, new data will have been collected and a new error 

map constructed. Also from the above error maps it can be seen that there are not strong 

regular vibrations, and the new encoder disc has some minor abnormalities. These 

abnormalities can been seen more clearly around the region of slots 220 and 250 and 580. 

The strong pattern that appears at slots 580 are only on the left and right read head, can be 

due to different read head alignment as at the same time, the read head down does not 

illustrate any ‘abnormalities’, probably again due to different read head alignment and 

reading radius.
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6.8.2 Constructing and using a single error map

This section illustrates the results obtained from using a single error map, constructed by 

one read head, and the difference between correcting the ‘time’ or correcting the 

‘displacement’. All of the following experimental data was obtained using the same IME 

data. As mentioned before there are different methods that can be used to construct an error 

map.

The following Figure 6- 15 illustrates the difference of the angular displacement from the 

one that would have been obtained if the angular velocity was constant and equal to the 

mean for two revolutions. The data have been collected from one individual read head 

(left) and the Figure 6- 16 illustrates the error map that was produced by averaging 

multiple revolutions from the same read head. The error map was constructed using 8 

continuous revolutions.

microns

[Cl   |  2048
Auto Scale I I Angular displacement: from the mean (2disc045 jaw) xinum berofsiot^  500/

Figure 6-15:  Angular displacement from the mean of an encoder over two revolutions for left read head. It 
is clear the sine waves produced by the eccentricity. On the Y axis is the difference of the angular 
displacement of the encoder disc at reading radius from the one that could have been obtained if the 
angular velocity was constant. On the X axis is the number of slots.

By adding and averaging the relative time of the individual slots over a number of 

revolutions the error map can be built.
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| microns 
0

multiple average over 8 revolutions (2disc045.raw_Left) X:number of slots

Figure 6- 16: Error map using information from one read head for left read head. Only 8 revolutions have 
been used to construct this error map. On Y axis is the slot error at reading radius and on X axis is 
the slot number.

The calculation of the error in microns is estimated from the percentage error of each slot 

from the ideal one. The ideal slot width at reading radius is 143.335 microns, as the 

encoder disc has 1024 resolution and ideally 23360 microns reading radius. By using this 

error map a correction to the real data can be achieved.

Using the single method of compensation technique, correcting the time, the real data has 

been reconstructed as Figure 6- 17 shows. It is clear that the corrections have been made 

(smoother data and reduced eccentricity magnitude) by comparing the original data from 

Figure 6- 15 and the compensated data from Figure 6- 17. The eccentricity and all the 

‘abnormalities’ have been reduced, where some irregular vibrations remain. A question 

arises over this experiment and it is about what kind of compensation this method 

achieves. It is clear that those encoder disc errors have been minimised after the 

compensation but it is not apparent what type of regular vibrations have been diminished, 

as the error map represents the regular signals of the specific read head. It has to be 

mentioned that a healthy encoder disc with the same magnitude of eccentricity gave a near 

perfect sine wave, Angular displacement from the mean, for the same bearing arrangement. 

The eccentricity is a regular signal and therefore, is recorded by the error map and 

compensated by this method.

By increasing the number of averaging slots in order to construct the error map the errors 

of the encoder disc can be constructed more accurately. Also the irregular vibrations will 

have less effect from the error map but the regular ones, like eccentricity, will stay. Figure 

6- 18 illustrates an error map that was constructed from the same read head and using over 

80 revolutions.
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Figure 6- 17: Compensation of time using the error map for left read head. On the Y axis is the Angular 
displacement from the mean. On the X axis is the number of slots.

Figure 6- 19: Difference between the two error maps.

microns

= . = _

Difference between the two error maps. X axis number of slots

microns

multiple average over 80 revolutions (2disc_040-049), X axis number of slots

Figure 6-18:  Error map from one read head that been constructed using 80 revolutions for left read head. On 
Y axis is the slot error at reading radius and on X axis is the slot number.

By comparing the two different error maps, Figure 6- 16 and Figure 6- 18 that small 

differences between the two error maps can be seen. By subtracting one from the other the 

difference can be illustrated in detail.
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It can be seen that only small differences are even appearing at the slots with the higher 

amount of error. This difference could be due to the random angular vibrations in some 

revolutions and distort the overall encoder disc error. Compensating for the encoder disc 

errors by correcting the time, Figure 6- 20 and using the error map constructed with the 80 

revolutions, the result appears almost identical with the previous one, Figure 6- 17 hence, 

the maximum difference was recorded to be 0.15 microns.
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Figure 6- 20:Compensation of time (method A) using the error map produced by 80 revolutions for left read 
head. On the Y axis is angular displacement from the mean. On the X axis is the number of slots

Using the same error map, 8 revolutions Figure 6- 16, and correcting the slots, almost the 

same result is obtained as Figure 6-21 illustrates. Note that the previous results illustrated 

variation in angular displacement over equal angular displacement of the shaft, where the 

following result illustrates variations in angular displacement over displacement at equal 

intervals of time. The results will be the same if the angular velocity is remaining constant 

over several revolutions. A better comparison of the two compensating methods can be 

obtained by constructing an orbit plot (as Figure 6- 39, 6-41, 6-42 illustrates).

m icrons
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Auto Scale I I Angular displacement from the mean (2disc045.raw) X:number of slots, two complete revolutions 500/ 
 1

Figure 6- 21: Compensation of distance (method B) using the error map produced by 8 revolutions for left 
read head. On the Y axis is the angular displacement from the mean. On the X axis angular 
displacement measured at equal intervals of time.
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Experimental result have shown that a different read head (Up), as Figure 6- 22 illustrates, 

produces a different error map (for the same encoder disc). This is thought to be because of 

the different regular vibrations that are present for each read head and each read head has 

its own characteristics and alignment. The main irregularities of the different error maps 

appear at points where there is not a strong pattern of errors. The following Figure 6- 24 

illustrates the error map from a 90° degrees apart read head relative to the previous one. 

The error map is constructed in the same way and using the same test rig set-up.

Up

Left

Down

Figure 6- 22: Schematic drawing showing the position and the names of the individual read heads

It can be seen that the ‘up’ error map, Figure 6- 24 (Up), has almost the same peaks as the 

previous error map, Figure 6- 23(Left), but it has variations in the troughs. It also had a 

different magnitude as the above error map, Figure 6- 24 (Up), records a peak to peak of

2.8 microns where the previous one, Figure 6- 23 (Left), recorded only 1.2 microns from 

peak to peak. The error map for the right and down read heads showed different 

characteristics as well.

Also the angular displacement from the mean of each read head is giving different signal 

from the other. This is due to the different reading radius position, alignment of the read 

head and probably due to different electrical characteristics. Figure 6- 28 illustrates the 

angular displacement from the mean of the encoder disc that the Up read head produced 

and has 90° degree phase difference compared to the Left read head on Figure 6- 27.

Constructing the error map for the diametrically opposite read head of the Left, the Right 

read head, almost a similar pattern emerged as the same regular vibrations can be recorded 

by both of the read heads. Note that, error map for the left read head is illustrated with a 

different scale in order to see close to the errors, almost double of the one that appears on
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Figure 6- 27. It can been seen that the peaks are the same, whereas the troughs are become 

hills and the hills are change to valleys. This suggests that the valleys, or hills, are regular 

vibrations and not slot disc errors or eccentricity as have 180 degrees phase difference to 

the diametrically opposite read heads. Almost the same result appears relative to the left 

read head by compensating correcting the time, with an error map from the same read head 

(Right) as Figure 6- 33 illustrates. This could be due to the fact that both read heads record 

the same regular signals and the same encoder disc errors, and therefore the compensation 

is expected to be similar.

Finally, contracting the error map from the read head down, the following map emerges as 

Figure 6- 26 illustrates. This error map appears to be regular, without valleys and hills as 

the other error maps have shown. Furthermore the original data does not look similar to the 

data from the other read heads as Figure 6- 30 illustrates.

Observing the Angular displacement from the mean that the down read head produces, it 

can be said that it has a similar shape with the compensated data from the read head up. 

Nevertheless, it is expected to give almost the same compensating results as the 

diametrically opposite read head produced, read head up, as the result of read heads left 

and right was almost the same. Figure 6- 34 illustrates the compensated, correcting the 

time, data using the single error map produced by the read head down.

It is clear, that by comparing the results from the read head up and down, Figure 6- 32 and 

Figure 6- 34, how similar the results are. This indicates that even when the angular 

displacement from the mean and the error map are different, the same results emerge after 

the compensation which are irregular, angular vibrations. Further on, by correcting the 

displacement a similar picture appears compared with the previous results.

Compensation of the real data is illustrated by using correction of time (method A) and 

correction of slot width (method B). The result can only be compared by building an orbit 

plot for each individual method that can be found at the end of this section.
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Figure 6- 23: Error map using information from one read head for left read head. On Y axis is the slot error at 
reading radius and on X axis is the slot number. Note that this is a same figure as Figure 6- 16.
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Figure 6- 24: Error map from one read head constructed with 8 revolutions for up read head.
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Figure 6- 25: Error map from one read head constructed with 8 revolution for right read head.
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Figure 6- 26: Error map from one read head constructed with 8 revolution for down read head.
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Figure 6- 27: Angular displacement from the mean of an encoder over two revolutions for left read head. On 
the Y axis is the difference of the angular displacement of the encoder disc at reading radius from 
the one that could have been obtained if the angular velocity was constant. On the X axis is the 
number of slots.
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Figure 6- 28: Angular displacement from the mean over two revolutions for up read head.
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Figure 6- 29: Angular displacement from the mean over two revolutions for Right read head.
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Figure 6- 30: Angular displacement from the mean over two revolutions for down read head.
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Figure 6- 31: Compensation of time using the error map for left read head. On the Y axis is the angular
displacement from the mean. On the X axis is the number of slots. Note that this is the same figure 
as the Figure 6-17.
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Figure 6- 32: Compensation of time using the error map for up read head.
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Figure 6- 33: Compensation of time using the error map for right read head.
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Figure 6- 34: Compensation of time using the error map for down read head.
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Figure 6- 35: Compensation of distance using the error map produced by 8 revolutions for left read head. On 
the Y axis is the angular displacement from the mean. On the X axis angular displacement 
measured at equal intervals of time. Note that this is the same figure as the Figure 6-21
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Figure 6- 36: Compensation of distance using the error map produced by 8 revolutions for up read head.
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Figure 6- 37: Compensation of distance using the error map produced by 8 revolutions for right read head.
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Figure 6- 38: Compensation of distance using the error map produced by 8 revolutions for down read head.
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If the error maps had recorded only regular vibrations, then the error maps would not have 

the same strong error patterns that have emerged from all the error maps. Therefore, the 

data has not got strong regular vibrations and that is why all of the error maps appear with 

the same strong patterns. Also, if the error maps had recorded only the encoder disc errors, 

then the error maps would be identical in scale, slope and magnitude. Because the results 

are almost identical this indicates that only regular signals such as eccentricity, angular 

vibrations and encoder disc errors have been diminished and the result is the irregular 

angular and transverse vibrations of the shaft. It has to be mentioned that the experimental 

read heads use Moire fringes as a filter of encoder disc abnormalities. Data from the 

different read heads are not expected to be the same, comparing them in this scale, as 

manufacturing inaccuracies and misalignment of the read heads will ‘read’ different data.

Constructing an orbit plot from the original data, it can been seen that the encoder disc 

abnormalities appear in the data. At the same time using the compensated data, the orbit 

plot appears smaller, Figure 6- 40, as the eccentricity of the disc has been compensated. 

Nevertheless, in order to compare the original data and the compensated one, a 

mathematical eccentricity can be added in order for both of the graphs to have the same 

scale, Figure 6 -41 . Comparison between the original data and compensated one can be 

done and also can be compared with the result from a healthy encoder disc Figure 6- 9. 

Note that the healthy encoder disc has some small abnormalities and therefore the orbit 

plot can not be taken as a 100% genuine, but only as a guideline for a comparison. Also 

Note that the healthy encoder disc was placed after several other experiments were 

conducted, which resulted in changes to the test rig set up and sequentially alterations of 

the orbit plot. Although the set-up of the test rig had changed, the bearing configuration 

remained the same, and therefore, the transverse vibrations is expected to be similar.

Nevertheless, the correction of the data is clear, by correcting either the angular 

displacement, Figure 6-34, or the time Figure 6-33 as the following orbit plots shows.
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Figure 6- 39: Orbit Plot using raw data for one revolution without compensation
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Figure 6- 40: Orbit Plot after compensating the time (method A) with single error map.
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Figure 6- 41: Orbit Plot after compensating the time (method A) and increased locus radius point o f 25 
microns, using the same error maps.
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Figure 6- 42: Orbit Plot after compensating the distance (method B) and increased locus radius point of 20 
microns, using the same error maps.
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By comparing the original data with the compensated data, the amount of correction that 

had been achieved is clear. At the same time, it is not certain how accurate the result is, as 

a comparison with a healthy disc is not 100% accurate as the test rig had a different set-up.

This experiment showed that is possible to construct an error map with ‘accuracy’ 

(comparison of the 8 and 80 revolutions of error map) and use it in order to compensate the 

original data in different ways. Also it proved that using an individual read head in order to 

construct the error map, inevitably, regular vibrations would be included in the error map. 

At this point of research, it is not known if the error maps vary due to different read head 

characteristics, i.e. read head alignment, electrical characteristics etc, or due to regular 

angular and transverse vibrations, or due to a combination of the above two.

Nevertheless, this method can be used either to compare the regular vibrations that emerge 

from different read heads over the time, as a condition monitoring method. Or as a 

compensation method in order to correct the original data assuming that the regular 

vibrations are small, when the error map constructed, compared to the encoder disc error. It 

can be used in situations so that each read head obtains different readings, as this 

experiment has clearly shown.

Following this section is an illustrated experiment of combining all the error maps 

together. This was expected to give a better error map assuming that all the read heads 

have the same alignment, reading the same ‘errors’ and there are no regular angular or 

transverse vibrations within the system.
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6.8.3 Constructing and using a combined error map

As the previous section has shown, a single error map has the disadvantage of recording 

regular vibrations that the inspecting system produces. By combining several error maps 

together there is a possibility of diminishing some of the regular recorded vibrations. Using 

the same error maps that were mentioned before, section 6.8.2, and by combining them all 

together the following error map emerges, Figure 6- 43.

xurn
m ic ro n s

m u ltip le  a v e r a g e  o v e r  8  re v o lu tio n s  c o m b in in g  all 4  r e a d  h e a d s , X : n u m b e r  o f s lo tsS c a le

Figure 6- 43: Error map combines all four read heads over 8 revolutions. X axis correspond to number of 
slots and Y axis corresponds to slot error in microns.

By combining different error maps constructed by several equal spaced read heads, regular 

signals that have a period of odd number per shaft revolutions is expected to be 

diminished, where at the same time the signals with a period of even numbers is expected 

to remain or be enhanced. Also the transverse vibrations are expected to be reduced as 

they are averaged over four error maps. This may reduce the inaccuracies produced by the 

signals that are only contained in some read heads error maps, but it may distribute around 

these inaccuracies into the final error map. This could produce less distortion but at the 

same time it will subtract information from read heads that did not contain such 

information.

Compensating for each read head by correcting the time, a different pattern emerges 

compared with the compensation from a single error map as the following Figure 6- 44 

shows for left read head. By using multiple error map it can be said that the compensation 

lacks accuracy, compered with the single error map, Figure 6- 16, or that the compensation 

with the single error map subtract regular vibrations as well and this one does not. Also by 

compensating the left read head by correcting the angular distance a different result 

emerges compared with the previous method as Figure 6- 48 illustrates.
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Figure 6- 44: Compensation of time using a multiple error map for left read head. On the Y axis is the 
angular displacement from the mean. On the X axis is the number of slots
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Figure 6- 45: Compensation of time using a multiple error map for right read head..
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Figure 6- 46: Compensation of time using a multiple error map for up read head.
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Figure 6- 47: Compensation of time using a multiple error map for down read head.
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Figure 6- 48: Compensation of distance using a multiple error map for left read head. On the Y axis is the 
angular displacement from the mean. On the X axis is the angular displacement measured at equal 
interval of time.
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Figure 6- 49: Compensation of displacement using a multiple error map for right read head.
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Figure 6- 50: Compensation of displacement using a multiple error map for up read head.
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Figure 6-51: Compensation of distance using a multiple error map for down read head.
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It can be seen that by correcting the displacement, rather than the time, the result this time 

is different than the results that were obtained using the single error map. An orbit plot will 

show a better comparison rather than each individual read head, Figure 6-53.

Compensating for the diametrically opposite read head, right read head, the same pattern 

does not appear. It can be seen that both compensated data appears to have different 

characteristic abnormalities. These characteristics, that were less after compensating with a 

single error map as Figure 6- 17 and Figure 6- 33 show.

The compensated data from read head Up and Down can be seen in Figure 6- 46 and 

Figure 6- 47. This time the compensated data appears to be alike to each other and not that 

different to other read heads. Still this experiment indicates that regular vibrations, either 

angular or transverse, are apparent within the multiple error map but at this time they are 

distributed and averaged along the error map. At the same time enhance the hypothesis that 

one pair of diametrical opposite read heads detects only some components of strong 

transverse vibrations.

This experiment proved that by using the multiple averaging technique and combining all 

the information from the read heads, the error map would contain almost the same data 

from all the read heads. Some of the regular angular vibrations would be diminished and 

some may be enhanced depending there frequency.

This method is not recommended to be used in the monitoring of regular vibrations as it 

contains a mix of several different vibrations from all read heads. Nevertheless it may give 

a better picture of the condition of the encoder disc when strong angular irregular 

vibrations are within the system. Also, is not recommended for systems that have 

complicated read heads, as it is proved that each read head obtain different data. It may 

give better results than the single error map when a single point measure read head is used 

to obtain the readings, rather the complicated read heads (Figure 3-4 at section 3.1.1) that 

the experimental IME uses.

Constructing the orbit plot after the compensation, it can be said that some regular 

vibrations have been mixed around. The resultant orbit plot indicates that the error map 

constructed using all read heads is inaccurate and the results after the compensation can be 

misleading.
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Figure 6- 52: Orbit Plot after compensation by correcting the time with multiple error map, using the same 
IME data as before.
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Figure 6-53: Orbit plot after compensation by correcting the time with multiple error map and with increased 
locus radius point of 20 microns, in order to be exactly the same scale as the original orbit plot.
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Figure 6- 54: Orbit Plot after compensation by correcting the distance with multiple error map.
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Figure 6- 55: Orbit Plot after compensation by correcting the distance with multiple error map and with
increased locus radius point of 20 microns, in order to be exactly the same scale as the original orbit 
plot.
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6.8.4 Constructing an error map from diametrically opposite read heads

Alternatively, by combining only error maps from the diametrical opposite read heads, the 

combination of irrelevant information from different read heads can be avoided. Although 

some of the angular vibrations may not be reduced in the same manner compared to the 

error map constructed using all four read heads. Combining a single error map produced by 

the two opposite read heads, left and right, the following emerged Figure 6- 56.

microns

multiple average over 8 revolutions (2disc045.raw_ieft_right) X:number of slots

Figure 6- 56: Error map combines the two opposite read heads left and right over 8 revolutions. X axis 
correspond to number of slots and Y axis corresponds to slot error in microns.

Compensating the data from the individual read heads left and right, the following results 

appear. Although this error map did not include data from the up and down read heads the 

result appears to be almost the same with Figure 6- 44 as the following Figure 6- 58 

illustrates.
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Figure 6- 57: Error map combines the two opposite read heads up and down over 8 revolutions. X axis 
correspond to number of slots and Y axis corresponds to slot error in microns.
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Figure 6-58: Compensation of time using a combined error map from the two diametrical opposite read
heads for left read head. On the Y axis is the angular displacement from the mean. On the X axis is 
the number of slots
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Figure 6- 59: Compensation of time using a combined error map from two diametrical opposite read heads 
for right read head.
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Figure 6- 60: Compensation of time using a combined error map from two diametrical opposite read heads 
for up read head
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Figure 6- 61: Compensation of time using a combined error map from the two diametrical opposite read 
heads for down read head.
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Almost the same results, section 6.8.3, emerges using the combined error map into the data 

from read head right. This indicates that the same vibrations are recorder by the read heads 

and by combining the error maps together the same signals are distributed 180 degrees 

apart. Figure 6- 59 illustrates the compensation data from the right read head.

Combining the single error maps from the other two diametrically opposite read heads, up 

and down, the error map Figure 6- 57 emerged. This map indicates that it has the same 

characteristics with the error map that was produced from the combination of left and right 

read heads. Using the combined error map into the data from read head up and down the 

results still have the characteristics of the compensated data produced using the error map 

using all four read heads. It would be expected that the compensated data of up and down 

read head to have 180 degrees of phase as there are diametrically opposite read heads.

This experiment showed that constructing the error map, either using all four read heads or 

the diametric opposite ones, the result appears to be similar with the experimental results 

form section 6.8.3. Constructing an orbit plot the following pattern emerged from the 

compensated data.
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Figure 6- 62: Orbit Plot compensated time using combine error map from diametrical opposite read heads.
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Figure 6- 63: Orbit plot compensated time using combine error map from diametrical opposite read heads 
with increased locus radius point of 15 microns.
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6.8.5 Constructing a combined error map with rotated encoder disc

Every read head can read only specific information. This information can be divided into 

three main components.

■ First, the ‘width’ of the read head

■ Second the ‘angular vibrations’ where can be divided into two components

—  First, eccentricity, a regular angular vibration

—  Second, any other angular vibration regular or not.

■ Third the ‘transverse vibrations’

Every individual read head is able to read transverse vibrations in direction perpendicular 

to the reading radius. Therefore transverse vibrations that occurring in direction parallel to 

the reading radius of the read head are not recorded. Hence, only the diametrically opposite 

read heads will record the same transverse vibration with the same magnitude and with a 

phase difference of 180 degrees. Therefore it is expected that if combine error maps from 

a diametrically opposite read heads with the encoder disc rotated over 180 degree, it is 

anticipated that the regular vibrations would diminish. This would be accurate if only the 

encoder disc is placed exactly 180 degrees, in order to synchronise the opposite readings. 

Failure of synchronising the data can lead into an inaccurate error map that can give the

wrong information. Also a new problem arise from this method. If the shaft is eccentric,

then by moving around the eccentric encoder disc the relative eccentricity of the encoder 

disc from the centre of rotation will alter. As a result the error map from different angles 

would be incompatible and the resultant error map is expected to mismatch the data. A 

solution to this problem can be either implementing an encoder disc without eccentricity, 

or by rotating the shaft around its bearing support (inner race stationary) providing that the 

shaft has uniform roundness. Experiments shown that failing to keep the same relative 

eccentricity of the encoder disc from the centre of rotation during the construction of the 

error maps, the resultant compensated data appear with non proportional eccentricity 

values. Also failing to synchronise the error maps, i.e., by rotating the encoder disc about 

180 and not exactly 180 degrees, the compensated result shows “vibrations” that did not 

exist on the original data. The incorrect signals probably produced by a regular angular 

component that enhanced due to synchronisation of the phase angle. Nevertheless, by 

constructing the error maps with minimum eccentricity distortion and near exact 180
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degrees of encoder disc rotation, the compensation data appeared to be the best so far 

comparing to the other mentioned methods. By comparing the compensated data of the 

damaged encoder disc with a healthy one it can be seen the accuracy of the achievement 

using any of the mentioned methods.

Constructing the error map using single read head and combining it with the error map 

from the rotated encoder disc the following Figure 6- 64 emerge for the left read head.

The characteristics of this error map are almost the same with the error map that produced 

by the single error map, Figure 6-16. Regular vibrations would be diminished, and the 

encoder disc error would enhanced. The similarities with the single error map indicate that 

there are not many strong angular or transverse vibrations within the system. Constructing 

the error map for the Up read head the Figure 6- 65 emerges. This time the result is similar 

to the single error map, Figure 6- 24. Although they appear similar it expected to give 

different results when used to compensate the real data.

Figure 6- 66 illustrates the error map that produced by the read heads right. This time the 

error map has the same characteristics but it shown different eccentricity values comparing 

with the single error map. This can be due to the different angular vibrations and maybe to 

different eccentricity values.

Constructing the error map for the down read head different patterns occur comparing the 

single error map. This can also be due to different eccentricity values and due to 

compensated transverse and angular vibrations.

Implementing the compensation method to the real data, by plotting an Orbit plot, the 

result appears to be better than the last two methods that previously mentioned, section 

6.8.4 and section 6.8.5, using combined error maps. Nevertheless, this method required 

accuracy and attention for the correct rotation of the encoder disc where other methods did 

not.
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Figure 6- 64: Error map combines two single error maps from rotated encoder disc for the left read head. X 
axis correspond to number of slots and Y axis corresponds to slot error in microns.
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Figure 6- 66: Error map combines two single error maps from rotated encoder disc for the right read head.

Figure 6- 65: Error map combines two single error maps from rotated encoder disc for the up read head.
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Figure 6- 67: Error map combines two single error maps from rotated encoder disc for the down read head.
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Comparing the above error maps with the single error map it is apparent that there are 

close similarities between them. This is clear between the right and down read heads error.

| down

— -

N u m b e r of s lots, (m as  1 0 2 .raw )

Figure 6- 68: Angular displacement from the mean of the encoder disc represented by all four read heads. On 
X axis is the number of slots and on Y axis is the relative time between the slots. Larger the time 
smaller the angular velocity

Down

—    ----

N u m b e r of slots, (m a s 1 0 2 .ra w )

Figure 6- 69: Compensation of time using a combination of error maps from rotated encoder disc. On X axis 
is the number o f slots and on Y axis is the relative time between the slots. Larger the time smaller 
the angular velocity

The above Figure 6- 68, illustrates the angular displacement from the mean of the velocity 

for all four channels and the Figure 6- 69 illustrates the compensated data, correction time, 

using previous error maps. It can be seen that errors produced by the damaged disc have 

been compensated and by plotting an orbit plot the correction is clearer.
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Figure 6- 70: Orbit plot using the damaged encoder disc. Data from file lmasl02.raw.
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Figure 6-71: Orbit Plot compensated , correction time, using a combination of error map from rotated 
encoder disc.

Nevertheless this experiment has shown that it is possible to compensate for encoder disc 

abnormalities with good approximation using the above method. Moreover, the most
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important of all is the relative movements of the encoder disc centre and not the absolute, 

as for condition monitoring of a bearing the changes of the regular vibrations indicate a 

changes to the condition of the bearing. Nevertheless, it is important to know the initial 

condition of the system, such as regular vibrations and errors that are inherited from the 

system.
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6.8.6 One read head with two 90° phase difference channels.

This method is based on the read head capabilities of delivering two channels with 90° 

degrees phase difference. By using the ratio of the angular velocities that both signals 

obtain for the same slot, it is possible to diminish the angular velocity vibrations, either 

regular or not. The idea relies on the assumption that the delay in time of the second 

channel, measured by the DSP, will always be relative to the angular velocity of the shaft 

as the velocity remains constant for this small period. Therefore, this delay can be used to 

calculate the individual slot angular velocity and use it to calculate slot width. Once the 

slot error calculated can be used with the same method that mentioned before, in order to 

correct the data. This method is also based on the assumption that the distance between the 

two channels from the same read head is constant and the signal of the second channel is 

not derivative to first one but it produced by different optocouple module.

microns

error

_______

Auto Scale | angular position
    ________ __

Figure 6- 72: Error map from one read head produced as a ratio between two channels with 90° degrees phase 
difference for down read head.
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Figure 6-73: Error map from one read head produced as a ratio between two channels with 90° degrees phase 
difference for up read head.
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The above error maps appears to be more ‘aggressive’ than the ones seen before, probably 

due to read heads second channel that ‘read’ at different reading radius, with different 

alignment and probably different array of grating lines. The above can be supported by the 

fact that channels from the same read head have different mark to space ratio and 

producing different error map if constructed by multiple average technique.

yy.Kr-.ry-' ■

angular position

Figure 6- 74: Angular displacement from the mean of two read heads. Dotted line illustrate the up read head 
and continuous illustrate the down read head. The channel A from each read head used in order to 
construct the angular displacement from the mean.

down

angular position

Figure 6- 75: Compensation of displacement using the ratio error map. The result illustrates three complete 
revolutions. Note that 0.01 degree correspond to 4 microns in angular displacement.

It can be seen from the compensation result that the error map is not accurate as the 

angular velocity gained some extra components compared with the single error map result. 

Unfortunately, data from other diametrically opposite read heads was not collected, due to 

insufficient hardware. Nevertheless, this idea, of using two 90° degree phase apart channels 

may give better results than a single read head, if the different channels read the same slot 

simultaneously with 90° degree phase angle, and they both have the same reading radius.
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6.9 Summary

This chapter has shown that defects in the encoder disc can alter the IME results and give 

inaccurate information about the condition of the bearing. Although, read head technology 

can reduce the encoder disc errors, in some cases the use of such modules may not be 

sufficient. The Author has developed new methods in order to compensate for such errors 

using a multiple averaging technique. By collecting data from multiple revolutions, it is 

possible to build an error map of the inspected encoder disc. In this chapter four different 

methods have been discussed.

The first method, single error map, that used only one read head in order to construct the 

error map, has proved to be more accurate for this experimental IME, where there are not 

significant regular transverse or angular vibrations within the system. This method can also 

be used in order to produce an overall picture of the regular vibrations, if there are indeed 

any existing within the system, in order to either produce a record of them or filter out 

irregular vibrations from the regular ones. Filtering out the irregular vibrations can be used 

in order to give emphasis to the regular vibrations that are more likely to indicate a 

valuable information about the condition of the inspected machine.

The method that used the combination of more than one read head has proved that for the 

specific IME configuration gives misleading results. Nevertheless, these methods, second 

and third, can be useful when the read heads are not accurate enough to be able to give a 

clear picture of the encoder disc abnormalities. Moreover, by combining data from 

different read heads, there is a possibility of distributing the regular vibrations around 

rather than dismissing them. Furthermore, complicated read heads that are sensitive to 

alignment reading radius can produce incompatible error maps as these experiments result 

shows. In this experimental IME, the combination of all read heads did not give better 

results compared to the results obtained using the single error map.

Combining the data from diametrically opposite read heads, after the encoder disc is 

rotated, proved that regular vibrations, angular or transverse, can be dismissed if the 

rotation of the encoder disc is accurate. Nevertheless, by decreasing the intervals of the 

rotation angle of the encoder disc, the accuracy is expected to increase, if only the rotation 

intervals are kept constant and 360 degrees rotation has been completed. This will imply 

complicate procedures, accurate movement of the encoder disc and collection of new data
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and so on, and this can be the disadvantage of this method. A single interval of exactly 180 

degrees can also give accurate results if the eccentricity of the encoder disc remain the 

same.

Using the ratio between two channels of the same read head, it is possible to subtract the 

angular vibrations of the encoder disc. This will give the advantage of eliminating any 

angular vibrations that can affect the error map. This method can work if the output of the 

second channel is not derivative from the first one, and both of the channels have there 

own reading component, like separate optocouples. Insufficient hardware prevented the 

completion of the experiment and to obtain data from all read heads. The two opposite read 

heads show that this method is not compatible for the specific read heads as the error maps 

that were constructed proved to be incompatible to each other and to any previous error 

maps.

It has to be mentioned that experimental results showed that the single error map can be 

used in order to obtain an idea of the relative alignment of the read heads. The relative 

condition of the bearing can also be obtained, assuming that the regular recorder signals 

are due to bearing defects and not due to encoder disc errors.
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Chapter 7
7 Discussion and Future work

Previous sections illustrated how an incremental motion encoder has been used in order to 

estimate the centre of a rotating shaft with the aid of a multiple read heads. This idea is 

based on the method of calculating the position of a point given the relative angular 

displacement from three or more fixed positions that are in the same plane. Previous 

researchers proved that it is possible to measure sub micron movements of the shaft by 

using an IME. Their experiments using the IME sensor have shown that it is able to detect 

bearing race corrosion, oil contamination inside roller bearing, bearing radial load, 

loosened and misaligned bearings. The IME as a sensor can be likened to a displacement 

transducer as it measures shafts movements relative to bearing case or other fixed position. 

This gives the IME the advantage of accurately measuring the shaft movements at high 

resolution and bandwidth. The estimated radial displacement of the shaft, can be translated 

as velocity or acceleration for further statistical manipulation. Previous work with the IME 

was concentrated on the applications that the IME can be used for, but the accuracy of the 

sensor never examined in depth. The current research is concentrated on the possible errors 

that an IME system can introduce during a component assembly or at a normal operation, 

and how it is possible to compensate for those errors. The author’s investigations have 

shown that the primary sources of errors are due to the encoder disc abnormalities, encoder 

disc assembly and alignment position, and due to the read heads alignment position. The 

secondary source of errors can be addressed as errors due to signal latency, quantization of 

the signal, under sampling of the signal and due to method of processing the data. The 

secondary source of errors can be dealt with selecting different read heads (in order to 

decrease the signal latency), by using higher frequency sampling clock (minimise the 

quantization of the data), choosing higher encoder disc resolution (increase the sampling 

frequency), and processing the data with a suitable method. The primary source of errors 

can be minimised using better quality encoder disc, and accurate positioning of the read 

heads. Furthermore, when higher accuracy is required, the encoder disc errors can be 

mapped and removed from the data. The read head position can be accurate estimated
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using information from either the data or the once per revolution marker and therefore 

calibration of the system can be achieved. The following sections summarise the source of 

errors and the findings of the research project.

7 .1 Summary o f errors

Previous chapters explain the need of locating and understanding the error mechanism of 

an IME when high accuracy of shaft radial or axial measurement is required. The 

limitations and sources of error of an IME have been quantified in previous chapters and 

briefly are described below.

i Imperfections in the encoder disc. As described in section 3.1, imperfections in the 

grating line spacing could affect the results of the IME, both the angular position of the 

encoder disc and the calculation of the orbit plot. The errors were unknown and may 

alter over time during normal operation.

ii Eccentricity o f  disc. Eccentricity of the centre of the encoder disc relative to the 

axis of rotation produces an error in the calculation of the angular position of the 

encoder disc, as explained in section 3.2.

iii Error in read head positions. As explained in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, read head 

position misalignment produces an encoder disc centre position error, which will affect 

the calculation of the centre of the shaft.

iv Encoder Signal Latency. Section 3.4 explains that there is a delay in time between 

the actual event and the recorded event. This can introduce errors for the IME system 

but only if the delay varies between the read heads. The variation has been found to be 

small in the current experimental system. However in control situations it may be more 

serious, because the total delay will affect the operation of the system.

v Quantization error. As described in section 3.5, there is an error due to 

quantization of time and this increases with speed of rotation. Although this error is 

proportional to the speed of the encoder disc, it still remains small in comparison with 

expected values of other errors such as eccentricity or encoder disc errors.

vi Sampling frequency and bandwidth. Error due to aliasing will be produced when 

the IME sampling frequency is too low i.e. less than 2x the maximum frequency of the 

vibrations present, as explained in section 3.6.
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vii Linear interpolation errors. Section 3.7 explains that the data needs to be 

synchronized for correct calculation of the encoder disc centre. Linear interpolation has 

been used to interpolate between grating lines. The resulting error will be small if the 

speed is very close to constant over a small number of grating lines.

viii Clock error. Section 3.8 describes how environmental and external conditions can 

alter very slightly the clock base frequency over time. Stable environmental conditions 

can reduce this error.

7.2 Alterations of the test rig

Improvements have been performed to the existing experimental system by the Author in 

order to improve the accuracy of the experimental IME and allow the development of the 

error compensation techniques.

7.2.1 Viscous Clutch

An oil viscous clutch has been designed and fitted by the Author for smoother angular 

velocity. This extra component was needed in order to aid the collection of data with low 

torsional vibrations. Using the oil viscous clutch allows encoder disc grating line errors to 

be measured and appropriate algorithms developed to compensate for these errors.

7.2.2 Electronic hardware

Specialised novel electronics hardware and necessary software have been designed and 

have been implemented by the Author to enable the absolute position of the encoder disc to 

be measured. These changes were essential in order to use algorithms to calculate 

eccentricity, the read head position and help towards the detection of the encoder disc 

error.

7.2.3 Sliding micrometer

A  sliding micrometer base is installed for mounting the read heads in order to simulate 

read head misalignment and transverse shaft movement. With this component the Author 

was able to verify the developed algorithms that calculating the centre of the disc and the 

position of the read heads.
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7.3 Main research achievements

The three main tasks of the work were involving compensation for the major sources of 

error, mentioned in Section 7.1 items (ii-iii) as encoder disc errors, eccentricity of the 

encoder disc and read head position. Summary of them are illustrated below.

7.3.1 Compensating for imperfections in the Disc.

As explained in chapter 6, the Author has developed algorithms for detection of small 

abnormalities of the encoder disc by using a multiple averaging technique. Success was 

achieved by using the single error map from individual read heads as it proved that each

read head reads different paid of the encoder disc and therefore each read head constructs a

different error map. This method has a theoretical error compensation of 100%, where in 

practice it will be relative with the quality of the error map that has been built. The quality 

of the error map is increasing proportional to the number of multiple average revolutions 

and with the linearity of the data. The disadvantage of this method is that regular signals, 

radial or angular vibrations, can be recorded within the error map and therefore be 

subtracted from the real data. Alternatively, a ratio of two channels from the same read 

head can reduce the regular signals copied into the error map with the presupposition that 

the angular velocity remains relatively constant for multiple slots. Nevertheless, 

experiments with the experimental IME read heads fail to validate the theory as the 

channels where incompatible with each other. A combination of multiple read heads could 

not be used due to the single-error-map incompatibility. It has to be mentioned that if the 

read heads were using a simple method to encode the angular position of the disc, then it is 

a possibility that the single error map of each read head to be similar to each other. Overall, 

the proposed method, multiple average method error map from single read heads, gives the 

opportunity to use low quality encoder disc for high accuracy measurements by correcting 

the data.

7.3.2 Compensating for Eccentricity of the disc.

Eccentricity of disc centre relative to the centre of rotation affects the correct calculation of 

angular position of the encoder disc. Chapter 5 describes how algorithms can be used in 

order to compensate for the eccentricity. The algorithms require the knowledge of the 

eccentricity magnitude and the phase angle. These can now be measured either using FFT, 

mean angular velocity of the shaft, or a magnitude from the orbit plot. The best results
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obtained using two diametrically opposite read heads and using the FFT as a high pass 

filter. The use of FFT or the mean angular velocity of the shaft in order to calculate the 

eccentricity can be inaccurate if low frequency signals are present, such as those caused by 

an unbalanced shaft. The use of FFT as high pass filter can be used with accuracy to 

correct the angular position of the encoder disc, assuming that low frequency signals are 

only due to eccentricity of the encoder disc relative to the centre of rotation. Overall, by 

using two diametrically opposite read heads or removal of the eccentricity using 

computational algorithms, a badly positioned encoder disc can give accurate angular 

position of the encoder disc. By combining with the compensation method for the disc 

errors, a better result can be achieved.

7.3.3 Compensating for Error in read head positions.

In order to measure the position error of the read heads the Author has developed three 

different types of technique, as explained in Chapter 4. The third method relies on the 

presence of an index grating line on the encoder disc which may not be present in all 

systems. With the index grating line method the other methods can be verified, as it is 

assumed to be the most reliable one.

A pattern recognition method was developed by the author and uses the error map that 

each read head produces. This method is successful for IME systems that use an encoder 

disc with significant grating line errors. However, for disc with insignificantly small errors 

this method could be inaccurate.

A second method using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) has been developed by the author. In 

this method a computational FFT is applied to the angular displacement from each read 

head, so that the phase angle of the eccentricity at each read head can be found. The 

difference in the phase angles gives the angle between the read head positions. This 

method can be inaccurate when there is an unbalanced shaft or misaligned bearing.

The new experimental system allows the absolute angular position to be measured directly 

and hence the angles between the read heads can be found. This third method has been 

developed by the author and has been used to validate the other two methods as it is more 

accurate.
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With the knowledge of the exact position of the read heads, the relative distance from the 

centre of the read heads to the centre position of the encoder disc can be estimated 

accurately, an estimation that was not possible to achieve before. Using all the above 

compensation methods, it is possible to estimate with greater accuracy the angular position 

of the encoder disc and the relative movements of the disc centre. More important of all, 

the above methods can be used for self-calibration of the device, enhancing the reliability 

and accuracy of any IME system. Therefore, such a system that has been programmed to 

self calibrate and correct any possible errors, can be free from regular inspections and 

external calibrations that can be costly and time consuming.

7.4 Future Work

This research concentrated on the error identification and error compensation techniques 

for an IME sensor. Various method and techniques were developed in order to increase the 

accuracy of the IME. The authors research covers the main errors of IME, disc 

abnormalities, eccentricity, and read head positions, which were found to be the main 

errors of the experimental device. Additional work can be done in many areas, either by 

developing new methods, or perfecting current ones further towards the error 

compensation, or implementing the methods for a self calibrated IME system. Further 

experimental work can also be conducted for the validation of the new method for 

calculating 6 degree of freedom, as the IME with the triangle encoder disc has shown.

Further work can also be done towards the developing of new method for the ones 

discussed by the author for compensating the encoder disc errors, angular position error 

due to eccentricity, and methods of detecting the read head position, as described below

Encoder disc abnormalities can be detected using various methods as it is described in 

chapter 6. Some of the methods perform better than others for the particular experimental 

device, but these methods are not the only ones that can be used for error detection. For 

example, using FFT into raw data and comparing it with previous stored data, a 

comparison of changes can be achieved. The challenge of this method will be the 

definition and identification of regular signals and the separation of the encoder disc errors 

from the regular signals that are from bearing inaccuracies. This problem can be overcome 

using the FFT information from other read heads from the same data. Signals with the 

same phase angle from different read heads will correspond to angular vibrations, and
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therefore can be eliminated. Signals with 180 degree phase angle from diametrically 

opposite read head will correspond to radial vibrations, and therefore can be eliminated. 

With this method, after eliminating the radial and angular vibrations, the resulting FFT 

components for each read head will correspond to the encoder disc errors. By reversing the 

FFT, an error map can be built and used as mentioned in chapter 6. It is a possibility to 

increase the accuracy of the above method by a multiple average of data but further 

experimental work is needed for this particular method.

Chapter 6 mentioned a method that uses two channels from the same read head in order to 

subtract the angular vibrations. This method can be suitable for systems where both of the 

channels read the same grating line of the encoder disc at equal reading radius. The current 

experimental IME was not suitable for this method but further experimental results have to 

be accomplished to validate this theoretical approach. This particular method has another 

disadvantage. It requires extra channels to be processed by the IME capturing board, with 

minimum of eight channels. The present DDAB features eight channels but only seven are 

available as the board is using the 8th channel is for clock overflow. This was another one

reason that was not able to complete in full the experiment.

Eccentricity of the encoder disc can introduce inaccuracies towards the angular position of 

the encoder disc. Various methods were developed, either using computational algorithms 

or by combining two diametrical opposite read heads. The computational algorithms uses 

two fundamental numerical values. One is the eccentricity phase angle and the second is 

the magnitude. Experimental results shown that the between different read heads, none of 

the above values were the same, possibly due to bearing misalignment and or due to 

unbalanced shaft. Therefore further investigation has to take place towards the 

identification and separation of the eccentricity from other once per revolution frequencies.

Analysis of oil, in real time, can be achieved by using an IME device, as described in 

Appendix D. Analysing the vibration of the bearing and comparing it with statistical data, 

may determine the amount and size of the particles that are inside the oil. At the same time, 

the relative viscosity of the oil can be estimated by observing the minimum oil thickness 

that a loaded plain bearing has. The accuracy of such a device will be relative with the

quality of the statistical data and the implementation of the device.

A free suspended rotational encoder disc can be used as a seismic device. This can be 

achieved by using two suspended encoder disc for the three axis (X, Y, Z), or a triangle
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encoder drum as illustrated in Appendix C. The higher the angular velocity, the larger the 

angular moment of inertia and therefore better accuracy is obtained.

As mentioned before, a self calibrated IME system can be built. This system can adopt the 

methods of recognising and subtracting encoder disc errors in real time applications, 

removing mathematically the eccentricity component from the angular displacement, and 

informing the user of the absolute position of the disc centre relative to the read heads 

position. This type of system can be programmed to be automatically calibrated and self 

diagnosed, to be able to inform the user about the alignment of the components and the 

condition of them, and also to perform condition monitoring to the inspecting bearing.
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Chapter 8
8 Conclusions

In modern manufacturing industries correct maintenance strategy has become the prime 

method of avoiding costly unscheduled stoppages due to machine breakdown. A successful 

predictive maintenance strategy is based on the condition monitoring of equipment where 

maintenance resources are optimally employed, downtime of equipment is reduced and 

maximum economic use is gained from components with a certain wear lifetime. The

Nottingham Trent University Computing Department has developed a new system, the

Incremental Motion Encoder (IME), which is based on time interpolation of the digital 

signals produced by an optical encoder. Previous research has shown how the IME can be 

used to monitor bearing condition, including bearing fault detection in real time. The IME 

as an idea is appropriate for many cases requiring condition monitoring of rotating 

machinery, as it can be adapted to many types of shaft and as a sensor has wide bandwidth 

and resolution (depend on the selected components). The IME as a sensor can be used in 

variety of industrial and commercial applications for:

■ measuring radial / axial and angular vibrations of rotating shafts

■ measuring radial, axial and torsional loads of rotating shafts

■ measuring angular displacement, velocity and acceleration of rotating shafts.

The most common applications that the IME device can be suitable for, but not limited to:

■ Bearing health and quality test (monitor vibrations)

■ Shaft transmission torque (two encoders on the same shaft)

■ CNC force and position feedback (IME attached on the spindle)

■ Seismic device (based on gyroscopic effect)

■ Active vibration control

The main aim of this project was to define the accuracy of such a sensor and develop

techniques in order to compensate, where possible, for errors. However, because the IME

can be constructed using different concepts, this thesis expands and explains the findings
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from the current experimental IME and proposes or suggests solutions or methods for 

different types of IME.

More precisely the aims of the research were as follows:

■ To develop an understanding of the behaviour and error mechanisms of the IME.

■ To investigate sources of errors, whether they are due to limitations of the existing

device, inherent in the method, or due to the method processing the data.

■ To establish methods to improve processing of the data and compensate, where 

possible, for errors in the data.

The aim of the research was achieved by completing the following objectives:

■ Methods and algorithms ware developed for measuring and compensating 

imperfections in the encoder disc.

■ Algorithms ware developed for compensating errors due to eccentricity of the encoder 

disc relative to the centre of rotation.

■ Algorithms ware developed for compensating read head position errors.

■ The experimental system was improved in order to support the above three objectives.

The research concentrated to three main areas that are most likely to introduce larger errors

into the system, which are the read head alignment, eccentricity of the encoder disc and 

encoder disc abnormalities.

The read head alignment is vital when the absolute position of the encoder disc in relation to 

the position of the read head is required. The Author has developed three main techniques that 

calculate the position of the read heads from the IME data. One method is using the regular 

signals, produced by the eccentricity of the disc, in order to estimate the angular distance 

between the read heads when the once a revolution index marker is not at present. 

Experimental results show that other low frequency regular angular vibrations, unbalanced 

shaft, influence the results. Second method, less successful, uses an FFT in order to estimate 

the angular distance between the read heads. Finally, the use of the average technique, the 

same method to correct disc abnormalities, used alongside with a pattern recognition 

technique in order to track the same characteristic abnormalities along the different read 

heads. This method can be inaccurate when the encoder disc is perfect or an error map does 

not contain strong traceable patterns. Nevertheless, the above methods can give an idea of the 

position of the read heads when the once per revolution marker is not at present
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Eccentricity of the encoder disc introduces errors in the calculation of the encoder disc 

angular position. This error can be corrected if it is needed using various techniques. The 

Author has developed and analysed three main methods. First method uses the angular 

velocity profile in order to estimate the magnitude and phase angle of the eccentricity. When 

these two components found, correction to the data can be applied. The second method uses 

the FFT as a high pass filter in order to mask out the eccentricity. By doing so, other useful 

information can be subtracted from the data. Finally using the multiple average technique, 

same method to correct disc abnormalities, can be suitable for the removal of the eccentricity 

of the encoder disc. Nevertheless, the use of two diametrical opposite read heads may give 

better results than the above mentioned methods.

Encoder disc abnormalities can be accounted for the regular errors that the most of the time is 

not possible to distinguish them from the real data. Thus, the author developed a method that 

can be used by any type of IME. This method uses a multiple average type technique in order 

to construct the error map of the encoder disc that is used to correct the data. The accuracy of 

this method is depends to many factors, such as the quantity of data evolved, linearity of the 

data and the amount of regular radial and transverse vibrations. Using this type of technique it 

is possible to compensate for the encoder disc errors, and the angular position errors due to 

eccentricity of the encoder disc. Although, chapter 6 showed many different techniques based 

on the average method, the simplest one gives better results for the experimental IME.

Finally, the IME as sensor can provide flexibility, accurate measurements, reliability, and 

possible self-calibration. The main disadvantage of such system is the installation of the 

encoder disc and the read heads. Although, bearings with integrated incremental encoders 

are available, making the IME sensor more flexible and easier to be install.
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Appendix A

Data transmission line

This is a supplement for the section 2.1.2 and section 4.3. This section explains the 

configuration of the RS482 line balanced transmission and the new IME circuit board that 

decodes the once per revolution index from all four read heads.

The Hewlett Packard read head that the experimental IME uses has the capability of 

delivering three channels. Two of them are decoding the motion of the encoder wheel to 

digital signal and they are 90 degrees phase difference and the third one giving the once 

per revolution marker.

At the beginning of the research we were capable of getting data from 3 read heads as the 

DSP C50x that we were using was only supporting 4 read heads. The forth read head was 

used for the synchronisation of the collected data by using the once per revolution marker. 

Experiments that required all the 4 read heads could not be achieved using the current DSP 

configuration and architecture. Alternative methods of collecting data was possible using 

the Digital Data Acquisition Board DDAB that the real time research group design and 

develop [MacManus-95]. Introducing the DDAB that features 8 read heads was able to 

design a new board with RS482 balanced line configuration for minimising the external 

noise. Although the RS482 has more digital components, it may introduce larger 

propagation delay of the digital signal, it would be advantageous for long distance 

transmission as it would eliminate any external interference.

The new experimental IME is based on the new capturing board and could use all the four 

read heads from the IME and all the once per revolution markers in order to obtain and 

calculate more accurate the position of the encoder disc.

The configuration of the connection can vary, as the once per revolution pulse appears 

every 360 degrees. For example, all the index pulses can be added to one read head. This 

can be achieved using an OR gate with four inputs. This will give the advantage of
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eliminating the transmission wires and introducing the same electrical characteristics to all 

the read heads. The disadvantage of this method is that the index pulse could not be 

identified or matched to the corresponding read head at the first instance. The index pulse 

always rises at the middle of the negative duration of the read head A. This information 

can be used in order to mach the index pulse with the corresponding read head. Although it 

can not always be reliable as other read heads can have the same timing due to alignment 

position. If such a situation occurs, then search can be continued for the next index pulse 

and checked as the sequence of the pulse is known.

Other methods using memory devices and AND gates can deliver different information 

that only requires four read heads overall. The method is to enable the read head, that 

translates the angular position to digital signal, to be transited only after the once per 

revolution mark passed the individual read head. The memory device, i.e. flip-flop, will 

give a signal to the AND gate or a tri-state gate in order to enable the signal from the read 

head to pass to the DPS until the ‘memory’ is reset. The calculation of the read head 

position would be immediate as the angle of the read head would be exact the pulses that 

the DSP had captured for each read head. The disadvantage is that no further information 

can be obtained about the read head position through the data. The extra hardware and 

extra components can also add external noise and signal delay.

Finally, a third method is selected in order to use and combine the index pulses from the 

read heads. It combines the above two methods but is more efficient as it uses only two 

additional read heads, including four read heads obtaining the angular position signal, and 

two combine the once per revolution information from four read heads. The idea is to 

combine the diametric opposite index pulses into one read head using RS flip-flop device. 

One index is connected to the set and the other one to the reset of the flip-flop. With this 

method when the output of the flip-flop is rising from negative to positive, it corresponds 

to the read head that is connected to the set of the flip-flop, and when the signal falls from 

positive to negative it corresponds to the read head that is connected to the reset terminal. 

The advantage is the reduction of transmitting read heads with out losing any information, 

and the reduction of the collected data. The disadvantage is that the extra hardware can add 

noise and latency to the signals. Also some times the rise time of a device is different 

compared to the falling time of the signal. This can affect the accuracy of the timing if the 

difference in timing of the rise and the falling time is higher than the sampling clock
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timing. Nevertheless, the above method was implemented and used with the new capturing 

board using high speed NAND gates in order to construct the flip-flops.

RS482 data transmission line

The RS482 balanced line transmission uses one differential line driver (transmitter- 

AM26LS31) and one differential line receiver (AM26LS32). The line driver is near the 

read heads and the and the receiver is on the Digital Data Acquisition Board.

Signal input

- | _ T = b F B

AM 26LS31 
transmitter Dual transmission lines

■ = tF tF td - -...

■zFtFtn -

AM26LS32
receiver

Signal output

q j r y q j

Figure A- 1: RS482 balanced line transmission using differential line transmitter and receiver.

This type of data transmission line minimises the errors due to induced noise especial to 

long distance data transmission lines. The transmitter and receiver is expected to add a 

signal latency typical value of 8 + 17 nsec. The value 8 nsec is typical for the AM26LS31 

line driver, and 17 nsec is for the AM26LS32 line receiver. The line driver can transmit up 

to 32MHz signal, where the experimental IME produces at 1000 rpm 17KHz with one 

channel. The following section illustrated the design of the RS482 balanced line with the 

new IME circuit that process the once per revolution index mark.

IME circuit board

The IME theory requires three or four read heads in order to obtain radial disc movements 

perpendicular to the axis of the rotation. The current experimental IME uses four read 

heads, spaced apart at 90 degrees. The DDAB collects the data and stores the time between 

rise and fall TTL level of the signal. The position of the encoder disc is unknown when the 

data starts to be collected, if a reference marker is not used.

At earlier stages, a channel with the once per revolution marker was used in order to set up 

the beginning of the collection of the data. With this method the data began to be collected 

at the same point allowing the exact position of the encoder disc to be given.
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With this type of data collection technique, it was not possible to find the actual angular 

position of the read heads unless an examination of the data was used either with FFT, 

comparing eccentricity signal between different channels, or using pattern recognition 

technique. Therefore new hardware was needed, that can combine the onces per revolution 

channel from all the read heads in order to estimate the real angular position of the them.

-©  V c c

DSP C50

-®  I—Up 

-©  A - U p  

-®  A - R  
-®  A - L

GND ©-© C H .B  
— © V c c  ĈH.A CH .A  © - 

V c c  &■

© G N D

-©  GND

Figure A- 2: IME using the DSP C50. The DSP has four inputs. I-up is the Index pulse form the one per 
revolution index marker from up channel. The A-Up, A-R, and A-L are the channels A from the up, 
right and left read heads respectively.

The old experimental IME that used the DSP C50 was able to process only four channels 

and was not suitable for this type of experiment as it has problems with the correct timing 

of the interrupt. Where at the same time, the new DDAB offered eight channels of signal 

processing simultaneously. The DDAB was able to cover all required channels, four from 

the digital signal that encoding the angular position of the encoder at four different angular 

positions, and four channels with the once per revolution marker produced by each read 

head when the encoder disc completes a full revolution.

Design of the new IME circuit board.

After selecting the appropriate capturing board alternative methods had to be considered in 

order to minimise the channels of processing by the board and making it more efficient. 

There are many methods that can be used in order to transmit the index of the read heads as 

well. The author selected to combine the two index pulses from the diametrically opposite
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read heads into one channel by connecting one channel to a Set of a flip-flop and one to 

Reset of a flip-flop. This method requires two additional channels as four read heads been 

used.

B o o r d
c o n n e c t i o n

- ©  V c c

I - U p  —
l-R »—
l-D «>-■-
l-L «►- —
A - U p  
A - R  
A - D  

- m  a - L

GND

Figure A- 3: Using four read heads.

The above Figure A- 3, illustrates the schematic diagram of the new experimental IME, as 

it uses four read heads and four index pulses. The following Figure A- 4 illustrates the 

schematic diagram of the circuit board that used to process the index pulses from the 

diametrically opposite read heads. Also the RS482 balanced line configuration can be seen 

as well as the pin out of the DDAB.
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B o a rd
c o n n e c t i o n 2 6 L S 3 1

P - 2 0

2 6 L S 3 1
— 6 ,

*  P —3 7

- «  2 +  

- ©  2 -  

•8 12 
©  GND

V cc  ©

■VI2 
*  GND

;•— ©  A - U p  
[—  ©  A - R
: ©  A - D

®  A - L

©  l - U p

V cc

GND

Figure A- 4: Board configuration using RS Flip-Flop and RS 482 balanced line configuration. The pin 1-2 is 
for Left channel, 3-4 for index Up-Down, 5-6 for Left Right, 7-8 for Up channel, 9-10 for Right 
channel, 11-12 for left channel, and 18 and 19 for GND and Vcc respectively.

The output from the DDAB is corresponding to the input diagram that the Figure A- 4 

illustrates. Therefore the corresponding IME channels to the capturing ones are:

DDAB output channel IME board channel

1 A-Left

2 I-Up + I-Down

3 I-Left + I-Right

4 A-Up

5 A-Right

6 A-Down

Table A- 1: Cross reference of the IME board and DDAB output.
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Appendix B
Supplem ent o f  section  2.3. A pproxim ation o f  the disc centre displacem ent u sing the angular 

difference from  tw o op posite read heads.

d  =
(Q-n)L

(B-l)

d: horizontal displacem ent towards read head C 

L: distance between the tw o opposite read heads 

9: angular difference between A  and B 

From  triangle (Figure B -2) w e obtain

(B-2)
© L 

tan —  =  —
2  2 d

j L 0
.'. d  =  — c o t —  

2 2

Differentiation w ill give

A d  =  (— c o s  s e c 2 — )A ©  
4  2

Calculating for d=232.6(im ,

(B -3)

, 0
c o t —  =  0 .0 1  c o s  s e c - —  =  1 .0 0 0 1

0
2

©

Centre  line o f  reud heads

Centre
o f disc

Figure B-l: Shaft centre position calculation

Therefore w e can omit the “ c o s  se c  —  ” from  equation

(B -3). That w ill g ive a 0.01%  eiTor for every 230 pm o f the 

centre displacem ent.

Therefore w e can write that the equation

Centre

A d  =  — A ©  
4

is a good approximation.

Figure B-2: Centre displacement in detail
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Appendix C

Triangle encoder strip for radial and axial measurements.

As has been mentioned in section 2.5, in order to obtain readings for both radial and axial 

movements of the shaft, a triangle style encoder strip could be used. This supplement will 

illustrate the theory of calculating movements in all three axes of a rotating shaft. Also 

experimental results will be validating the theoretical approach.

Encoder strip principle.

In order to detect movements on the Z axis, Y and X represent the plain perpendicular to 

the axis of rotation Z, a different encoder has to be used. This idea, measuring six degrees 

of freedom using one sensor, is derivative of a non-uniform encoder disc and a linear 

incremental encoder strip. The variations in the Z axis can be observed either using an 

incremental encoder, i.e. using multiple parallel grating lines perpendicular to axis of 

rotation, Figure 1, or a triangle grating lines Figure 2. Multiple read heads have to decode 

the signal of the incremental encoder, but when using the triangular encoder strip, a single 

read head can be used.

2
Reading path

Two-channel read head

< ►
Rotation of the shaft

1 _
Channel A 

Channel B

Figure 1: parallel incremental encoder.
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■ I-
M— ►<< ■■■►

Equal spaced triangles Rotation of the shaft

Triangle encoder strip

Reading path

Digitised signal

Figure 2: Triangular encoder strip and digitised signal

The proposed triangle encoder had been designed with parallel triangles, where one side is 

perpendicular to the axis of rotation, the second side is always parallel to the axis of 

rotation and the hypotenuse of the triangle is always at an angle to the axis of rotation. The 

triangle strip has to be placed on a cylindrical drum that has been attached to the shaft. 

Fibre optics, electromagnetic sensors, or optical sensors can be used as a read heads. The 

read head should be able to detect the edge of the triangles in order to extract the mark to 

space ratio. One edge of the signal will correspond to the equally spaced line parallel to 

axis of rotation, and the other edge will correspond to the hypotenuses of the triangles. 

The following section explains the method of calculating the axial position of the encoder / 

shaft.

Axial
Orbit Plot Axial movement

Transverse

rmjuuim
Figure 3: Triangle encoder strip attached to the perimeter of a rotating shaft
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Estimation of radial and axial movements

In order to estimate the radial movements of the shaft, three of four read heads have to be 

present. Using the timings between the edges that are parallel to the axis of rotation, an 

angular position can be estimated. The equations that section 2.2 and section 2.3 can be 

used for the estimation of the shaft centre using either three or four read heads. In order to 

estimate the axial position of the encoder strip, one read head can be used according to 

mark to space ration. More analytically it will be:

Reading path 

Direction o f rotation

Figure 4: Schematic of the triangular encoder. Where, tj, t2, t3, timings of the edge obtained by the read head.

The distance AB is known as the with of the triangular encoder strip 1. Also the distance of 

a full pulse cycle is known, BC, as can be calculated by the encoder radius, r, and the 

resolution of the triangular encoder. Therefore we have.

BC =
2 K-r

resolution
Equation 1

The ration of the time difference between timings will be proportional to the ratio of the 

distance EO to BC.

t2 — tx _  EO
f3 f, BC

Equation 2

t?,
Equation 3
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Also the ‘a’ angle of the triangle ABC can be calculated as:

a = tan _! BC  
AB

Equation 4

and therefore the EB or can be calculated as:

dz = EB = AB
OE

tan a
Equation 5

The following equations explain how the disc displacement on Z axis, dz, and also the 

relative angle between the read head line and the X and Y axis can be calculated using four 

read heads.

centre of the
triangular encoder I

Figure 5: Read head position refer the line AB and encoder strip middle refer to line CD. The line passing 
from points EF is the Z axis, axis of rotation.

The distance AC and DB can be calculated from the mark to space ratio as illustrated 

before. Therefore the distance EF can be calculated as: (assuming that the DB <0)

Therefore using four read heads we can obtain measurements with six degree of freedom, 

where the conventional IME could obtain only three, X, Y, and angular position on the Z 

axis. The tree additional degrees of freedom are: angular displacement on the X and Y 

axis and also movements along the Z axis.

axis o f rotation

A
D

B

read head line

d = E F  =
AC + DB 

2
Equation 6

and the angle, b, as:

Equation 7
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X

Figure 6: Six degrees of freedom can be obtained with the triangle encoder strip.

Experimental results

The triangle strip had been placed on a cylindrical drum that has been attached to the shaft. 

Fibre optics was used for this experiment as a read heads. The read head is working with 

the principle of the variation of the light reflection between different colours. By painting 

the triangles as illustrated at Figure 2, black and white, the reflection of the light from the 

different colour triangles varies according to the different colour reflective characteristics. 

Therefore the light receiver can be adjusted in order to translate the small changes of the 

light density as a digital signal. A fibre receiver optic was used and an adjustable circuit 

used to trigger the small variations of the light. The output from the above circuit was 

captured by the DDAB that the Department of Computing developed. The encoder strip 

was made from paper and attached to the drum using double-side tape. The encoder strip 

had two joints at the perimeter of the drum.

The experimental encoder strip has 162 triangles per revolution, illustrated at Figure 7, 

reading radius of 65mm and width of 25mm. This gives increments of 2.52mm per pulse 

cycle at the perimeter of the drum or steps of 2.22° degrees per cycle.
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Figure 7: Triangle encoder strip placed on the perimeter of a drum. The join of the encoder strip can be seen 
at small distance away from the fibre optic cable.

70
Original data from encoder strip

50

40

♦ ♦

20

Interrupts, 324 per revolution

42 83 124 165 206 247 288 329 370 411 452 493 534 575 616 657 698 739 780 821 862 903 944 985

Figure 8: Triangle encoder strip real data. Featuring the overlapping of the strip, around 200, 550 and 900 on 
the X axis. The Y axis correspond to velocity in rad/sec and the X axis the interrupts o f the signal. 
The extra data per revolution, 26 slots more, can be due to external noise that introducing more 
interrupts.

The above Figure 8 illustrates the angular velocity of both signal interrupts of the triangle 

encoder strip. One interrupt corresponds to the line parallel to the axis of rotation, low
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whether grating line number one was detected. Tins 
is illustrated by a m the output listing.

A small graph, or orbit plot (Ref 3), is traced out 
by the centre of the disc. This path is interpolated 
from the input data as the disc moves from intersection 
to intersection. In this test the input centre motion 
is a simple ellipse.

In Figures 6 and 7 the input motion of the shaft 
is the same. However in Fig 6 there are 40 gratings 
and in Fig 7 there are only eight. The effect of the 
linear interpolation is clearly seen as the ellipse has 
eight lines one for each of the eight input data 
points that occur per revolution. Figure 7 also 
shows an irregular grating line spacing.

Figure 7

Software
The simulator has been programmed using a 

visual O-f- language.

Conclusions
A complex mapping of the input 

motion generates the timing data from a real IME. Hie 
trigonometric modelling of the simulator accounts for 
the most significant components in the process. This 
allows test data to be generated free from other types 
of error. This is ideal for the test stage of algorithms 
that are being developed to identify the trigonometric 
configuration. The grating partem can be altered and 
input data can. be changed. This simulator will enable 
us to test algorithms for detecting the grating pattern 
To do such tests in the real situation on a precision 
basis would be very costly and very inflexible.

Note 1
The IME takes GH readings per revolution. 

Where G is the number of gratings and H is the 
number of read heads.

IME samples per revolution Sout *  GH

If the input data to the simulator is specified as 
"xyt” format then there will be a fixed number of 
samples per revolution Sout. If only three or less read 
heads are used then there is little purpose in having 
Sout greater than G. This is because there would be a 
reduction in sample frequency (decimation) and no 
frequencies of the input could be allowed over G/2 
cycles per rev. If there are no frequencies above this 
.in the input then the input may be adequately 
represented by G samples per rev.

For this reason the input nonnaily used will be G 
samples per rev. However the picture alters when 
more read heads are added and it is believed that this e 
effectively increases the sampling frequency. This 
could mean that higher frequency input is possible. 
The simulator accommodates this higher frequency 
input for use with extra read heads. It also allows us 
to examine the consequences of distortion due to 
aliasing by specifying suitable higher frequency input.
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Abstract: This paper describes physical errors of the Incremental Motion Encoder. This 
novel sensor is a development of the incremental shaft encoder and it is able to generate 
pulses from a rotating shaft [1-3]. The pulses can be used to calculate angular position, 
velocity, acceleration, etc. The IME uses multiple read-heads to resolve angular and small 
radial movements of the shaft, effectively three degrees of freedom [1-3]. Using a torsional 
vibration free test-rig the results are investigated for errors of the IME such as: physical 
errors of the incremental encoder, positional errors due to misalignment of the read-heads, 
and electrical errors. The purpose of this investigation is to analyse and validate the device 
by estimating the error level of the system.

Key Words: Incremental motion encoder, Optical encoders, Torsional vibrations, Shaft 
eccentricity, Condition monitoring, Shaft displacement-measuring system.

1 Introduction
Accelerometers and proximity probes are commonly used to monitor and analyse vibration 
and relative movements of bearings and shafts. The main limitation of the accelerometers is 
that they can only monitor the absolute movement of the shaft, not movement of a shaft 
relative to its bearing support. Proximity probes give better signal/noise ratio for shaft 
movements than accelerometers but the dynamic range is very low [6,7]. Both systems 
require special signal filters and in the case of accelerometers statistical analysis is also 
needed [8].

Statistical techniques are also used for vibration analysis. When gears or other machine 
vibrations are present it is difficult to use accelerometers to detect bearing defects through 
spectrum analysis1. For accurate results accelerometers also have to be as close as possible to 
the bearing with a good mechanical path between them[6,7]. Often a combination of 
accelerometer and proximity probe measurements is the only way to prevent against 
unexpected breakdown [6,7]. Sophisticated techniques have been developed through the 
years, which can be used to compensate for the lack of accurate measurements. Most research

1 Time domain or frequency domain analysis.
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papers only discuss regular vibrations, which are usually due to the resonance of one damaged 
component. Irregular vibrations are hardly discussed, probably because the relevant signals 
are difficult to distinguish from background or instrumentation noise. Analysis of regular 
vibrations cannot be used to determine the expected life of a bearing unless it already shows 
significant signs of damage.

A new system has been developed at Nottingham Trent University, based on time 
interpolation and analysis of the digital signals produced by an optical device. The system 
has both very high resolution and very wide bandwidth. Experiments have shown that it is 
possible to detect, at very early stages, bearing inaccuracies caused by misalignment, 
rolling element defects, unbalanced shafts and oil contamination. [1-3]

The system uses geometrically configured optical devices to scan a precision grating disc. 
Fast Digital Signal Processing (DSP) technology is used to interpret the signals. A major 
cause of noise and distortion is inaccuracies in the grating disc and possible misaligned read- 
heads. Further errors can arise from interpolation, re-sampling, and DSP capturing board.

In order to define the errors mechanism of the device, multiple tests have been conducted to 
examine every part of the sensor, starting from the mechanical parts and passing through to 
electronics. By cross checking the output data of the IME, it is possible to define the overall 
errors of the device. To achieve this, a torsional vibration free test rig is constructed with plain 
bearings to minimise the radial vibrations of the shaft. Further still, a signal generator has 
been used to check the capturing board accuracy and a digital analyser was used to validate 
the rest of the electronics.

2 The Incremental M otion Encoder
The incremental motion encoders are currently used to obtain the angular position of the shaft. 
Using only one encoder reference point, it is possible to calculate the angular position, 
velocity and acceleration of the shaft. Introducing one more reference point ideally 
diametrically opposite to the first one, it is possible to calculate small displacement of the 
centre in one direction. Therefore, by using 3 or more reference points it is possible to obtain 
effectively 3 degrees of freedom, as shown in Figure 1:

a b e

Figure 1, (a) One read-head: angular position, (b) Two read-heads: Angular position and 
measurement o f small horizontal displacement o f the shaft centre, (c) Three or more read- 
heads: enabling the measurement o f the two dimensional displacement o f the shaft centre as 
well as the angular position.

The experimental sensor uses a Hewlett Packard (HP) HEDS-6140-OPT-J-08 metallic 
incremental encoder disc with reading radius of 23mm and 1024 physical resolution. It 
currently uses 3 opto-electrical read-heads HP HEDS-9040 spaced at 90 degree intervals.

The opto-electrical read-heads produce a square signal through the passage of the disc slits. A 
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) collects the signals and an internal clock time-stamps and
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stores the changes of the signals. A PC is used to store the data from the DSP. The data, 
which has been collected, consists of absolute time for the slits passing the read-heads.

3 Sources of error
The sources of error are the mechanical components and the electrical nature of the system. 
Also interpolating and re-sampling the data cause further errors occur.

3.1 Encoder Disc
The example encoder disc that has been used in IME experiments was manufactured using 
a laser beam. An electron microscope showed an oxide layer on the perimeter of the slots. 
This oxide growth can, in some cases, erode or fracture especially with high rotation 
speeds or high frequency vibrations. By studying the nature of the disc it has also been 
found that the opened ‘window’ has constant width, where as the metal bar has increasing 
width as the radius increases. The electron microscope has shown imperfections up to 15 
|im across the bars width. Figure 2 illustrates the encoder disc grating slits.

Figure 2: HP6140 Encoder disc under electron microscope. Scale o f the photos, from  the 
left to the right: (Y 15:1, X 7:1), (Y 128:1, X  55:1),(Y 440:1, X  190:1)

Read-head technology reduces the above problem by scanning and averaging multiple slits of 
the encoder disc. HP documentation states that the typical error of the reading slit is 2.5 |im 
with a maximum up to 11 Jim.

3.2 Eccentricity of the shaft
Encoder disc eccentricity is responsible for angular position error. The HP indicates that 
the maximum radial play of the shaft, which will give reliable results, is ±250 Jim. 
Computational algorithms can be used to correct the angular position error. For example, 
when the disc has 100 |im radial play, the angular position error during one revolution is 
±0.25°, which results in inaccurate calculations of the centre positioning. The existing test 
rig has two sources of eccentricity errors. The eccentricity that exists when assembling the 
encoder disc to the shaft, and the eccentricity of the bearing assembly. Although the result 
is single, the mechanical calibration helps to improve the accuracy of the readings. In order 
to use easy load-unload bearings (on the experimental test rig), aluminium sockets have 
been produced. These sockets produce bearing misalignments that distort the path of the
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shaft centre. Also this bearing misalignment forces the shaft to bend, resulting in further 
misalignment of the encoder disc.

3.3 Read head position
The angular position error will be relative to the angular displacement of the read head 
from the desired location. The error however, will be constant and will result in a slight 
distortion of the orbit plot. Careful assembly of the read-heads can reduce this error, or by 
tracing the position of the read-head with the one per revolution mark, it is possible to 
correct the data.

3.4 Encoder Latency
The electrical error that occurs due to the encoder latency it is low, as it is in the order of 
90-180ns and remains constant for long period of time2. This latency can vary from read 
head to read head, with temperature variations, and even with encoder disc angular 
velocity. This means that when the scanning frequency of the DSP clock is 20 MHz, the 
error is ‘2 - 4’ clock pulses. For a 1024 grating line incremental encoder calculating the 
maximum speed of the shaft in order to have less than 1% shift e rror3due to latency, is:

3255 rpm for one read head, or generating signal of 55 kHz, or 360 clock pulse per 
reading. Including that combining two read-heads4:

1627 rpm for two read-heads.

And including the third one

Worse situation of: 1075 rpm

These above errors are unable to be monitored by observing the IME data. On the other 
hand, this latency of the encoder does not have vast effects to the accuracy of the readings, 
as it can be constant for long periods of time. The effect to the data will only be as a 
constant shift error across the readings. Also the cables impedance and capacitance is 
assumed the same for all the read-heads.

3.5 Induced noise at high frequency sampling

It is generally known that during data transfer at high-speed frequencies, it is likely to 
experience noise due to induced currents. The same appears to happen with the 
experimental test rig electronic components. This interference is only noticeable if a 
different data bus and capturing mechanism is compared with the current one.

An attempt to use a different board has shown different types of errors, like eddy current 
interference and general electrical noise. The Digital Data Acquisition Board (DDAB) has 
been developed featuring 8 interrupt channels, 16 MHz scanning frequency clock and

2 Long period of time: more than 5 sec.

3 Shift error: The delay of the signal due to latency o f the electrical components.

4The position of the shaft centre is calculated by combine two or three read heads. Detail shows in figure 1.
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overflowing counter at low angular velocities of the shaft. The board uses balanced data 
transmission in a form of a RS422 link.5

By connecting the signal generator to the DSP, different frequencies were applied in order to 
test the time stamps of every channel. The frequencies that were used simulate the IME 
running through speeds from lOOipm to 7000 lpm. Figure 3 illustrates the correlation of the 
frequency that was used to simulate the shaft angular velocity.

Frequency / Speed Correlation

8000

7000

6000
5000
4000
3000

2000

1000

Hz

Figure 3: Frequency/speed correlation for the DSP board test.

The collected data has the format of relative time. A logic analyser used to validate the 
accuracy of the signal generator. The signal is steady and has low fluctuations in a range of 
±100 n sec. This theoretically will result to ±2 clock pulses for the C50 DSP, and ±2 for the 
DDAB DSP.

Examining the data as absolute values, the error that appears through the collected data is 
not depended on input frequency. The C50 has an interrupt delay of 11 clock pulses if two 
signals arrive at the same time. By involving a third input signal, the maximum value of 
the deviation is measured to be 52 clock pulses. The first signal that arrives has the least 
deviation of 8 clock pulses or 400 n sec. At the same time the Digital Data Acquisition 
Board does not suffer from interrupt delay and the maximum deviation is measured to be 4 
clock pulses or 250 n sec. By using the information of both of the edges, the deviation 
drops to 125 n sec for the DDAB DSP. Figure 4 illustrates the data captured by the C50 
and the DDAB with 120KHz square signal input

5 Balanced interface circuits consists of a generator with differential outputs and receiver with differential 
inputs. Under the assumption that any noise is coupled into both wires of the transmission line in the way, the 
voltage difference between these wires will be always zero.
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C50 DSP with INPUT SIGNAL OF 120KHZ

185
Clock p u lses

Iterrupt 1

Interrupt 2

interrupt 3

140

[980 1030
Auto Scale | I Sampling 5/

lital Data Acquisition Board at 120KHz
66.1 r ~ T "

Clock Pulses

65.0

63.0

29620.0 29640.029600.0 29660.0

Figure 4, Top C50 DSP, underneath DDAB. Both o f the graphs have on Y axis: number o f 
clock pulses and on the X  axis: number o f readings .

Note that the DDAB measures the two edges of the signal, and therefore the resolution 
increases by two. Concluding about the two different DSP, the C50 suffers from interrupt 
latency and the DDAB needs a higher frequency clock. The DDAB can not run above 
20MHz because FIFO that collects the numerical values has an interrupt latency of 50 n 
sec.

3.6 Interpolation and Re-sampling errors
Interpolation steps can be calculated from the following formula:

N =  (1)
rps o G
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Where :

N : Interpolation steps

Ftb • Frequency of the time base

ips : Shaft revolutions per second or Hz

G : Physical resolution of the encoder disc

By observing the relation of the interpolation technique, it is obvious that the resolution of the 
measurements can not be greater than the physical resolution of the encoder disc. This causes 
another problem. At high shaft revolutions where the interpolation steps are of order 2 
decimal digits, the quantization error appears to be bigger than 1%. Figure 5 shows the 
relation between the interpolation steps and the resulting angular position error.

Quantization Error
120 j  

100 -  

80  -  

60  -  

40  -  

20 -

1001000
Interpolation Steps

Figure 5: Quantization Error due to Interpolation Technique as a percentage o f the full
period o f the square signal.

The experimental IME has a 1024 grating encoder disc, and uses 20MHz frequency of the 
time base. In other words, to pass to 1% error due to lack of high values of interpolation steps, 
the shaft has to be rotated over 11,700 revolutions per minute. This problem can be solved 
easily by using a higher scanning frequency clock, where it will probably raise other electrical 
issues.

4 Test Rig
Previous sections mentioned the errors due to poor quality of the existing test rig. In order to 
look closer for the source of error, mechanical errors have to be insulated and minimised. By 
constructing a new test rig, this will enable us to focus closer towards the IME errors.

The new test rig was designed to eliminate the existing torsional vibrations that occur from 
the DC motor. This can be achieved by a hydraulic clutch. The redesigned bearing assembly 
and position will give a minimum shaft eccentricity and bearing misalignment. Also by using 
plain bearings these will reduce the radial vibrations. The new test rig has another feature that 
has enabled the read-heads to be positioned to a desired place (±10°). Figure (6) illustrates the 
oil clutch that has been used.
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output shaft
Input shaft

Figure 6: Oil Clutch, The torque efficiency varies with the oil viscosity and amount.

By using a quick release bearing-cage mechanism it will be easy to test different types of 
bearings. To minimise the deflection a 16mm diameter shaft has been used. The bearing cage 
changes with the bearing, as it is a standard component. This eliminates the bearing 
misalignment. Supplying oil through a pump lubricates the bearing with the desire lubricant. 
The following figure (7) illustrates the new test rig design in 3D space.

Figure 7: New test r ig6

5 Test Rig Results
Initial experimental results have shown that the angular velocity of the shaft was varying 
13.92% at low rpm i.e.: from 151.5rpm to 130.4 rpm. By putting the viscous clutch to the 
old test rig, the angular velocity variations drop to 4.67 % i.e.: from 182.0 to 173.5 rpm. By 
introducing a small inertia mass to the shaft, the angular speed variations drop down to 
0.66% i.e.: from 150.5 to 149.4 rpm. The speed has been calculated by the raw data of the 
IME. The number of clock pulses between the two signals gives the angular velocity of the 
disc. The maximum and minimum angular velocity has been recorded over 4 revolutions of 
the shaft. In order to increase the accuracy of calculation a mean average of 50 points has 
been counted. Figure 8 compares the angular velocity before and after the oil clutch. Both 
of the results have been taken after the test rig operated for a 2 hour period.

6 The front o f the test rig features a "phonic wheel" designed to simulate the sensor on a Rolls-Royce turbine 
machine. This sensor measures the angular velocity’ o f the shaft’s turbine. One o f  our intentions is to apply 
the IME technology to that sensor in order to obtain results from  a turbine engine.
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Figure 8: Above, angular velocity o f a thrust bearing before the oil clutch. Below, 
angular velocity o f a thrust bearing with the oil clutch and small inertia mass.

The top graph shows that a 22 per revolution torsional vibration exists above the strong 
one per revolution. By having smooth angular velocity, it is able to "observe" the physical 
resolution of the encoder disc at low rpm. The encoders are averaging multiple grids of the 
encoder disc which results in a minimum position error. The EME shows a "damaged" 
encoder disc and the characteristic pattern of the damage. This can be detected through the 
data when a specific pattern can be traced to another read head. Figure 9 shows the results 
from such an incident.
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Figure 9: Abnormalities on the encoder disc traced by the IME data. Clock pulses between 
slots are plotted against the number o f the slots that passed the read head.

The data has been recorder by the C50 DSP board by using 3 read-heads spaced at 90 
degrees. The angular velocity of the shaft is low at 95 rpm. This phenomenon can be 
observed only at these low angular velocities where the interpolation of the data is high. 
Every clock pulse is equal to 0.000028 degrees of angular displacement, when there are 
12500 pulses between every grating line. Also, the manufacture of the encoder disc 
indicates that the typical error of the pulse width of the signal varies at 3/180 where this 
translated to be 1.6% positional error. Examining the above data, variations of the readings 
should be in class of 190 clock pulses but the regular deviations are about 30 clock pulses. 
This implies that the encoder disc with the combination of the encoder disc gives accuracy 
of 99.734%.7

Observing the velocity profile of the individual slots, it is able to find if the data is correct 
or if they carry noise from the system. A simple algorithm can be introduced to filter the 
data from the noise by cross-referencing the data. This can be used for subtracting the 
actual DX and DY movements of the disc from the data with precision.

A computer simulation program has been developed to assist towards encoded disc error 
recognition [9]. The program simulates the IME data and the user can adjust the encoder 
slot position, the number of them, shaft orbit path during revolution, the number of encoder 
disc grating lines, position of them and the scanning frequency of the clock.

6 Conclusions
The IME is a device that enables us to monitor with high accuracy the angular and radial 
movements of a rotating shaft. As the device requires electronic digital components to 
operate, it is obvious that the correct selection and combination of them will ensure higher

7 Note that the read head is a "HP HEDS-9040" and the encoder disc is "HP HEDS-6140-OPT-J-08".
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reliability and performance of the device. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the device is not 
only dependent on the electronic components but also on other mechanical parts. Errors 
appear due to all manner of conditions i.e. bad installation of the read-heads, physical 
condition of the encoder disc, latency of the electronic components, and sometimes due to 
external electrical interference. The physical limitations of the components can set the IME 
limitations of sensitiveness, i.e. the physical resolution of the encoder disc limits the 
scanning frequency of the vibrations, and scanning frequency of the oscillating clock limits 
the interpolation accuracy. The physical limitation of the encoder disk limits the maximum 
permissible speed8. The variation of the temperature can result in the "time stamp" 
fluctuating and latency values of the electronic components. Other arising problems are the 
number of revolutions that can be recorded, as this will have an effect on the statistical 
analysis of the vibrations. The DDAB can record 20 continuous revolutions with four 
channels and 2048 data per revolution. By using plain bearings and oil clutch enables us to 
see the tolerance of the encoder disc at low rpm. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the 
overall accuracy depends on the angular velocity of the shaft. At very high angular velocity 
a quantization of the data may give a problem. This quantization error is inversely 
proportional to the clock frequency and proportional to the angular velocity of the shaft9. 
Also the scanning frequency of the device is proportional to the angular velocity and the 
encoder disk resolution10. Despite all of the above, the device enables us to measure 
microscopic movements of the shaft where it is difficult to do so with other techniques.
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angular velocity, and the other one that corresponds to the hypotenuses of the triangles, fast 

angular velocity. The angular velocity have been calculated assuming that the mark to 

space ratio is equal. Also the positive pulse of the signal is when the read head travels 

between the line parallel to axis of rotation and the hypotenuse of the triangle.

Triangle strip, average data

40

s  30TJ

20

interrupts

Figure 9: Triangle encoder strip ‘smoothed’ data. Featuring the overlapping o f the strip, around 200 on the X  
axis. The Y axis correspond to velocity in rad/sec and the X  axis the interrupts o f the signal. Data 
have been processed using an averaging technique except at the overlapping region.

Where the negative pulse of the signal is when the read head travel between the 

hypotenuse of the triangle and the line parallel to the axis of rotation. Therefore, by 

assuming that the positive and negative pulses are equal the pulse that has smaller length 

seems that is travelling faster. Also it can be seen the overlap of the strip around of 200, 

550, and 900. It has to be noted that at overlap the strip was misaligned by 2mm which are 

showing clearer when an average has been applied to the data, Figure 9. It can been seen 

that the positive edge, low velocity, it remain almost constant at the overlap region where 

the negative that measures the displacement on Z axis shown significant readings. 

Assuming that the line ‘D J\ at the following drawing, is the read head reading position and 

the signal at the triangle ABC is High and at ACG is Low.
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Therefore:

Before the overlapping,

DE + EF = 3.248 msec or 2.52 mm gap 

also DE = 1.279 msec, EF =1.9708 msec

therefore DE = 0.3937 of the slot or 0.9921 mm

From geometry, angle BAC, a, is equal to:

BC  2.52tana = -----= -------= 0.1008
AB 25

Therefore if the DE is equal to 0.9921 mm the AD become

DE 0.9921
AD = -------= ---------- = 9.842mm

tana 0.1008

After the overlapping,

FK + KJ = 3.1836 msec or 2.52 mm gap 

also FK = 0.9743 msec, and KJ=2.2093 msec

therefore FK = 0.3060 of the slot or 0.7711 mm

Figure 10: Overlapping, scale 1:1

From geometry, angle C’G’I, a, is also equal to:

C 7  2 52 tana = - ^ -  = —  = 0.1008 
G C  25

Therefore if the FK is equal to 0.7711 mm the G’F become

G ’F  = = Q'77- -  = 7.65mm
tana 0.1008

The difference of the two results is 2.19 mm, almost the same misalignment of the triangle 

encoder strip, Figure 10. By implementing the same method to real data the axial 

movements of the shaft can be calculated. Figure 11 illustrates the axial movements of the

Figure 10: Overlapping, scale
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shaft and the encoder strip using the data with the averaging procedure. The sudden 

change of the position on the Z axis is due to the strip overlap. The lack of read heads and 

insufficient hardware did not permit the completion of this type of experimental IME in 

order to calculate the radial movements of the shaft as well. Nevertheless, the experiment 

proved that using a simple fibre optic arrangement and a triangle encoder strip is possible 

to measure the axial movements of the shaft.

5.5
Z axis position

4.5

3.5

2.5

1 16 31 46 61 76 91 106 121 136 151 166 181 196 211 226 241 256 271 286 301 316
interrupts

Figure 11: Z axis displacement using the triangle encoder strip. X axis corresponds to the number of 
interrupts where the Y axis is the mm of displacement from the centre of the triangle strip.

Conclusions

This supplement has shown a new way that the author developed in order to obtaining 

radial and axial movements of a shaft using a triangular encoder strip. This method is able 

to use either three or four read heads. The read heads have to be able to detect both of the 

encoder edges in order to calculate the axial movements.

The experimental rig was not fully complete, as it was not intended to build a full working 

device but to illustrate that is possible to use a triangular encoder for axial shaft 

movements. Nevertheless the experimental results from one read head proved that it is 

possible to use such an encoder.
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The resultant accuracy of such sensor will be depended on the accuracy of the components 

and the implementation of the device, i.e. encoder strip accuracy, read head sensitivity, 

hardware quality, IME assembly, etc.
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Appendix D

IME as oil analysis instrument

This is a supplement to the section 2.7.3 and proposes a theoretical concept of an IME 

instrument that can be used as an oil analyser. As it mentioned on section 2.7.3, previous 

research proved that using an encoder disc with sufficient resolution, 1024 grating lines per 

revolution, it is possible to detect particles between the race of a bearing. Furthermore, it 

illustrated that the centre of the disc can be calculated accurately using three or four read 

heads (section 4.3). The author will illustrate a concept that it is able to measure the 

viscosity of the oil and measure the oil contamination.

The theoretical oil analyser

It is well known that the viscosity of the oil reduces as the oil ages, because lubricants 

main components break down due to oxidisation, environmental conditions, operational 

temperature, and other reasons. The change of the lubricants viscosity indicates the 

condition of it and by inspecting the viscosity of the lubricant, it can be assessed and alert 

the user or personnel for oil replacement. The amount of oil contaminants can be used for 

assessing bearing or gear condition, method that is already used by many condition based 

monitoring systems.

Therefore, by combining a plain bearing for estimating the oil viscosity and a roller one for 

counting the oil particles, an integrated on line sensor can be build. The System can have 

one or more encoder discs and can be situated either between the plain and roller bearing 

or at the end of them. A schematic of a theoretical sensor is illustrated below.
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read

Figure D- 1: Schematic of the IME proposed oil analyser. It is featuring two IME sensors, one each side of 
the part of bearings. The greater the distance between the bearings, more accurate measurements can 
achieved.

Previous research showed that the vibration signal relates to the bearing condition and or 

the lubricant contamination. Therefore a statistical data can be used in order to calibrate the 

sensor. The viscosity of the lubricant can be calculated either by the plain bearing centre 

position or by the torque that the plain bearing requires at specific conditions. Note that the 

torque can be measured by using two encoder discs positioned at either end of the input 

shaft.

Conclusions

This section illustrated a sensor that uses an IME to estimate the viscosity and to count the 

amount of particles contaminated oil. In theory it is possible to build such device, but it 

may not be versatile and robust as other oil analysers are. The accuracy of such sensor will 

depend on the selected IME accuracy and the implementation of the device.

Note that the author had not intention to develop and test such devise, as it is only a 

theoretical approach of an “oil analysis sensor” using the IME technology. Nevertheless, 

further work and development towards a system for oil analysis using the IME technology 

can be addressed.
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Appendix E
The Experimental IME uses HEDS-9040 read heads and HEDS-6140 code wheel. The values 

below are extracted from those documented by the Hewlett Packard for their use as a shaft encoder 

consisting of one read head and one code wheel.

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Shaft Eccentricity Plus Transverse Play 0.1 mm TIR

Recommended Operating Conditions for the module
Parameter Symbol Min. Typ. Max. Units Notes
Shaft Eccentricity Plus 

Transverse Play

0.04 mm

TIR

6.9mm from mounting 

surface

Encoding Characteristics quoted by HP for the module

Parameter Symbol Min. Typ. Max Units
Cycle Error AC 3 5.5 °e

Pulse width Error AP 7 30 °e

Position Error A© 10 40 min of arc

Definitions:
One Cycle (C): 360 electrical degrees (°e), 1 bar and window pair.

Cycle Error (AC): An indication of cycle uniformity. The difference between an observed shaft 

angle which gives rise to one electrical cycle, and the nominal angular increment of 1/N of a 

revolution.
One Shaft Rotation: 360 mechanical degrees, N cycles.

Position Error (A©): The normalized angular difference between the actual shaft position and the 

position indicated by the encoder cycle count.
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Pulse Width (P): The number of electrical degrees that an output is high during 1 cycle. This value 

is nominally 180°e or Vz cycle.

Pulse width error (AP): The deviation, in electrical degrees, of the pulse width from its ideal value 

of 180°e.

Relevance of HP errors for the IME:

From the manufacturer’s recommended operating conditions the eccentricity plus 

transverse play limited to 40pm (100 pm max) for disc with radius of 23360 microns.

The cycle error, pulse width error and position error appear to show that the accuracy of 

the IME is limited by the position error which is the worst case can be 40’ of arc resulting 

in transverse position error of 272pm. However, really all of these errors can be explained 

as follows:

i) Cycle Error:

The cycle error from HP bar and window is typically 3 e°, with a maximum of 5.5°e, some 

of this cycle error is due to eccentricity. Calculating for 100pm eccentricity the cycle error

will be: 1.5“e [ 100 -360°e]
23360

Error in the width of the bar + window will also contribute in the cycle error.

ii) Pulse Error:

The PIP pulse width error, of, 7°e is likely to be due to unequal widths of the bar and the 

window. Measurements made using electron microscope, (as shown in section 3.1), 

produced a of about 8°e,which is consistent with the HP typical value of 7°e. In fact this 

error will not affect the 3ME results provided that the two edges of the signal are averaged.

iii) Position Error:

The position error described by HP is typically 10’ of arc with max of 40’ of arc. The 

quantization of the angular position from the encoder disc is equal to one bar + window

360 ^
giving maximum error of 21’ [ j~~~ ] ° f  arc- Eccentricity of 100pm will also contribute a

maximum of 15’ [ —̂  - radian] of arc to the position error. Most of the HP position error 
23360 F F

can be therefore explained by quantization and eccentricity. Eccentricity can be
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compensated for and quantization error of the IME is normally much smaller than 21’ of 

arc, as it is equal to the angular distance that the encoder disc will travel within one clock 

pulse (see section 3.2) and not the time few one slot to pass.
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ABSTRACT

The incremental motion encoder IME is a 
development o f the incremental shaft encoder or 
device that is able to generate ptdses from a rotating 
shqfi. The pulses can be used to calculate angular 
position, velocity, acceleration, etc. The IME uses 
multiple read heads to resolve angular and small 
radial movement o f  the shaft (effectively three degrees 
of freedom).

This paper describes the development o f a 
simulator for creating and graphically illustrating the 
timing sequences, that can be generated by an IME 
from an arbitrarily defined 3D input. The simulator is 
modelled on the gr ating disc type o f encoder.

The purpose ofthe simulator is hr of old. Firstly
it is to illustrate die principle, o f operation of the IME. 
Secondly U is intended as a research tool io facilitate 
the development and testing o f  m w methods for the 
evaluation o f  online error estimation and possible 
compensation.

Introduction to the M E

Figure 1 shows 6 degrees of freedom of the XV 
plans through a transmission sk d l Optical encadmare 
generally insensitive to small linear movements in % and 
small angular movement in c% and Oy. They are 
however sensitive to x  and y  movement, This is 
normally overcome -by using good bearings to support 
the encoder disc and accepting subsequent angular errors 
as noise. Two read beads have been used to obtain 
accurate angular estimates compensating for x y  motion.

The Incremental Morion Encoder uses accurate 
angular readings from., multiple read heads to fully 
resolve and track the x y  displacement as well as 
producing a corrected estimate of angular position Ref.
1.

Accurate angular position estimates from, three or 
more locations. The pulse edges from each read head 
are timed Very accurately using a high frequency clock 
(10 * 200 Mhz). litis may also be referred to as "time 
tagging” in digital signal temnnology. No A/D stage is 
used arid the response is broadband and linear compared 
to conventional analogue instruments in the field of 
displacement, velooity and acceleration. Figure 3 
shows examples of sub-macron orbit plots from a real 
device^ Ref 2.

Figure 1 Sis degrees of freedom 
in. xy plane
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Figure 2 Incremental motion encoder 
and shaft encoder

a,

c ,

Figure 2a. Shows a simple incremental encoder 
with a single read head used to measure angular 
position. Figure 2b shows an additional read head that 
enables the measurement of small horizontal 
displacements of the shaft centre. Three or more read 
heads, as shown in Figure 2c, enable the measurement of 
two-dimensional displacement of the shaft centre.

Orbit plot

Figure 3 IMF orbit plots -  showing shaft 
vibrations (ail scale microns)

The reciprocal timing approach allows tbs 
efficient production of high-resoiution (sub-micron; 
plots of shaft centre position. As the irrruts M 
measurement accuracy are investigated it has emerged 
that a major sources of error can come from the 
accuracy of the disc gratings and the alignment of tbs 
read heads. The quantisation error due to the timing 
dock reference is also important. Errors arising fro® 
the characteristics of the electronics which detect 
time of grating line passage are believed to be 'asm 
significant. The symmetrical design means ifeaa 
electronically associated delays tend to balance out m 
produce angular skewing of the results linked »  
angular velocity.

The first version of the simulator models tbs 
errors due to the alignment of the grating of the rear 
heads as well as the quantization errors due to timm# 
reference. Further work would enable more of tae 
sources of error to be modelled and built into the 
simulation.

Tire simulator is intended for use, initially, to help 
in the development of techniques for characterising, 
possible disc errors and testing new algorithms ihr 
online compensation for such errors. Gratings can fee 
damaged, distort, or suffer from din over time 
Intelligent instruments that can monitor and 
compensate or warn of these changes online is & cs$c 
possibility. The use of more than three read h sa s  
provides some redundancy in the signals and tse 
techniques for taking full advantage of tins to improve 
accuracy and robustness need further development

The IM F S im ulator
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The emergence of very powerful mid cheap digital 
signal processors ideally suited to such embedded 
system applications is a. key factor in enabling the use 
of high speed and complex algorithms feat axe 
required. This could also lead to fee possible 
relaxation of die manufectfeing tolerances on fee 
discs.

A filter type of program mostly satisfies the 
research objective of fee simulator. Such a program 
will take an input defining fee disc motion in the three 
degrees o f freedom over a suitable time period. The: 
output of fee filter program will be fee reciprocal 
timing data,

The-simulator described in this paper however is 
also able ..to give a detailed graphical display of tire 
disc motion. . The purpose: of fee graphical part is to 
illustrate fee operation of fee M E and also act as a 
check on the simulator software to show that it is 
working as required.

The graphical siraulatioB has been used effectively 
to show fee asynchronous nature of data collection and 
fee often irregular ordering of read head triggering. 
The graphical display was programmed and built prior 
to fee numerical algorithms of fee simulator in order 
that it could aid in fee debugging and testing stage of 
fee final simulator.

Figure 4 Simulator Input/Output

3D input data
'Reciprocal timing data:
The tints in clock pulses when 
the sensors detect m ting  Use

—   * .

Graphical
animation

Simulator Input and Output

The input data, which describes fee 3 degrees of 
freedom of fee shaft, can be of a variety of formats. 
Each format can normally be processed by 
interpolation to give alternative formats. The basic 
alternatives are as follows (note that there is a general 
reference frame/point from which fee position of all 
sensors is defined and also fee motion of fee disc. 
This reference is labelled "Sensoryef’)

fem es motion over

——----------- -----*
IMS
Simulator

1ME Configuration .'
Grating

a) An array of dam points taken at fixed intervals of
time representing

i) x dispkoement of fe e  .mean disc centre from 
8e.nsor_ref

ii) y displacement of fee mean disc centre from 
Seusorjref

iii) The absolute angle, of fee disc relative to fee 
Sensor_rof frame.

Each set of three values xepresenting a regular 
time stimple series of given period.

b) An array of data points taken at fixed angular 
intervals representing

i) x displacement of the mean disc centre from. 
Sensorjraf

ii) y displacement of the mean disc centre from 
Sensorjref

iii) The current time in clock counts from record 
start

Each, set of feree values represepring • fee disc 
position and time m it moves fesrough xegtilW ^soluas 
angular increments normally the angle of fee mean 
grating spacing see {Note I). The absolute angle is 
relative to fee Senso.r_ref frame.

There is a obvious constraint on fee input in feat it 
has to be assumed to be of sufficiently high sample 
frequency so feat no frequency o n . any axis exceeds 
half fee sample frequency (ie Shannon’s Theorem to 
prevent aliasing Ref. 4),

Format b) or “xyt” format was chosen as fee 
standard kput format for fee simulator because it 
conveniently links/locks the frequency of rotation to 
fee sample frequency. There are always a fixed 
number of samples per revolution, and major 
periodicity’s associated wife rotation, frequency can. be 
easily related.

The “xyt” format is also fee .preferred standard 
output for M E output processed data.

Simulator Configuration

■ The simulator is design to allow a large flexibility 
in its configuration, Up to eight read heads can be 
positioned separately in angle and radius. The -grating 
disc topography, the number of gratings and their 
angular spacing is programmabk. Tire clock frequency 
is also programmable.
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The simulator has been designed with a GUI 
that allows straightforward sretting up of the 
configuration saving and retrieving. The following 
features are programmable:

a) Number, angle and radius of read heads.

b) Complete specification of all grating line angles
the total number.

c) Timing reference clock frequency.

d) Motion as input or as an alternative can be 
internally generated from a programmable 
function generator.

Basic Simulator Principle 
(Numerical search)

The input data describes the position and time that 
the disc arrives at a series of equal angles of rotation. 
The data will very rarely describe a position of the disc 
in which a grating line is within one clock pulse of 
passing any sensor. The best that can be obtained from, 
the data is first to find the position of die nearest 
grating lines 10 a sensor at a particular time. Then, 
from subsequent input data the positron of the new 
neaxest grating line can be found. Figure 5 shows 
the two positions of a particular grating line before and 
after it passes a sensor. In order to estimate when 
the sensor is passed a numerical search algorithm has 
been used. A numerical approach is unavoidable 
given that, there will be numerically defined input. A 
complication arises due to the fact that the grating line 
moves with three degrees of freedom, This means 
that to estimate a new intermediate position of the 
grating it is important to interpolate on x displacement 
y displacement and for die angular motion. In the first 
version linear interpolation is used. Further work will 
involve interpolation over more than two points using 
more advanced interpolation algorithms, such as 
polynomials or spline functions.

Once an estimate of die required grating line 
position for intersection has been made the angular 
error is calculated and depending on the size of the 
error a new estimate is made. Only when the error 
results in less than a one-clock puise delay will the 
recursive algorithm.stop. Figure 6 Simulator Graphical User Interface 40 

grating lines and 3 sensors

The graphical simulation highlights the number 
one grating line and lists successive intersection times 
together with the sensor number and a fie id to indicate

Figure 5 View of a single grating line as if 
passes a sensor - The position of the grating line at 
input sample “n” and sample “n+1” is shown is 
dark lines. The dotted line snow’s the numerically 
estimated transition position. ua” is the input 
angular sample interval and also, in this case, the 
mean angular grating line spacing, see (Note 1).

The software is designed to make multiple passes 
through the input data, one pass for each read head 
All the grating line intersection times for the particular 
read head are recorded in the pass. The process is 
simply repeated fox each read head. The records 
also include a field for the absolute disc angle at the 
grating intersection times. This record is only used 
to aid in the animation. The graphical animation 
works by slowly moving the disc image in as 
interpolated path between the recorded intersection 
angles. Tae animation highlights any currently 
intersecting read head.

P a th  d is c  w m tix  —
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Oil Contamination Analysis Inside a Bearing using an 
Incremental Motion Encoder.

Emmanouil Hatiris, Paul A. Orton, Janet F. Poliakoff, Peter D. Thomas.
The Nottingham Trent University, Department of Computing,
Burton Street, Nottingham, NG1 4BU, United Kingdom 
TEL.: +44 (0) 115 86538; FAX.: +44 (0) 115 9486518

hat@doc.ntu.ac.uk. Pao@doc.ntu.ac.uk, jfp@doc.ntu.ac.uk, pdt@doc.ntu.ac.uk.

A bstract: A novel sensor has been developed within the Department of Computing at 
Nottingham Trent University, using Incremental Motion Encoders (IME)[1]. Termed the 
IME, the sensor is able to detect small vibrations by the combination of multiple read 
heads [2]. Previous work has shown how oil contamination inside a roller bearing can be 
detected using the IME [3]. Exploring this further, has enable us to determine the nature of 
the particles by observing the acceleration profile, angular contact, and displacement path. 
It is also possible to calculate the position of the particle even during any contact inside the 
bearing by analysing the IME data. This information will be analysed further to estimate 
and discuss the effects that a particle can have on a bearing.

Key W ords: Incremental Motion Encoder, Optical Encoder, Bearing, Oil Contamination.

1 Introduction
Condition monitoring can prevent early maintenance and unexpected machine breakdowns. 
The amount of solid contaminant particles inside in the lubricant oil indicates the condition 
and the remaining life of the bearings and other components [4]. Due to various operating 
factors such as lubricant contamination, shaft misalignment or improper loading, bearing 
service life may vary considerably from manufacturers estimates, potentially leading to 
unexpected failures[5]. It has been estimated that only 10 to 20% of bearings reach their 
design life[6]. The monitoring of bearing condition is therefore extremely important to 
prevent otherwise unpredictable machine breakdowns.

Measuring machine vibration most commonly monitors bearing condition[6,7], although 
analysis of lubricating fluids for worn products is also an important technique[8,9]. 
Vibration has the advantage of giving warnings about the presence of other types of machine 
defects, such as misalignment or imbalance, as well as bearing damage. Alternative 
monitoring methods, if used in isolation, limit the type of faults that can be detected 
therefore, failure can result from an undetected fault. Newly installed bearings excite their 
supporting structures at certain natural frequencies related to shaft speed and the normal 
contact of rolling elements and races. As the bearing ages, the vibration increases due to 
gradual breakdown of the contact surfaces. The presence of surface defects in the bearings 
results in the production of impulsive vibration at frequencies determined by the location of
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the defect and the shaft speed[6]. These impulses excite the bearing rings and the bearing 
housing, propagating to the machine casing where the vibration can be measured by an 
analogue electro-magnetic sensor, or most commonly by a piezoelectric accelerometer.

Rather than monitor bearing condition remotely from the machine casing, there are good 
arguments why relative shaft displacement measurements should be preferable [10]. 
Especially when relative displacement between a shaft and its mounting is directly related to 
the condition of the bearing supporting the shaft. Currently, shaft displacement monitoring is 
almost exclusively limited to fluid film journal bearings.

The use of the incremental motion encoder (IME) as a condition-monitoring device extends 
the use of relative displacement measurement as a condition monitoring technique to rolling 
element bearings. It has the advantage of sensing the mechanical motion caused by the 
presence of a defect directly allowing monitoring of low speed machines. It can also directly 
monitor the state of single bearings in complex machines.

Previous research within the department of computing has shown the effects of 
contaminant oil inside a roller bearing changing the acceleration profile [3]. Exploring this 
further has enabled us to determine the nature of the particles by observing the acceleration 
profile, angular contact, and displacement path. It is even possible to calculate the position 
of the particle during contact inside the bearing by analysing the IME data. Analysing this 
information will show the effect that particles can create within the bearings.

2 The Increment M otion Encoder (IME).
The incremental motion encoder is a device / sensor that generates pulses from a rotating 
shaft. The pulses can be used to calculate angular position, velocity, acceleration, etc. The 
IME uses multiple read heads to resolve angular and small radial movement of the shaft.

The current experimental device contracted by three read heads positioned at 90° intervals 
around the disk, which allows the position of the shaft centre to be calculated in the plane of 
the disk. Figure (1) schematically illustrates this construction and the geometry of it.

When the centre line of the disk coincides with the line joining the read head pair A - B, 
distance L  apart, the horizontal displacement, d, is zero and the difference between the 
angular position measured at A compared with that at B is equal to n. When the horizontal 
displacement increases, the value of the angular difference between A and B will decrease to
0. The relationship between 0 and the horizontal displacement is given by equation

d = ( k -Q)L

4 CD
This is an approximation, which can be made for centre displacements of the order of tens of 
microns if the disk is of the order of tens of millimetres in diameter.
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Centre line of rood heads

C e n lro  line
o f d is c

Figure 1. Shaft centre position calculation.

This experimental IME device uses three photoelectric read heads and a 1024 line encoder 
disk. A reciprocal timing approach is used to obtain accurate angular position estimates from 
three or more locations. The pulse edge from each read head is very accurately timed using a 
high frequency clock.

3 Using the IME
Figure (2) shows an example of displacement measured by the IME from a roller bearing. 
The two axes of measurement are shown plotted against each other1 [11]. The irregular 
outline of the trace is due to the combined effect of irregularities on the bearing element 
surfaces and the variation in distribution of the elements in the load zone of the bearing.

1S.0

10.0

s.o

Figure 2. Roller Bearing Orbit Plot Rotating At 800 rpm. X  and Y values in microns.

1 Usually described as Orbit Plot. The locus of a point on the shaft in a plane perpendicular to it. [12] This 
point is displaced relative to the nominal axis o f the shaft. By rotating the shaft a generally circular' motion is 
described, depending on the irregularities. The locus point can be situated anywhere in the plain 
perpendicular to the shaft. With out the exact position of the locus point the orbit plot is ill-defined. The 
experimental data can be processed mathematically to reposition the locus focus point. It is therefore possible 
to choose the most appropriate orbit radius.
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By contaminating the roller bearing with particles less than 5 microns diameter the rather 
smooth orbit plot path becomes aggressive as the rollers bounce on the particles. Note that 
the shaft has low radial load. Figure (3), displays the orbit plot of such a case.

12

5/

-12
-12

Figure 3: Orbit P lot O f A Roller Bearing With Contaminated Oil.

This kind of situation will probably never happen to a machines bearing as the 
contaminants were 1/4 of the volume of the grease that was injected to it. Nevertheless, the 
experiment proved that using the IME it is possible to detect such extreme conditions. In a 
situation where only one particle passes through the roller and the race, the shaft will be 
forced to change it’s natural position, and this will depend on multiple parameters, 
including angular velocity of the shaft, inertia mass, particles size, position and physical 
properties, bearing geometry and physical properties etc.

In the example the following assumptions are made:

1. Radial load2 is low and the inertia mass of the rotating shaft is not high.

2. Particle should not permanently damage the bearing components after the impact.

3. Angular velocity of the shaft will may alter after the impact.

4. Particle will retain its geometry after the compression from the roller.

When the roller hits the particle, it will change its angular velocity, as a result it will skid
on the race. This may result to a permanent mark on the surface of the race or to the roller. 
Then, the roller will be forced by the spacers to pass above the particle. If it does so, the 
roller will be compressed between the racer and the particle. This will result in a change to 
the centre position of the shaft as it is accelerates due to the influence of the roller. By 
observing the movement of the shaft centre with the IME, it possible to calculate the 
position of the particle at the moment of contact with the roller. It is clear by observing 
only the radial displacement of the shaft it is not possible to determine with 100% accuracy 
the size and geometry of the particle. This would depend on many unknown parameters. 
The following figure (4) shows IME raw data capturing a particle passing through the race 
and the roller.

2 Load is applied perpendicular to the axes of rotation of the shaft.
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1 306 Degrees /  G sec D iv : 3  m sec 3 2 .6  m sec /  341 D egrees

Figure 4: IME Data: A Particle Passing Through A Roller Bearing.

Analysing Figure (4), it is clear to see the individual reading points on the encoder disk 
showing changes of angular velocity. Line 1 represents the data from the read head 
positioned at 3 o’clock. Line 2, the data from the read head positioned at 12 o’clock and 
Line 3, data from the read head positioned at 9 o’clock. From this data, the particle has 
contact with the roller for a duration of 1.8° to 2.2° degrees or 1.5 to 1.8 msec. Calculating 
the radial displacement of the shaft with Equation (1), results in 2.07 pm movement. This 
indicates that the minimum diameter of the particle can not be less than 2pm3. The 
acceleration of the shaft becomes 18 m/sec2. Given the geometry of the bearing and the 
particle size it is possible to calculate the duration of the particle contact with the roller4. 
This was found to be 2.46 degrees for the inner race and 2.71 for the outer race5. At these 
small angles, it is not possible to determine with high accuracy where the particle was, but 
we can assume that it was on the inner race as it had less duration of contact from the 
expected one. From the graph it is clear that torsional vibrations are developing after the 
particle passes through the bearing elements6. Also it is clear, a bounce from the shaft in 
the opposite direction after 1.5 nsec which is probably an aftershock from the vibration that 
is produced in the first place. The position of the particle at the impact was on the vertical 
axis, as the angular velocity of the disk at 12 o’clock didn’t change. Because Line 1 
indicates a drop of angular velocity and Line 3 indicates an increase, the particle was hit at 
6 o’clock as the shaft rotated anti-clock wise. If Line 2 had an indication of drop in its 
angular velocity half of Line l ’s value, then the particle would be in positions between 4 
and 5 o’clock. If Line 2 increased it would be on the other side, between 7 and 8 o ’clock.

3 The original size of the particle is larger than the measured displacement as the high Hertzian stress would 
deform it. Therefore we can only predict by calculations the original size of it.
4 Bearing dimensions: roller 4.6 0  mm, inner 19 0  mm, outer 28.2 0  mm.
5 Assuming that: Particle is round and the size remains the same during contact, the particle position is 
remaining constant, surface o f the bearing elements are not deformed or compressed, the inner race is the one 
that rotates and the outer race remains stationary.
6 The torsional vibrations have around 300Hz frequency or 100 cycles per revolution. This is probably the 
shaft resonance frequency.
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The following figure (5) illustrates the Orbit Plot of the above particle. A magnification of 
the orbit has been applied by 8 pm in order to expand the centre and to visualise the effect 
of the particle.

Auto Scale!

Figure 5: Orbit plot o f a roller bearing when a particle passes through the roller and the 
race.

Hertzian contact area mainly depends on the material properties, geometry and load 
between the surfaces. The contact area of the roller and the inner race is smaller than this 
of the outer race and the roller[13]. The same situation applies for the particle, and 
therefore, the Hertzian stress would be higher when the particle is between the inner race 
and the roller. Also when the outer race is stationary and the inner revs, the particle would 
have longer periods of contact with the outer race and the roller, as a result less 
acceleration and less Hertzian stress. Assuming that the material and surface hardening of 
the inner and outer race is the same and the number of contaminants passing through the 
racers are the same, then the inner race will suffer the most damage.

4 Conclusion
Using the IME device it is possible to monitor the behaviour of the shaft with accuracy and 
bandwidth. Previous work has shown the detection of oil contamination within the bearing 
and other bearing defects. Observing the velocity profile of three different points from the 
encoder disk, it enables us to calculate the radial displacement of the shaft in the event of a 
particle passing through the roller and the race. The displacement of the shaft does not 
indicate the exact dimension of the particle as it will change due to high hertzian stress. 
Nevertheless, by knowing the systems characteristics we can predict the size of the 
particle. Finally, the damage due to contaminants inside a bearing would be larger to the 
inner race as it has a smaller radius of curvature.
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A b s t r a c t  -  O u r  r e c e n t l y  d e v e l o p e d  p a t e n t e d  i n s t r u m e n t ,  t h e  I n c r e 

m e n t a l  M o t i o n  E n c o d e r  ( I M E ) ,  i s  a b l e  t o  m o n i t o r  t h e  r o t a t i o n  o f  

m e c h a n i c a l  s y s t e m s .  U s i n g  t h e  d i s c  f r o m  a n  i n c r e m e n t a l  S h a f t  

E n c o d e r ,  b u t  w i t h  t h r e e  o r  m o r e  r e a d  h e a d s  i n s t e a d  o f  o n e ,  t h e  

I M E  i s  a b l e  t o  r e s o l v e  s m a l l  t r a n s v e r s e  m o v e m e n t s  o f  t h e  s h a f t  a s  

w e l l  a s  a n g u l a r  p o s i t i o n .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e  a c c u r a c y  o f  t h e  m e a s u r e 

m e n t s  i s  l i m i t e d  b y  s m a l l  d i s t o r t i o n s  i n  t h e  g r a t i n g  l i n e s  o f  t h e  d i s c ,  

d u e  e i t h e r  t o  d a m a g e  o r  t o  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  e r r o r s .  T h i s  p a p e r  p r e 

s e n t s  a l g o r i t h m s  w h i c h  u s e  d a t a  f r o m  t h e  I M E  t o  c o m p e n s a t e  f o r  

s u c h  e r r o r s  i n  t h e  d i s c ,  t h u s  e n a b l i n g  a u t o m a t i c  s e l f - c a l i b r a t i o n  o f  

t h e  I M E .

K e y w o r d s  -  m o t i o n  e n c o d e r ,  p r e c i s i a n  a n g u l a r  m e a s u r e m e n t ,  

g r a t i n g  e r r o r s ,  s e l f - c a l i b r a t i o n ,  b e a r i n g  c o n d i t i o n

I. IN T R O D U C T IO N

The Incremental M otion E ncoder (IM E) [1, 2] is  a new  
technique developed  and patented at Nottingham  Trent U ni
versity for the precise m onitoring o f  the rotation o f  m echani
cal system s and particularly the behaviour o f  rotating shafts. 
It was d evelop ed  from the w id e ly  used Incremental Shaft 
E ncoder [3], w hich m easures the angular position  o f  rotating  
shafts. The Shaft E ncoder con sists  o f  a rotating grating disc  
with a single read head to sen se the passing o f  the grating  
tines, F ig. 1(a). T he IM E technique, b y  contrast, uses data 
from  three (or more) identical read heads spaced round the 
circum ference o f  the d isc , F ig. 1(c). T he presence o f  the 
three read heads a llow s the IM E to  resolve and m easure not 
on ly  the angular position  o f  the shaft but a lso  sm all horizontal 
and vertical m otion  o f  the shaft [4 ]. T hese m otions arc d iffi
cult to m easure accurately using traditional m etrology. One 
o f  our experim ental rigs w ith four read heads is show n in Fig. 
2. The path o f  the disc centre, or orbit p lot, is show n in Fig. 3 
for bearings in d ifferent states o f  adjustm ent The IME tech
n o logy  is versatile, broadband, digital and h igh ly stable and 
on e set o f  readings a llow s all three degrees o f  freedom  to be  
m easured [5 , 6 ]. Additional inform ation can b e  obtained by  
further an alysis  o f  the data, for exam ple ve lo c ity , accelera
tion, shaft loading and vibrations. A nalysis  o f  these data over  
tim e could provide inform ation about long-term  degradation  
o f  a bearing and further algorithm ic developm ents could in
clude prediction o f  bearing life.

A n encoder d isc has grating lin es approxim ately equally  
spaced around the circum ference to a llow  the read head to 
detect changes in angular position . The errors in grating line 
position  do not affect the shaft encoder, because they are

sm aller than the resolution required for a shaft encoder. 
H ow ever, the m uch higher resolution  needed for the IME 
m eans that it is sen sitive  to th ese sm all errors in the grating 
lines. Thus the accuracy o f  the m easurem ents is  lim ited by 
the errors in the p osition s o f  the grating lin es on  the disc. 
T his is  m ost e a sily  seen  in the orbit p lo t, Fig. 5 , where the 
disc used  has b een  subject to dam age w h ich  has caused  sig 
n ificant errors in the p osition s o f  the grating lin es . T he m ost 
ob viou s effect on the orbit p lo t is  that it has b eco m e le ss  cir
cular, but other m easurem ents w ill a lso  be a ffected . W e have  
developed  algorithm s for autom atic self-calibration  o f  the 
IMF-, w hich use data from  the IME its e lf  to estim ate the er
rors in  the disc and to  com pensate for them .

II. PR IN C IPLE OF T H E IM E

A lthough three read heads are su fficient for the IME to 
work, the princip le is  easier- to explain w hen  there are four 
read heads. Figure 2 sh ow s on e  o f  our experim ental rigs with 
four read heads and the geom etrical relationship b etw een  disc 
and read heads is g iven  in Figure 4. T he horizontal d is
p lacem ent, x, o f  the d isc  centre, X . from  tire centre o f  the read 
heads, O , at a given  tim e is found using the angle  8 betw een  
read heads A  and B. T he approxim ate form ula x  — (8 -  n )/2  
can then b e  used (provided that \8 -  rtj «  1 radian). The 
vertical d isp la cem en t v, is found in a sim ilar w a y  from the 
other two read heads, C and D , and then the tw o  are com 
bined to g ive  a tw o-d im ensional orbit p lot o f  the m ovem ent 
o f  the d isc  centre, as show n in Figure 3. S in ce  there is a 
sm all eccentricity’ o f  the d isc  centre relative to the centre o f  
m otion , the orbit plot is approxim ately circular (w ith radius 
o f  the order o f  3 0  m icrons) .

Figure l . The incremental sius.it encoder (a) has one read head lo 
measure angular position. A second read head (b) allows it to meas
ure horizontal displacement and with a third (c) the IME can meas

ure all 2D movements in the plane of the disc.
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Figure 2. The experimental rig, showing the configuration 
of the encoder disc attached to the shaft (diameter approx. 

8mm.) and four read heads to detect the motion.

nr. M ET H O D S FO R D ISC  C A L IB R A T IO N

Graham [7] developed a m ethod w hich uses M oire fringes 
and a ring prism in order to co lle c t light from  all the grating 
lines, T he accuracy o f  th is m ethod w ill be a ffected  b y  errors 
in the motion, o f  the spindle system  or d efects in  the prism. 
A nother m ethod w as proposed  by the H uang [8 ], w hich  con 
sists o f  taking the average for the w h o le  circum ference o f  the 
disc. H ow ever, the im plem entation o f  this sy stem  requires a 
large number o f  fibre optics in order to scan  a ll the grating  
lines sim ultaneously. Zhang [9] uses a  d ifferent technique  
with four unequally spaced read heads. This m ethod relies 
on having sine fu nction  transm issivity, w hich  the IME does  
not have. W e have d evelop ed  a m ethod w h ich  requires 
neither sine function transm issivity nor the add ition o f  other  
equipm ent to the IM E and therefore ju stifies  the description  
o f  self-ca l ibration.

IV . TH E N E W  A L G O R IT H M S

T he new' m ethod requires m easurem ents to be taken un
der con d ition s o f  constant angular v e lo c ity  and with all 
vibrations as sm all as p ossib le . T his can be achieved b y  
attaching a flyw h eel to the shaft and m aking m easurem ents 
w hen a steady state is ach ieved  at constant angular velocity . 
By m easuring the tim es o f  the passing o f  the grating lines  
over m any revolutions and taking the average, w e  can ob 
tain good  estim ates o f  the errors in the grating line p o s i
tions, a llow in g  an error map to be produced, Fig, 6. An 
error map is  obtained sim ilarly for die data from  each read

Figure 3. The traces o f the orbit plots have been superimposed tor a 
numher of revolutions for (n) a tightly adjusted new bearing (20 revs, 
at 280 tptn.) and (b) a loosely adjusted bearing (14 revs, at 300 rpm.).

head. W e have found that, because the nature o f  the read 
head technology', each read head causes sm all d istortions in 
the detected p osition s  o f  the grating lines position s. T here
fore the error map from  each read head is s lightly  different 
and the data from  each read head has to be com pensated  in
dependently.

A lgorithm s have now' been  developed  to use the error 
maps to com pensate  for the resulting errors during the proc
essing o f  data co lle c ted  under normal use o f  the IM E. The 
orbit plot obtained after com pensation  is show n in Fig. 7.

A .  F i r s t  M e t h o d

This m ethod in v o lv es  c o llectin g , for  each read bead, the 
tim ing o f  the passing  o f  each  grating line in one revolution , 
givin g values fp, . . . ,  />,■, w here A7 is  the total num ber o f  lines.

!

2  R

Ll

Figure 4. Diagram of the geometrical relationship between the disc, which has 
centre X, and the read heads A. B, C, and D, which have centre O.
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Figure 5, Example of a distorted orbit plot from a damaged bearing where 
the grating Sines are not evenly spaced.

Then, assum ing that the angular ve loc ity  does not change  
during that revolution , the position , «„  o f  the z*h grating line 
relative to line 0 , is  given  b y  the equation

£ , =  2  It , for 0 <  i <  N, (2)

„ (t - 10 )
(X, =  1%  ^  , for 0  <  f <  N, (1)

since CCN — 2/T . Then the error map for a , is g iven  by

By taking the average over m any revolu tion s for each K„ 
the error map can be im proved and is show n in Figure 6. 
Then it can be used to  eom peasate  for the distortion o f  the 
collected  data caused b y  th e errors in the grating line p osi
tions, g iv in g  the n ew  orbit p lot. T he error map has included  
the effect o f  the eccen tr ic ity  on the m easured angular v e 
locity, so  that after com pensation  the n ew  orbit p lot w ill 
have ‘shrunk’. This can b e  corrected, i f  required, by adding  
sine and cosin e w a v es  to the coordinates to g iv e  a plot o f  
diam eter com parable to  that o f  the original p lot, as show n in 
Fig. 7. T he new  orbit plot can now  b e  com pared with the 
original one in Fig, 5 to see  the im provem ent.

B, Second Method

The first m ethod requires that the angular v e lo c ity  does  
not vary over a com plete  revolution . W e have developed a 
second method w h ich  o n ly  assum es that the angular v e lo c 
ity docs not change in the tim e interval b etw een  the passing  
o f  one grating line and the next. It exp lo its  the fact that 
each read head contains tw o detectors separated by a very  
small angle tp (sm aller than the angle betw een  tw o  adjacent 

grating lines). I f  w e  ca ll th ese  detectors P and Q, then the 
m odified IM E can co llect tw o  sets o f  data for each revoiu- 

p *P .Qtion, fj , . . . , tN and tj , . Then, in a s im ilar way, w c

can find the value o f  a ,, now- in terms o f  <p instead o f  2tt, as 
follow’s. Firstly, su p p ose  that the detectors P and Q are posi
tioned so that each  lin e passes Q first, and so

tf~i <  < tor *• Then t f  — t f  is the tim e for grating

line i to pass betw een detector Q and detector P. The tim e 

betw een lines /-I and i passing P is t f  — , so the angular

0 .4

0.0

- 0 . 4

1000200 600 800400C

Figure 6, Error map for read head C using method 1 averaged over 80 revolutions, The error in microns is plotted against grating line number, 
numbered from. 1 to 1024. (A similar error map is obtained for the cither read beads.)
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Figure 7. Orbit plot fro at Figure 5 after the data from each read head has 
been compensated by method 1. The orbit has ‘shrunk’ because die 

eccentricity has been included in tire error map.

Figure 8, Orbit plot from Figure 7 with the eccentricity replaced, giving an 
orbit of similar diameter to the original m Figure 5 but improved in shape.

separation of the two lines is given by over many revolutions, but this time the average for /•,. 
the error map can be calculated using equation (5).

Then

a { - Qfw  * <p y |f, , for 0 <i<N .  (3)

i f  - t P }
Letting rt =  ~ry— ~yr, for 0 < i < N, we therefore have 

K - 1, J
. +

rj ■■ ôr 0 < * - N" (4)

Then, using a N - f  Yh rj  =  ^  t0 find tp> vve obtain 
t

E: -  27C

r.
tLN
]C ;

L /='
N

for 0 < / < N. (5)

The value for each r, is affected by quantisation of the time, 
so the error map can be improved by again taking the average

V . R E SU L T S

Initial results with Method 1 look promising, Figure 6 
shows the error map averaged over 80 revolutions for read 
head C. Hus error map has been used to compensate the data 
used for the orbit plot in Figure 5, giving the plot in Figure 7. 
Because foe eccentricity has also been removed by the com
pensation, the orbit plot has ‘shrank’. Correcting for this 
gives a plot of comparable diameter to the original one in 
Figure 5, so that they can be compared. Unfortunately, we 
have found that for Method 2 our current rig does not provide 
sufficiently accurate data to test the method.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The IME is an original patented invention, of our research 
group [1], which allows accurate.digital, data to be collected 
•from rotating shafts. It can be used to monitor many aspects 
of rotary motion using a grating disc and three or more read 
heads. The quality of the measurements depends on the accu
racy of foe grating disc. New algorithms have been devel
oped to compensate for errors in the grating disc, one of 
which has given an improved orbit plot. This allows the de
velopment of automatic seUvcaiibration. of the IME.
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